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Abstract
Most forestry applications of airborne laser scanning (ALS) require the integration and simultaneous use of
various data sources, pursuing a variety of different objectives. Projects based on remotely-sensed data
generally consist in upscaling data fusion stages: from the most detailed information obtained for a limited
area (field plot) to a more uncertain forest response sensed over a larger extent (airborne and satellite
swath). All data sources ultimately rely on global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), which are especially
error-prone when operating under forest canopies. Other additional processing stages, such as
orthorectification, may as well be affected by vegetation, hence deteriorating the accuracy of optical
imagery’s reference coordinates. These errors introduce noise to the models, as predictors displace from
their corresponding response. The degree to which forest estimations are affected depends on the spatial
dispersion of the variables involved and the scale used. This thesis reviews the sources of positioning errors
which may affect the different inputs involved in an ALS-assisted forest inventory project, and how the
properties of the forest canopy itself affects their magnitude, advising on methods for diminishing them. It
is also discussed how accuracy should be assessed, and how positioning errors actually affect forest
estimation, toward a cost-efficient planning for data acquisition. The final optimization in positioning the
GNSS and optical image allowed to detect the importance of the latter in predicting relative density in a
monospecific Pinus sylvestris L. forest.

Título y Resumen
Optimización de la Exactitud Geométrica al Integrar Diversas Fuentes de Datos en Proyectos de
Inventario Forestal Basados en Escaneo Láser Aerotransportado
La mayoría de las aplicaciones forestales del escaneo laser aerotransportado (ALS, del inglés airborne laser
scanning) requieren la integración y uso simultáneo de diversas fuentes de datos, con el propósito de
conseguir diversos objetivos. Los proyectos basados en sensores remotos normalmente consisten en
aumentar la escala de estudio progresivamente a lo largo de varias fases de fusión de datos: desde la
información más detallada obtenida sobre un área limitada (la parcela de campo), hasta una respuesta
general de la cubierta forestal detectada a distancia de forma más incierta pero cubriendo un área mucho
más amplia (la extensión cubierta por el vuelo o el satélite). Todas las fuentes de datos necesitan en último
término basarse en las tecnologías de sistemas de navegación global por satélite (GNSS, del inglés global
navigation satellite systems), las cuáles son especialmente erróneas al operar por debajo del dosel forestal.
Otras etapas adicionales de procesamiento, como la ortorectificación, también pueden verse afectadas por
la presencia de vegetación, deteriorando la exactitud de las coordenadas de referencia de las imágenes
ópticas. Todos estos errores introducen ruido en los modelos, ya que los predictores se desplazan de la
posición real donde se sitúa su variable respuesta. El grado por el que las estimaciones forestales se ven
afectadas depende de la dispersión espacial de las variables involucradas, y también de la escala utilizada
en cada caso. Esta tesis revisa las fuentes de error posicional que pueden afectar a los diversos datos de
entrada involucrados en un proyecto de inventario forestal basado en teledetección ALS, y cómo las
propiedades del dosel forestal en sí afecta a su magnitud, aconsejando en consecuencia métodos para su
reducción. También se incluye una discusión sobre las formas más apropiadas de medir exactitud y
precisión en cada caso, y cómo los errores de posicionamiento de hecho afectan a la calidad de las
estimaciones, con vistas a una planificación eficiente de la adquisición de los datos. La optimización final en
el posicionamiento GNSS y de la radiometría del sensor óptico permitió detectar la importancia de este
último en la predicción de la desidad relativa de un bosque monoespecífico de Pinus sylvestris L.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Data Fusion in Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS)-based Forest Inventory Projects
Most forestry applications of airborne laser scanning (ALS) are depending on the combination of data from
various sources. In the simplest case, information surveyed from the field must be in synchrony with the
ALS point cloud. More complex projects may use additional remote sensors onboard satellite or aircraft
platforms: optical multispectral or hyperspectral, synthetic aperture radar (SAR), etc. In most cases,
georeferencing these datasets is ultimately based in global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), such as GPS
(global positioning system). The accuracy of the geographical positions of all the information contained in
these datasets must be sufficient for the scale used to describe the forest variables, but just enough not to
increase costs unnecessarily. This is a common issue for any ALS project, though forested environments add
a number of particular challenges to data integration. Tree crowns obstruct wave propagation, thus
critically affecting the precision obtained by GNSS receivers situated under forest canopies. Moreover, the
difficulty to obtaining truthful digital elevation models (DEM) in forested areas complicates the
orthorectifying process of optical imagery. All these relevant limitations have to be taken into account at
the planning stage, for an efficient acquisition of good quality data for forest inventory.

Different objectives pursued by a variety of data fusion schemes
As an ALS survey is already based on ground GNSS positioning, it may be in itself functional for hydraulics or
civil engineering applications. For example, precise digital terrain model (DTM) interpolation from ALS can
be directly used to model flooding events. However, its use for forest inventory and management and
environmental and ecological applications usually requires that more datasets are integrated in the same
project. The inclusion of various data sources may pursue one or many of these reasons and objectives:
• Calibration. The variety of LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) sensors, flight configurations, terrain and
forest conditions make it difficult to state invariant relations between the information contained in ALS
survey and the forest area (Næsset 2009). Although there are some indications that certain ALS metrics
explain most variance in forest variables, the predictive models generally need to be calibrated for each
individual case. For this reason, surveying new GNSS-positioned field plots is required for most ALSassisted forest inventory projects.
• Increase in accuracy and detail. ALS can be used as a means of improving from the field-based
estimations in forest inventory. Compared to traditional stand-wise inventory based in plot sampling,
ALS obtains wall-to-wall information over a whole stand. The outcome is more accurate estimations at
stand level (Kangas 2010; Mascaro et al. 2011), and more detail about canopy changes within the stand.
The level of detail is not only increased spatially, but also in the forest variables themselves, as complete
diameter distributions can be obtained instead of one single parameter describing the whole stand
(Maltamo et al. 2007). The integration of ALS surveys and field data may therefore be considered as a
means of increasing the accuracy obtained from the latter.
• Upscaling. Data acquisition can be designed to gradually increase sampling size for those properties that
can more easily be obtained over larger areas (Andersen et al. 2011). The idea is to progressively
extrapolate the prediction from above-ground biomass (AGB)-measured field plots up to the extent of
the satellite imagery (Asner 2009; McInerney et al. 2010). Different properties are sampled at differing
scales: canopy reflectance for a whole satellite swath, ALS returns in strips just covering 5-10% of the
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total area, tree diameters at field plots, and AGB destructive-sampling can be restricted to a limited
number of plots only. In this type of project, ALS can be considered as a means of increasing sample size
for more precise AGB estimation. For this reason, techniques based in surveying only part of the study
area with ALS for large-scale inventorying are called LiDAR sampling (Wulder et al. 2012).
Cost-efficiency. Accurate data can only be obtained for a limited number of samples, whereas remote
sensors covering large areas usually provide less precise estimations. Forest plot sampling, ALS surveying
and satellite acquisition, in this order, generally obtain less detailed data which nevertheless covers
larger areas at a lower cost. The correct amount of each type of data acquisition can be optimized to
minimize the costs and sampling error for a given accuracy requirement.
Synergic benefits. When two different data sources are available, in many cases their application benefits
from of each other’s advantages simultaneously. ALS prediction can be supported by an optical imagerybased pre-stratification of the study area into species (Packalén & Maltamo 2006) or forest types (Asner
2009; Gautam et al. 2010). Precise DTM interpolated from ALS can be used a ground reference for
improved interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) tree height estimation (Næsset et al. 2011).
The planning phases of field plot acquisition can be assisted with information obtained from the ALS
itself (Maltamo et al. 2011). Synergies are many, so that there are a large variety of other different
examples in the research literature.
Increase the number of predictors. Diverse remote sensors can be used to derive different descriptors,
expecting that each of them could explain a different portion of variability in the forest response.
Controlling the occurrence of collinearity, a larger number of predictors from various sensors may lead
to more robust predictions of forest variables. Numerous studies have shown that incorporating
predictors derived from satellite multispectral (Popescu et al. 2004; Pascual et al. 2010), hyperspectral
(Clark et al. 2011; Swatantran et al. 2011), InSAR (Solberg et al. 2010) or airborne color-infrared
(Koukoulas & Blackburn 2005; Packalén & Maltamo 2006; Riaño et al. 2007) to the models, can improve
the accuracy of forest estimations obtained from ALS metrics alone.
Carry out different tasks. Tree height is best retrieved from ALS, whereas thematic classification and
index calculation are best performed from optical imagery (Hyyppä et al. 2008; St-Onge, 2008). A
common forest inventory workflow performs ALS estimations within forest stand boundaries obtained
from aerial pictures, which were initially obtained by manual delineation while automatic segmentation
is more common nowadays (Leppänen et al. 2008). Aerial photography has also been used for
recognizing individual trees, whose height and crown shape properties were later inferred from ALS
(Leckie et al. 2005). Multispectral and hyperspectral sensors can also be used to add tree forest health
information, water and chlorophyll content, to ALS estimations on forest biomass (Solberg et al. 2004).
Validation. Generally, any of the abovementioned types of analysis ultimately need to be verified against
ground-truth data. The most straightforward application is to use field data information to evaluate
results obtained by ALS prediction of forest parameters (Congalton 1991; McRoberts et al. 2010). Many
studies, however, use well-established methods to obtain ALS-derived estimations as ground-truth to
assess the accuracy of other remote sensing methods (e.g., Eklundh et al. 2009). In a similar manner,
ground-truth can be upscaled as described for ALS-sampling projects (Solberg et al. 2004). Significant
positional mismatches between remote sensing results and ground-truth may lead to accuracy figures
apparently worse than real (e.g., Næsset et al. 2011). As a consequence, validation stages are also
affected by the quality of data integration. As in other cases, the effect for the geometric accuracy of
geopositioned datasets depends on the spatial variability of the estimated parameters and the scale of
interest needed for validating the results: tree, plot or stand-level.

Combining ALS with satellite sensors: optical and SAR
Remote sensing-based forest inventory and monitoring projects over large study areas usually incorporate
data from satellite-borne optical and SAR sensors. Their advantages are the possibility of covering large
areas on a single acquisition, and at low cost, and also a high temporal recurrence that allows sequential
monitoring (Table 1.1.a). Satellite multispectral (optical) sensors can provide an estimate of photosynthetic
productivity that can be consistent globally, with the additional asset that carbon reference emission levels
can be defined from imagery collections already acquired in the past (Cohen et al. 2010). However, they are
seriously affected by the presence of cloud cover, and the estimations suffer from a saturation problem in
the areas with high above-ground biomass concentrations (Avitabile et al. 2012). Saturation means in
practice that biomass differences remain undetected within forests stocking over 250 m3/ha, which is
commonplace in some of the most inaccessible areas of the globe where remote sensing approaches are
most needed. Diffuse logging activities are therefore much more difficult to detect than clear-cutting, and
hence illegal loggers may take advantage of this issue. For this reason, satellite SAR is utilized to
complement multispectral acquisitions, since it is prone to the cloud cover problem that frequently affects
tropical regions. The sensitivity to biomass differences in highly stocked forests can be improved using
inSAR, as it is less affected by saturation effect (Solberg et al. 2010).
Table 1.1.a. Summary of complementary information obtained from sensors onboard satellites versus
airborne laser scanning. Fusion levels refer to those specified at Fig. 1.1.a.

Pulses from LiDAR sensors partially penetrate forest canopies, delivering a precise 3-dimensional
over/understory characterization of their vertical strata. For this reason, ALS provides more reliable,
accurate and precise estimations in forest inventory than optical sensors, with no ceiling in their predictive
range. This provides a great advantage for ALS-assisted inventories, as certainty in carbon stock reporting is
based on the statistical evidence provided at lower confidence interval limits (GOFC-GOLD 2011). The
methodology for ALS-based forest inventory has already reached high level of consensus and it is fully
implemented and operational, with important demonstrated advantages over traditional stand-wise
inventory in both terms of accuracy and the added value of having wall-to-wall estimation maps (Næsset
2004). Nonetheless, the spatial extent of an ALS survey is often limited, due to relatively high mobilisation
and survey costs, with a number of tradeoffs between survey costs and point density, thus affecting
accuracy. For this reason, its combination with satellite sources has become more common in the recent
years, as there are many possibilities for benefiting from the capabilities of both sources. First of all,
unsupervised classification of satellite information may assist the prior stratification of the ALS-surveyed
area for better model adjustment (Gautam et al. 2010). Or alternatively, deriving tree height from inSAR
amplitude can be improved by calibrating the DTM used with the more accurate ground returns from ALS
pulses (Næsset et al. 2011). In general, the estimation of biophysical parameters from satellite sources can
obtain much higher precisions if sample size for the models is increased by using the ALS-based predictions
as ground-truth (independent variable), therefore narrowing the confidence intervals, most importantly the
lower limit as it provides the scientific evidence that can be used to report changes in ABG inventory. For
this reason, current approaches are based on ALS survey strips covering 5-10 % of the whole study area,
therefore controlling the cost of ALS-surveying while increasing the accuracy of the predictions.
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Combining the information acquired from airborne sensors: multispectral and hyperspectral
Roughly speaking, there are two types of methodologies for forest inventory from discrete-return ALS
datasets (Peuhkurinen et al. 2007): individual tree delineation (ITD) or area-based approaches (ABA).
Individual tree delineation is useful for precise forestry in applications where the economic gain is worth
the investment (Kangas 2010), though it is unrealistic in large-scale forest inventory from the economic
point of view as it requires elevated point densities with subsequent impractical increases in costs. Even
surveying lower densities is unfeasible for the amount of hectares that have to be monitored for the
current needs in REDD (reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation) capacity building
(Asner et al. 2011). Only very low point densities, which are mainly planned for DTM generation, can be
surveyed up to national scales. It should nevertheless be born in mind that even low point densities may be
useful for forest assessment (González-Ferreiro et al. 2012), depending on the accuracy requirements of
each case and the gain in lowering the cost of the inventory. On the other hand, area-based approaches
collect the returns contained within the forest plot, and compute ALS metrics from them: dispersion
estimates, percentiles and their densities, etc. Diverse modelling approaches are used for relating this
metrics to the field data (e.g., Næsset 2002; Maltamo et al. 2006; Junttila et al. 2010). The resulting models
are used afterwards for predicting over the whole surveyed area at a scale comparable to plot size. This
allows to obtain greater accuracies than traditional inventory based solely on field plot information
(Mascaro et al. 2011), therefore providing with an added value to the inventory product. Further research
is nevertheless needed on cost-efficiency analyses (Kangas 2010) under the circumstances of tropical areas,
and regarding the use of forest data for REDD crediting.
While it is true that ALS provides the most accurate remotely sensed information about internal structure
of forest canopies, the state-of-the-art is still far from operationally deriving species information (Table
1.1.b). This weakness affects the ALS-modelling itself, as prior knowledge on the forest species is required
for pre-stratification. This contingency has been solved by combining ALS with information from
multispectral imagery, using the back-projecting technique (Packalén et al. 2009). The outcome is an
increase in accuracy and additional information on the vegetative cover. Photogrammetric multispectral
sensors provide benefits over hyperspectral sensors owing to their high spatial resolution, which allows to
add textural features (Zhengyang et al. 2011). However, radiometric characterization and classification of
tree species are evident bottlenecks in current remote sensing of forests, in spite of the ample research
carried out into the use of airborne laser scanning and the digital aerial multispectral cameras (Korpela &
Rohrbach 2010). It has been realized that in acquired images there exist severe radiometric normalization
problems because the trees are geometrically complex surface elements with varying reflectance
behaviour. The mutual shading and height variation of trees prevent from observing all trees in direct light
and smaller trees remain undetected. The constantly changing sunlit-shadow variation due to self- and
neighbour shading causes the radiometric characterization of trees to be a difficult problem (Korpela et al.
2010).
Table 1.1.b. Summary of complementary information obtained from airborne sensors: ALS and optical,
multispectral or hyperspectral, cameras and scanners. Fusion levels refer to those specified at Fig. 1.1.a.
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Despite the fact that current ALS and spectral based inventories have become highly advanced at managed
boreal forests, there are many scientific challenges in applying to the special conditions of tropical areas,
and large-scale mapping of carbon content is still far from being operational. Integrating several
information sources and implementing advanced estimation methods will improve decision support and
information flow of forest applications, to characterize forest ecosystem using new types of sensor
technology and observations. Latest research in ALS-hyperspectral fusion failed to improve biomass
estimations when metrics from both sensors where included in linear regression (Clark et al. 2011). The
reason for this is that the backscattering of ALS pulses has a causal relation with the presence of AGB,
whereas the radiance detected by hyperspectral sensors is more associated with forest biodiversity and
health. For this reason, approaches using the imagery for prior stratification into forest types and separate
modelling of biomass are more successful (Swatantran et al. 2011).

The role of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) in remote sensing
Plot establishment, which is required for most forestry applications of ALS, relies on GNSS technologies for
accurately determining the geographical position of the information acquired in the field. This information
can be either individual tree or plot-level forest data. Forest mensuration is the most common type of field
information to be integrated with ALS datasets, though it may also be originated from other remote sensing
techniques such as hemispherical photography (Sigrist et al. 1999) or terrestrial laser scanning (TLS)
(Lindberg et al. 2012). GNSS receivers may also be positioned onboard harvesters or logging machines,
obtaining the positions of selective cuttings and skidroads (D'Oliveira et al. 2012). In addition, airborne
surveying itself requires GNSS occupation of Ground Control Points (GCPs) for correct georeferencing
sensor response (Krabill & Martin 1987). GCPs may also be needed for orthorectifying the perspective
acquisition of optical sensors (Yuan et al. 2009). As a result, forest inventories based on ALS remote sensing
are especially affected by issues concerning the accuracy of GNSS occupations obtained under dense
canopies (Gobakken & Næsset 2009). Certain quality standards must be attained in GNSS surveying,
according to the scale and resolution of all the datasets integrated in an ALS-assisted forest inventory and
management project. Plot size is an important issue to be taken into account, because small plots are more
vulnerable to GNSS positional errors than large ones (Frazer et al. 2011; Mauro et al. 2011). In general, the
acceptable level of accuracy that is required depends on the actual application and characteristics of the
data. For instance, Tachiki et al. (2005) illustrated how the same GNSS errors would lead to a greater
percentage of miscalculation in perimeter than in stand area estimations.

Successive phase sampling and bottom-up upscaling in large-scale inventory
The capacities of ALS for improved forest monitoring has been demonstrated, both in terms of obtaining
greater accuracies (see, Kangas 2010; Mascaro et al. 2011) and also because wall-to-wall estimations
provide information on spatial changes (Næsset 2002). For large-scale forest inventory, however, it is
unrealistic from the economical point of view to expect that large forest areas can be totally covered with
ALS surveys. It is instead more practical to rely on satellite sensors which can cover larger extents at limited
cost. Traditional satellite remote sensing methods can nevertheless benefit from surveying a fraction of the
total area with ALS technologies (Wulder et al. 2012). AGB prediction from satellite imagery can be
supported by a sampling scheme based on field plots only, or otherwise ALS sampling can be added for
increased sample size and consequent improvement in accuracy (Andersen et al. 2011). The role of ALS is in
this type of two-phased (from field to ALS, and from ALS to satellite coverage) to serve as a sampling
means, reducing the uncertainty of satellite estimates (McInerney et al. 2010).
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The combined use of different sensors is therefore the most practical and cost-efficient
cost
approach for
providing a more affordable and reliable estimation (see Tables 1.1.a and 1.1.b).
). The overall state-of-the-art
state
methodology is consequently a two-step
two
and bottom-up approach (Fig. 1.1.a), starting
tarting from an ALS sample
covering 5-10%
10% of the area of interest, up to the total extent covered
covered by satellite data (Asner 2009). First,
AGB derived from tree-level
level destructive measurements performed at a limited number of the field plots are
used to determine the allometry that can be extended to the rest of the field dataset. Then, the field plots
are used to calibrate regression
ession models with area-based
area based ALS metrics serving as predictors. Next, a
representative sample of the ALS is taken as surrogate sample plots aid to capture the whole range of
biomass density variation within the area of interest. The ALS- computed AGB estimates
e
are used as
ground-truth
truth in the second phase, for training subsequent prediction models from the satellite imagery.
The scale is subsequently increased from plot-level
plot
to wall-to-wall
wall estimations over ALS-surveyed
ALS
area, to
end in the total area covered
ed by the satellite data. As a result, sample size is significantly increased in the
satellite predictions and their accuracy improved, benefiting from the respective advantages of airborne
and satellite acquisitions, yet in a cost-effective
cost
manner.

Figure 1.a. Schematic representation of workflow and fusion levels involved multi--phase sampling
schemes, commonplace in large-scale
large
remote sensing-based
based inventories including ALS sampling.
sampling

There are a number of issues that require further research concerning
concerning the application of the above
methodology in tropical forests. The large diversity in species contained in these ecosystems makes it
difficult to adjust the ALS-biomass
biomass models, as there may exist significantly large variation among diverse
vegetation types.
es. This means in practice that ALS predictions need to rely on prior knowledge about the
biodiversity of the area surveyed, for stratifying the study area and carrying out separate modelling at each
stratum. However, this shortcoming can be improved with sensor fusion techniques and use of ancillary
information. ALS depicts the distribution of the biological material, whereas airborne multispectral and
hyperspectral optical sensors can provide information more related to the biodiversity and photosynthetic
vegetation activity within a study area. Optical imagery is also often used for pre-stratification
pre
into
homogeneous areas, leading to more accurate AGB estimates (Asner et al. 2012). This way, the accuracy of
the estimations can be increased, or the ALS density needed for the same accuracy may be lower, therefore
reducing the cost of the ALS survey.
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In summary, there are two levels of sensor-fusion in multi-phased remote sensing-based forest inventory
approaches, each of them pursuing different objectives. First, airborne Optical/ALS fusion (Fusion-Level-2),
in which the optical sensor (multispectral or hyperspectral) is used to assists the ALS modelling, in order to
improve the accuracy of the AGB estimations. Secondly, airborne /satellite fusion (Fusion-Level-3), which
expands the predictions out from the ALS-surveyed area without excessively increasing the costs. A lower
level of data fusion can be added if taking into account also the need for combining the field data, which
must be properly registered by means of GNSS positioning (Fusion-Level-1).

Importance of geometric matching among data sources in remote sensing projects
As soon as different variables are acquired for the same individuals with various sensors and measuring
techniques, the design of an experiment is said to be based on dependent paired sampling. When
integrating various remote sensing data we are dealing with this type of experimental design, with the
exception that data is obtained continuously over the space instead of for discrete individuals. In the case
of experiencing spatial mismatches due to positioning errors of the data sources, some individual cases
considered for the study may become incorrectly-paired, hence introducing noise to their statistical
analysis (Pascual et al. 2007). Even if information seems continuously described over the space, most times
datasets are eventually distributed into individual cases: as field information is obtained in forest plots; ALS
point clouds are discretized into cells in ABA, or trees in ITD; and imagery is composed by pixels. Plot, cell,
tree or pixel size therefore determines the scale used to measure either the forest variable or its predictors.
Most forest variables and sensor response tend to average when increasing the scale, and thus the size of
the measurement unit must be in accordance with the nature of the information involved in predictive
modelling. A compromise is to be found between loosing explained variance due to a too coarse scale, and
obtaining noisy predictors if resolution is too fine for the actual positioning errors taking place. The
accuracy required when georeferencing each data layer involved in a project is therefore directly
dependent on the scale used, i.e. the level of detail in which the forest variable is needed, and also
precision provided by the remote sensor.

Methods for determining spatial positions: ranging, triangulation and trilateration
The simplest method to deduce a coordinate position in the space is to measure its range and bearing from
another position. Simple trigonometry can then be used if a distance and an angle are available, as it is the
case in ALS, TLS and modern ground surveying. If angles can be known but no ranges, triangulation can be
used from two observations. This is the case when using theodolites or optical cameras, and therefore
triangulation is used for producing orthophotos and photogrammetric point clouds. If distances can be
determined but no angles, three range observations are needed for trilateration, as it is done for
determining horizontal coordinates in GNSS positioning. No measurement is error-free, although some
methods are recognized superior than others. The inter-dependency between range or angle makes the
same measurement errors to propagate to the final coordinates differently. The effect of a range
measurement is diminished by a wider angle, and an error in angle propagates to larger coordinate error
with increasing range. Redundancy of observations therefore provides a measure on the uncertainty of a
given spatial position, and the final solution usually minimizes residual difference adjusting e.g. by least
squares. Ranging, triangulation and trilateration are the basis for all positioning methods hereby explained.
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Accuracy and precision in positioning georeferenced information
The outcome of any GNSS-based project consists not only on the resulting x, y, z-coordinates, but also the
accuracy and precision with which they were surveyed. Forest managers can demand this information to be
provided when GNSS surveying is subcontracted. These are especially critical when GNSS occupations
obtained under the difficult conditions of forested environments are to be integrated with high resolution
remote sensing sources. In absence of systematic errors, precision can most times be assumed isotropic in x
and y, but it is often anisotropic with respect to z. This occurs whether coordinates are obtained by ranging,
triangulation or trilateration. For instance, ALS usually provides more precision in heights than in horizontal
coordinates as a consequence of error propagation (Baltsavias 1999a), whereas the uncertainty of
photogrammetry is mainly in depth determination (Kraus & Pfeifer 1998). Consequently, figures describing
accuracy and precision coordinate positions are usually provided for horizontal and vertical coordinates
separately.
Absolute accuracy can only be known by comparing the surveyed coordinates against their control,
obtained with a methodology recognized superior. Nonetheless, determining the accuracy of a large
number of GNSS occupations is usually impractical and expensive. Alternatively, a figure of precision may
be provided by the receiver according to the GNSS epochs’ dispersion around their average. Another
common way of describing precision is given by the dimensionless parameter Position Dilution of Precision
(PDOP), which decreases when conditions are favourable. PDOP is a measure of the geometry of available
satellites’ relative positions, which affects the precision of an occupation as the uncertainty of trilateration
becomes higher for narrower bearing angles among satellites. Many studies have been carried out for
evaluating the performance of GNSS receivers under forest canopies. Whenever readers wish to develop
their own literature review or need to evaluate a subcontracted product, it is worth for them to apply
critical thinking and distinguish when accuracy and precision are computed against an independent groundtruth (e.g., Liu & Brantigan 1995; Sigrist et al. 1999; Naesset & Jonmeister 2002; Andersen et al. 2009;
Valbuena et al. 2012a), or merely against the mean position of epochs recorded (e.g., Tachiki et al. 2005;
Zengin & Yeşil 2006).
The accuracy of a surveyed position is the distance between its GNSS-occupied coordinates    and its
control ones regarded as true         . This is the only true means of detecting the
systematic bias which may easily occur in multipathing forest conditions. Sigrist et al. (1999), Naesset &
Jonmeister (2002), Hasegawa & Yoshimura (2007) and Valbuena et al. (2012a) considered the absolute
horizontal    and vertical    positional errors as:
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In contrast, the precision computed by the receiver for that same GNSS occupation is the standard
deviation       of the epochs recorded for its determination (Hasegawa & Yoshimura 2007; Valbuena
et al. 2010a). To properly reflect on the meaning of a given precision measurement, it is noteworthy to
remember that twice that distance from their average is needed for enclosing 95% the epochs observed
(van Bree & Tiberius 2012). Having recorded a number of       epochs      , their horizontal
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  and vertical   precision is computed around their sample mean    , therefore subtracting one
degree of freedom in the denominator:
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If many positions are occupied, the proper assessment of their overall performance should be done by
means of their root mean squared error (RMSE) (Sigrist et al. 1999), which takes into account their bias and
variability in comprehensible units of measure. The RMSE allows comparing for instance groups surveyed
under different conditions. Having surveyed a number of (     ) occupations, their horizontal and
vertical accuracy expected are (Naesset & Jonmeister 2002):
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Therefore, obtaining their control positions is compulsory for truly determining the accuracy of GNSS
occupations. Control datasets are usually generated by means of ground topographic traverse surveying. In
forested environments, traverses allow to link terrain positions under tree crowns with reference DGNSS
occupations obtained in the absence of canopy’s influence (see e.g., Andersen et al. 2009). A traverse
consists in determining the positions of visually-connected milestones measuring the distances between
them and their bearing angles. All the surveying can be done with a Total Station (TS), although ellipsoid
heights may be best determined with a separate lever instrument, if relevant. Measuring backsight and
foresight at each milestone determines the angle between consecutive segments. Averaging direct and
reverse at each range measurement cancels the effects of atmospheric refraction and Earth’s curvature.
Best conditions are obtained when a polygonal traverse can be closed and all milestones can be
determined these redundant measures adjusted by least-squares (Wolf & Brinker 1994). This allows for
internal assessment on error propagation, from which the traverse survey can be demonstrated superior
than direct under-canopy DGNSS surveying. Detailed descriptions on the accuracy assessment of TStraverses obtained in a forested environment can be found e.g. in Valbuena et al. (2012a).
This review on quality control of geographical positions has been focused on GNSS occupations, since the
georeferencing of all data sources involved in an ALS-based forest is ultimately based on GNSS positioning
(Baltsavias 1999a). Nevertheless, the equations 1.1, 1.2, 3.1 and 3.2 may as well be valid for any type of
accuracy assessment. Coordinates are not just determined by TS-surveying and GNSS positioning, but also
over TLS and ALS point clouds, ALS-interpolations like DTMs or canopy height models, manual delineation
from orthophotos, 3D-vision with stereo pairs, etc. Accuracy assessment can therefore be performed at
each case to evaluate any type of coordinates    against a control         
obtained by a clearly better technique, or in absence of limiting factors. Whether the method used as
control is superior can itself be evaluated by observing the dispersion (eqs. 2.1 and 2.2) of repeated
measures (e.g., Valbuena et al. 2011). Discrepancies among overlapping ALS strips can for instance assess
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the relative accuracy of ALS surveys (Kraus & Pfeifer, 1998). Loop closures can be reported to demonstrate
the reliability of a network for DGNSS positioning (e.g., Valbuena et al. 2012a). Honkavaara et al. (2006)
showed various possibilities for check point assessment by back-projecting or block adjustment residuals.
The literature is full of examples of evaluations of coordinate positions carried out by comparison of ALS
point height distributions and derived ground DTM against under-canopy GNSS positions of forest plots
(Næsset et al. 2011), stereo pair automated elevation (Toutin et al. 2012), or ground surveying (Reutebuch
et al. 2003).
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1.2. Error sources in ALS positioning and accuracy assessment of point clouds
Baltsavias (1999a) and Schenk et al. (2001) outlined a number of sources for systematic bias and
uncertainty in positioning of ALS returns, and how these propagate to errors in final point coordinates.
They include: (1) range and angle measurement errors; (2) uncertainty about the position and attitude of
the ALS instrument; (3) mismatches between scanner, GNSS receiver and inertial navigation system (INS);
and (4) numerical errors in coordinate transformation. Overall, the accuracy of ALS point coordinates
depends mainly on the quality of on-flight DGNSS positioning (Krabill & Martin 1987). The errors due to the
range measurement or the INS are small, but lead to increased inaccuracies for higher flying altitudes and
scan angles, especially for the horizontal coordinates. Terrain slopes also affect the accuracy, and therefore
assuring survey quality is critical in mountainous conditions. This occurs specially in the case of DTM
generation, which is further affected by the algorithms and methods for point filtering and classification as
ground (Axelsson 1999), as well as the interpolation model (Kraus & Pfeifer 1998; Axelsson 2000). The DTM
is used for computing the height above ground of vegetation returns, and hence critical for most forestry
applications of ALS. Coordinate transformations must usually be ensured equal for all datasets. The ALS
provider may supply details on the base stations selected for DGNSS positioning, or the undulation model
used to compute elevations over the geoid, for instance. These are to be taken into account while
organizing the field campaign. Other processes like strip adjustment are of little concern for the forest
manager, and the final absolute georeferencing of the ALS coordinates is usually the reference to which
other data sources are fit.
The absolute positional accuracy of any surveying technique is evaluated by comparing the coordinates of
tie features against their known true positions. Tie features can be visually identified from images in raster
format, either manually or automatically. It is however difficult to accurately determine the exact position
on the terrain were a laser pulse hit, and therefore tie features are hard to identify from vectorial 3D point
clouds (Rönnholm et al. 2007), especially at low density scans. Intensity information may allow for feature
identification, so it can therefore be used for tie point identification. The high point density offered by TLS
allows to identify photogrammetric targets composed of materials with very differing reflectivity
properties. However, there is always a range uncertainty when determining a tie point from intensity only.
Using tie surfaces instead of single points allows for a more reliable evaluation, e.g. by deducing the
convergence of many point positions into known 3-dimensional structures, like spheres. For airborne
missions of relatively low point densities, combining intensity and elevation information obtained at
photogrammetric targets may allow absolute positioning (Csanyi & Toth 2007). Knowing the exact position
of the targets by DGNSS, they can be used as GCPs for coordinate adjustment. In the absence of targets,
planar structures of differing slope and aspect can be reconstructed from the ALS points to achieve
redundancy (Filin 2003), allowing to infer absolute accuracy using e.g. roofs in urban areas. These also allow
to evaluate the relative differences among ALS strips in the absence of GCPs (Ressl et al. 2008). In forest
environments, however, only relative accuracy can be assessed by identifying tree tops as tie features
(Valbuena et al. 2011). St-Onge (2008) performed accuracy assessment by observing tree top discrepancies
when back-projecting onto aerial images (see below), a simple method to identify systematic biases
(Schenk et al. 2001). In addition, additive-RGB colouring of back-projected ALS (see section 1.4.2) facilitates
tie feature identification from point clouds directly.
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1.3. Field Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) for ALS-assisted forest inventory
Basics in GNSS positioning
GNSS receivers observe and record electromagnetic signals from constellations of satellites: GPS (Global
Positioning System), Russian GLONASS, European GALILEO or Chinese COMPASS/BEIDOU. The satellites
broadcast their ephemerides, which are interpreted by the receiver to compute its distance from each of
them. Horizontal coordinates   for longitude/latitude can be computed with a minimum of three
satellites by trilateration, whereas a fourth one is required for calculating the vertical  coordinate for
heights. Observing a larger number of satellites increases the possibilities of obtaining a good geometric
position of satellites and therefore contributing to improved accuracy and precision (Habrich et al. 1999;
Næsset et al. 2000; D'Oliveira et al. 2012). Most commercial receivers nowadays observe epochs of civilian
code, so-called coarse acquisition, and also the phase of the carrier frequency. The distance to each
satellite can be deduced from the code by pseudorange, i.e. the time difference between the receiver’s
clock and the moment when the satellite broadcasted the signal. More accuracy can be obtained when the
receiver determines the carrier phase, however requiring the initial phase ambiguity to be solved (Næsset
1999).
A number of error sources affect accurate distance determination: ionospheric and tropospheric effects,
numerical and ephemeris errors, desynchronization between satellite and receiver clock, etc. The forest
canopy adds obstacles to wave propagation (Hasegawa & Yoshimura 2007), such as complete blockage or
attenuation of the signal and a strong multipath effect. Multipath occurs when signals reflected from
nearby objects lead to strong errors in distance measurement, as it may also happen while ranging ALS
returns in urban environments (returns appearing inside buildings). Many developments in positioning
techniques have provided solutions to all those issues. Dual-frequency receivers remove the ionospheric
delay error, however presenting an elevated signal-to-noise ratio (Arslan & Demirel 2008). The choke-ring
antenna (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California) was designed to mitigate signals reflected from underneath,
though signals reflected from above by tree crowns may still affect (Valbuena et al. 2012a). The ephemeris
and clock synchronism errors can be solved if same signals are simultaneously observed by a tandem of
rover and base receivers, the latter situated on a well know position for differential correction (DGNSS).
Static observations can be acquired by a stand-alone receiver and corrected afterwards at post-processing
stage. Real-time kinematic corrections can be applied while surveying if establishing an own base receiver
and securing radio contact with the rover. The baseline distance between rover and base affects the final
accuracy, but setting an own base-station may be impractical for large-scale forest inventory. In such cases,
post-processing differential corrections can be performed from independent local/regional/global networks
of base stations (e.g., Andersen et al. 2009). Although also affected by canopy blockage, real-time
corrections can be obtained from satellite-based augmentation systems (SBAS): such as WAAS in NorthAmerica, EGNOS in Europe, SDCM in Russia, MSAS in Japan or GAGAN in India. Other commercial SBAS
services may also be considered, according to each study area and the accuracy requirements needed.
Roughly speaking, the accuracy obtained can improve from meters when measuring autonomously to just
centimetres or even millimetres when applying these techniques for DGNSS (Næsset 2001; Næsset &
Gjevestad 2008).
The roving receiver is usually set at a certain well-measured height from the ground, aiming at increasing
the observing horizon for its antenna and also avoiding multipath. In the presence of rough terrain, signals
from the ground can be further masked by applying a cut-off angle. The choice of antenna height and cut-
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off angle depends on the conditions most limiting GNSS surveying at each case. Static GNSS observations
result on multiple epochs which are recorded during the observing time at a rate specified by the operator.
If field conditions impede observing the minimum number of satellites required, the logging rate can be set
to record at lower frequencies, allowing a larger time window to observe satellites. The final GNSS
occupation is usually computed by the receiver’s software as a means of epoch averaging, including
algorithms for differential correction or outlier filtering (Le & Tiberius 2007) among others, which may be
unknown by the operator.
Depending on the quality and the time of observation, the differential correction procedure is capable of
solving the initial carrier phase ambiguity. This type of solution is called fixed-solution, and it achieves more
accurate positioning than the other types of differential solutions: float and code-solutions. The repeated
interruption of signal reception from satellites may prevent the receiver from solving phase ambiguities,
since continuous tracking of carrier phase is needed. Thus, signal blockage caused by the forest canopy is a
handicap for fixing DGNSS solutions. Approximate coordinates using both pseudorange and carrier phase,
so-called float-solutions, are then computed. When no approximation to phase ambiguities can be
performed we obtain a code-solution computed from pseudorange information only. The accuracy of the
coordinates obtained by these different types of solutions computed by the differential correction may
range from meters in code-solutions to centimetres in fixed-solutions (Naesset & Jonmeister 2002). As
recording more epochs increases sample size and hence their certainty, float-solutions are more reliable for
large recording times, reaching accuracies comparable to fixed-solutions (Naesset 2001). Whether a
receiver situated under the canopy is capable for fixing solutions is therefore a major issue in DGNSS
surveying devoted to ALS applications for forestry (Valbuena et al. 2010a).
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1.4. Fusion of ALS and optical sensors
As mentioned in chapter 1.1, a number of applications can be derived from combinations of ALS with
optical sensors. In general, using both ALS and optical sensors improves the results obtained with any of
them alone (McCombs et al. 2003; Holmgren et al. 2008; Packalén et al. 2009; McInerney et al. 2010).
However, this kind of studies face important challenges in relation to achieving a correct spatial adjustment
of the information derived from diverse sensors (Honkavaara et al. 2006). The precision offered by remote
sensors has to be accompanied by their accurate georeferencing in order to be reliable for forestry
applications (Hyyppä et al. 2000; Antolín et al. 2008). Otherwise, a low signal-to-noise ratio conceals the
variance explained, both in terms of the synergies among sensors and also with regard to their relation to
the forest variables in study.
Before starting to use aerial or satellite imagery in an ALS-based forest inventory project, the user should
undertake some research on the characteristics of the optical sensor and the post-processing tasks that
have been carried out over the final product. The objective must be to acknowledge the geometric and
radiometric properties of the images, which will determine the forest characteristics that can (or cannot) be
inferred from it. Aerial photograph is less affected by atmospheric effects than satellite imagery, but it is
more affected by anisotropy of forest canopy reflectance (Korpela & Rohrbach 2010). Questions on
radiometric properties of optical sensors are well covered elsewhere, and hereby only the processes that
affect the geometric properties of optical products will be described. Practitioners should check for two
image properties affecting the geometric exactitude that can be expected from it: (1) the spatial resolution,
which defines the minimum size of objects to be identifiable; and (2) the accuracy obtained in
georeferencing the position of those objects. These are always important in any remote sensing
application, but the high positional accuracy obtained by the ALS sensor makes them critical. For this
reason, when an orthoimage is to be used along with ALS data, even if only for manual delineation of forest
stands, the accuracy from which those boundaries were taken should be well known. It is not uncommon to
encounter problems of data mismatching, showing serious systematic shifts one in respect to another (see
e.g., Næsset et al. 2011; Valbuena et al. 2011). Therefore, these are questions to take into account
beforehand, reflecting on the possible sources of mismatch which apply on each case in order to diminish
them.

Perspective acquisition in optical sensors
Optical sensors acquire information in a perspective projection and thus tree crowns are observed from
above at nadir but sideways elsewhere. Moreover, passive optical sensors depend on the bidirectional
reflectance of sunlight on objects, and thus a same tree shows differing spectral characteristics at different
pictures, according to its relative position within each one (Tuominen & Pekkarinen 2004). Due to
perspective, equal segments within the photo represent different distances on the ground, depending
whether they are at nadir or close to picture’s border. For these reasons, in order to use optical imagery
along with ALS data, sensor perspective has to be corrected so that elements in the picture are located with
a map-like orthogonal projection. The opportunities and challenges for orthorectification depend on the
type of digital sensor, which can be roughly classified as: (1) matricial array frame systems, (2) linear array
or along-track push-broom scanners, and (3) across-track whisk-broom scanners. The lenses of frame
cameras direct the light to a matrix of sensors with a conical projection, whereas scanners constantly
change the centre of perspective and therefore are affected by an across-track line central projection only.
Pixel size in an image is defined by the size of each individual sensor and the altitude of the platform.
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Hence, higher spatial resolutions are offered when a sensor is exposed at lower altitude, but anisotropy and
within-picture scale differences according to nadir angles becomes larger. Satellite imagery is therefore less
affected by perspective and it is usually purchased as an already orthorectified product with positional
error assured under pixel size. After observing the quality control results of the orthorectification from the
product specifications, forest managers can subsequently assume that the position of all pixels of satellite
imagery are correctly georeferenced, and they usually need to pay more attention on their radiometric
characteristics. This chapter will therefore be more focused on the problems found when aerial images are
required to be integrated in an ALS project for forest inventory, as the quality of their geometrical
properties must be ensured.
The condition of collinearity, for which an element on the terrain and its position on the picture are in a line
with the centre of projection, provides the principle for orthorectifying the positions of pixels in the image.
The interior orientation (IO) provides the relations at the scale of the sensor, as distances from the principal
point (=>>  ?>> ; mm) at the centre of the picture to the photo-coordinates (=>  ?> ; mm) of a pixel provide
two horizontal segments, while the vertical segment to the centre of projection is the focal distance1 of the
lens (@; mm). These are met only after the camera is calibrated, so that the imagery is usually provided
already as a distortion-free product. Otherwise, the distortion model and principal point displacement
ought to be determined for the same focal length used in the survey. The exterior orientation (EO) provides
these same relations at terrain scale, as distances from the GNSS-determined position of the sensor at the
time of exposure (=A  ?A  BA ; m) to the unknown final terrain coordinates (=  ? ; m) define the same
horizontal segments: distances to nadir point at camera and terrain scales. The vertical segment is only
known if the vertical coordinate at that position (B ; m) can be determined. Regardless of the scale, the
ratios between each horizontal segment and the vertical ones must be equal at camera and terrain scales
(IO and EO), respectively at left and right-side of the collinearity equations:
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As the position of the sensor does not coincide with the coordinate system used, its attitude angles must be
used for rotate the segments by means of a rotation matrix (M
M). The matrix is different depending on how
attitude angles are considered, i.e. from where bearings depart and in which direction. The roll, pitch and
yaw of sensor’s platform, which are provided by the INS-determined EO in aerial photography, are
respectively the rotation angles around along-track, across-track and vertical axes (N O P; rad). They may
also be provided as tilt, swing and azimuth (Q R S; rad) angles respectively quantifying rotations around the
easting, northing and nadir axes of the terrain reference system. If all these angles are determined to be
clock-wise positive, the rotation matrix can be constructed from either of them as (Wolf 1983):

1

More precisely denominated camera constant as most cameras consist of a system of compound lenses, though the
collinearity model simplifies it to a pin-point exposition of a single lens with equivalent focal distance.
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This is the general model of the conical projection relating features found at frame cameras with their
position on the terrain. As a shutter mechanism exposes all CCD sensors of the matrix at the same time, the
EO at the time of acquisition is consequently implemented for all pixels of the scene at once. On the other
hand, push-brooms perform a virtually continuous scan with a linear array of CCDs scanners. A bidirectional
perspective projection therefore occurs in the across-track plane only (Korpela et al. 2011). The same
collinearity equations are therefore used, though the IO is simplified for them as the along-track photocoordinate (left side of eq. 4.2) becomes a constant, equalling to zero at nadir. Conversely, the EO changes
for each pixel, linking by GNSS-time to trajectory and attitude information acquired at high logging rates.
Typically, a system of three synchronous acquisitions at forward, nadir, and backward directions allows for
automatically fixing EO positions at intervals by triangulation of tie features. The final EO of each pixel can
be deduced by linear interpolation between neighbouring fixes (Hofmann et al. 1984), corrected by the
variation observed in GNSS epochs. As automated tie point matching may be impeded in forested areas, EO
may also be obtained exclusively from GNSS-INS positioning (Hinsken et al. 2002). Finally, whisk-broom
scanners also use this same model with the only difference that the GNSS-time link changes for each pixel
instead of each line. They are used in satellite platforms, e.g. Landsat series, and therefore the final user
would typically need no use of collinearity formulation.
The collinearity equations are the general model, with variations, for correcting the perspective acquisition
of optical sensors. They can be used for multiple applications applying calculations at either direction, i.e.
not only to calculate terrain locations of elements in the picture but also for rendering positions on the
ground from the camera perspective. For this reason, these equations form the basis for all the following
techniques hereby presented which allow to integrate the information of optical sensors within an ALS
project.

1.4.1. ALS-assisted orthorectification
Having only one image available, the unknowns of eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 are not just the horizontal terrain
coordinates of each pixel (=  ? ) but also their vertical ones (B ). For this reason, additional information is
required to assume a B value at the position of the pictured element. This limitation can be overcome if
more equations for the same number of unknowns can be provided by picturing the same element from
two different positions. Using this principle, DEMs have traditionally been produced by stereo-view manual
photogrammetric restitution. Automated alternatives use image matching techniques for mass point
detection (Zhang & Gruen 2004), e.g. systematically detecting elements pictured in several images
according to the correlation of their DNs. The risk of false matching can be reduced when adding epipolar
constraints, i.e. the collinear elements mentioned in eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 for two pictures match the coplanarity
condition. In practice, coplanarity implies that once the position of a feature is known at one picture, the
uncertainty for its position in the other is reduced to a buffered line only. Once the B is supplied for all
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positions within the surveyed area by the DEM, it can be used as a basis for the orthorectification. Forested
areas have however posed multiple problems for these techniques, since passive sensors only picture
elements situated above the canopy, therefore lacking information about the ground’s position. Moreover,
the texture resulting from repeating highly anisotropic elements such as trees makes them very difficult to
correlate at photos obtained from different angles. For these reasons, ALS offered great advancements for
DEM generation in forest areas, allowing to obtain ground returns from underneath the vegetation (Liu et
al. 2007; Waser et al. 2008).

Precise DTM generation
Three processing steps are involved in DEM generation from an ALS point cloud (c.f. Axelsson, 1999). First,
points are classified according to their relative geometry or return type, from which it can be inferred
whether they were reflected from certain features (ground, vegetation, buildings, etc). Second, the points
from a certain class are filtered, as for instance only returns classified as ground are used for DTM
generation. The last step is the modelling itself, which may involve several tasks for interpolation, such as
triangulation or rasterization. Interpolation methods often require the inclusion of smoothing techniques
and, or on the other hand edge cutting-off and detection of breaklines, i.e. sudden changes in trend
between neighbouring pixels. The optimal filter for ground classification varies among vegetation types and
terrain roughness conditions (Sithole & Vosselman 2004), as well as characteristics of the ALS acquisition
such as point density (Liu et al. 2007). Most solutions have however already showed the capacity of ALS
surveys to generate much more accurate DTMs than photogrammetry (Kraus & Pfeifer, 1998; Baltsavias,
1999b). Correct estimation of tree heights in the presence of dense understory and mountainous relief is
however still subject to further improvements in DTM accuracy, as forested mountainous areas are still a
challenge (Gatziolis et al. 2010).
The process of orthorectification consists in computing the terrain coordinates (=  ? ) of each pixel within
an image by applying its IO and EO in eqs. 4.1 and 4.2, and assuming its elevation (B ) according to the
DEM. A mosaic can be created after doing this operation for several images, usually by a method
denominated bundle adjustment. Smoothing techniques for seamless mosaics are common at this stage, as
well as methods for imagery radiometric normalization (Baltsavias & Käser 1998). Any procedure ultimately
ends in a final resampling, ensuring that the final orthophoto consists on single raster image with an
internally-consistent geometry (see, Zitová & Flusser 2003). Resampling-induced errors and artefacts ought
to be taken into account, as they can be significant even for satellite imagery (Tan et al. 2006).
Traditionally, DTMs have been used for orthophoto production. However, problems have been found when
integrating orthophotos with ALS data in forestry applications, as sometimes the position of tree crowns is
different at each dataset (Valbuena et al. 2008). As the presence of trees is not modelled at the DTM, the \]
position of tree tops is presumed lower than it actually is, and they appear leaning over canopy gaps in the
final orthoproduct (Fig 1.4.1.a(a)). The magnitude of this positional error mainly depends on the nadir
angle, while tree height and terrain slope are also factors affecting considerably (Valbuena et al. 2011).
Consequently, elements at the border of the picture are more affected than those close to the principal
point, and the error is larger for tall trees growing in mountainous terrain.
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Figure 1.4.1.a: Symbolic comparison of both methodologies for orthorectification. In the left the tree
appear leaned in the orthophoto, whereas in the right the mistake is reduced in the true-orthophoto. The
real position of tree top and base are respectively denoted as a and b, whereas their positions in the aerial
picture is a' and b'. The orthorectifying process calculates the position of a' and b' in the model utilized (A
and B), which in the case of the tree base is approximately the real position for both methods but the tree
to significantly differs when using the DTM. As a result, in the orthophoto the location of tree top a'' and
base b''differ, while they are closer to their real positions in the true-orthophoto.

Canopy models and true-orthophotos
One of the earliest conceptions in all types of LiDAR remote sensing was the idea that a pulse’s first return
is back-scattered from the canopy, while the last return is generated by the reflexion of the remaining
footprint from the underlying terrain. This way, after assuring that pulses reach under the canopy, last
returns could be assumed as ground and interpolated into a DTM, whereas first returns could be used to
generate a digital surface model (DSM). Subtracting a DTM from the overlaying DSM would provide a socalled normalized-DSM, or canopy height model (CHM) as is more commonly known in forestry
applications. As an alternative, the classification of returns as ground can also be just based on the relative
geometry of discrete ALS points (Axelsson 2000), as it became commonplace once technologies evolved
into small-footprint multiple-return scanning systems, including TLS. CHMs can also be produced by
photogrammetric means, using the described image matching methods, though their accuracy has been
demonstrated inferior than ALS systems (St-Onge & Achaichia 2001; Waser et al. 2008).
Sensors onboard satellite platforms may also be used for DSM generation, whenever tandem observations
provide stereo view from which depth can be inferred. For instance, high-resolution satellite imagery (HRSI)
pairs provide redundancy for eqs. 4.1 and 4.2, allowing for DSM generation (Fraser et al. 2006). SAR
interferometry can be used to obtain a DSM from reflexions of shorter bands (e.g., X-band) from forest
canopies. Unlike optical sensors, radar wavelengths are unobstructed by cloud cover and their response
remains unsaturated for high biomass values (Solberg et al. 2010). Relative discrepancies between DSMs
obtained at different times can be used to monitor biomass (Küchler et al. 2004; Waser et al. 2008).
However, determining the ground position for CHM determination is compulsory for reliably predict
stocking forest biomass. P-band SAR may be used for determining the ground position, but ALS has been
demonstrated crucial as the most trustworthy technique when a DTM is required (Aulinger et al. 2005). For
instance, Næsset et al. (2011) improved large-scale biomass estimation by calibrating the DTM by means of
ALS strip sampling.
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The use of CHMs has been very extensive, as its raster nature allowed direct implementation of wellestablished methods for image analysis. The method of DSM-DTM subtraction was mainly dependent on
the filtering technique to determine the position of ground points (Hollaus et al. 2006). A number of
different alternatives can be used for DSM and subsequent CHM generation, and the optimal procedure
depends on the application desired for the final product. For instance, St-Onge (2008) used a cavity filling
procedure to improve the quality of a DSM intended for orthorectification. Suárez et al. (2005) used
krigging interpolation to obtain the smoothness required for crown segmentation. These are just some
examples of a wide range of possibilities.
A so-called true-orthophoto can be generated by applying the height from a DSM as the \] in eqs. 4.1 and
4.2, rather than using the traditional DTM-based orthorectification, presumably obtaining a better
correction of objects' positions. Procedures for true-orthophoto generation therefore aim at solving the
described geometrical errors encountered in orthophoto production. Figure 1.4.1.a(b) illustrates how an
ideally perfect DSM which truly models the presence of trees could be used to solve the deficiencies found
in orthophotos, therefore assuring a better matching between optical and ALS data. Moreover, trueorthorectification usually includes a visibility analysis, e.g. a depth-buffer algorithm, in search for blind
spots occurring behind elements significantly taller than wide. It is worth to be aware that occluded areas
may be filled with synthetic DNs derived from neighbouring pictures during mosaicking and resampling
stages (St-Onge 2008). In theory, true-orthorectification procedures must be enough to reposition tree
crowns in their real coordinates. Practice is however different, as trees can questionably be properly
represented by a rasterized model. Processes for urban modelling often include manual editing and
addition of breaklines, which allow exact modelling of buildings for true-orthorectification (Schickler &
Thorpe 1998). For this reason, techniques are well implemented in urban areas but difficult to adapt to
forest environments, and therefore studies in forestry applications are scarce (Küchler et al. 2004; Waser et
al. 2008; Valbuena et al. 2011). Future research could test the true-orthorectification efficiency of a range
of alternatives for automated generation of DSM and CHMs.

1.4.2. Back-projecting ALS
As mentioned, eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 can also be applied keeping the photocoordinates (=>  ?> ) as the
unknowns, in order to calculate the positions that elements on the ground would have on a picture (Forkuo
& King 2005). As an ALS return has a defined 3D position in terrain coordinates, it is therefore possible to
compute its position in an aerial picture (Elmstrom et al. 1998). This is done with the EO parameters of a
photogrammetric flight for back-projecting ALS, although in synthetic rendering it is applied over false
ideally-situated camera positions. The resulting virtual stereo pairs containing return intensity information
have been widely used to allow the application of ALS surveys within the traditional workflow for
photogrammetric restitution, a practice called lidargrammetry. As the coordinates of each ALS return are
directly transformed onto the IO of each original picture, a perfect co-registration of the original data
obtained from both sensors is accomplished. It is therefore not uncommon to use this technique as quality
control test for evaluating systematic errors in the relative GNSS-based georeferencing of ALS datasets and
imagery (St-Onge 2008; Armenakis et al. 2010). Further corrections to eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 might nevertheless
be needed, such as lens dispersion models which can usually be deducted from the calibration report. It is
also worth noting that if calculations are computed over coordinates defined on a projected reference
system, the effect of Earth’s curvature may also have to be taken into account (Valbuena et al. 2011).
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Figure 1.4.2.a. Back-projecting technique developed by Packalén et al. (2009) for ALS and airborne multispectral
combination and improved species-specific modelling (Case Study 3.3).

When integrating the optical data with the ALS, as an alternative to using an orthorectified product,
individual ALS returns can be rendered from the perspective of the original unrectified scenes. This
technique is called back-projected ALS, as the original DN corresponding to each return is retrieved back to
its original position in the point cloud for it further use as a map-like orthogonally-projected product. This
way, the colour information from the optical sensor is attached to each point of the ALS, and therefore
becomes available for its use in forestry applications. As the back-projected ALS is a point cloud in vector
format, mosaicking and resampling procedures are unneeded, avoiding errors and artefacts. Persson et al.
(2004) and Holmgren et al. (2008) implemented this technique pursuing the fusion of ALS and aerial
photography for classifying ALS-delineated crowns into tree species. Packalén et al. (2009) and Breidenbach
et al. (2010) successfully improved ALS-assisted forest inventory by including in the modelling species
mixture information deducted from the optical DNs of back-projected point clouds. Ørka et al. (2012)
applied this technique to individual tree species classification using combinations of ALS metrics with
intensity and multispectral predictors.
However, mismatches between optical and ALS information may still be found in back-projected products.
Valbuena et al. (2011) considered the effect of atmospheric refraction and Earth's curvature. Atmospheric
refraction has minimum effects in aerial surveying, tough it is worth noting that ALS systems have built-in
corrections that could be implemented while back-projecting. The effect of Earth's curvature suggested
that back-projecting ALS must be carried out prior to obtaining projected coordinates. Packalén et al.
(2009) outlined a number of additional sources for mismatch in back-projected ALS. Tree crowns may be
moved by the wind and therefore be detected at different positions by each sensor. Moreover, an ALS
return situated on a blind spot behind a tree, in an area occluded from the perspective at the camera’s
position, would erroneously by associated with a DN which does not correspond to the element the
reflected it. For this reason, pulses situated under the canopy lack of a counterpart in the optical imagery.
This effect can be diminished by filtering the point cloud as a first step, so that only single and first returns
are selected for their back-projection. Also, the occurrence of blind spots can be reduced by backprojecting each ALS point only to the picture from which the nadir angle is narrowest. Yet, these are only
partial solutions, and DNs may still be erroneously associated among neighbouring trees if height
differences among them are high or gaps in the canopy are commonplace. Consequently, a visibility
analysis ought to be adapted to the back-projecting technique, which could be implemented with the
addition of a DSM in the procedure to detect occluded areas only, for instance.
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2. OBJETIVOS / OBJECTIVES

2.1. Metas e Hipótesis del Trabajo de Investigación
•

Conseguir la exactitud y precisión geométrica óptima para las fuentes de datos que más
dificultades suelen presentar al incorporarse a proyectos de inventario basados en escaneo láser
aerotransportado: GNSS de campo e imagen óptica aérea. Estudiar el efecto de dicha optimización
en la propia estima de parámetros forestales. Se entiende por exactitud geométrica óptima la
mayor posible que se ajuste a la ofrecida por los propios datos ALS, manteniendo los costes a
niveles realistas de aplicación práctica.

•

Distinguir los parámetros y configuraciones de levantamiento GNSS requeridos para la
incorporación de datos tomados bajo copas en proyectos de inventario ALS (Caso a Estudio 3.1.).
o H11: Los receptores de frecuencia doble obtienen mejor exactitud que los receptores de
frecuencia simple.
o H12: El tipo de receptor utilizado afecta a la exactitud y precisión.
o H13: La configuración de la red de corrección diferencial utilizada afecta a la exactitud y
precisión.
o H14: El tiempo de observación afecta a la exactitud y precisión.
o H15: La exactitud obtenida está relacionada con los valores de precisión observados en los
equipos.
o H16: La exactitud obtenida está relacionada con la dilución de la precisión en
posicionamiento (PDOP).
o H17: La exactitud obtenida está relacionada con la incorporación de ambas constelaciones
GPS y GLONASS, en relación a cada una de ellas por sí sola.
o H18: La exactitud obtenida está relacionada con la capacidad de los receptores para fijar la
solución de posicionamiento, basados en la solución la de ambigüedad de fase inicial.

•

Estudiar los efectos de las copas sobre los receptores GNSS y buscar la posibilidad de predecir el
error GNSS observado u optimizar el tiempo de observación de acuerdo con los variables forestales
observadas en el lugar de cada levantamiento (Caso a Estudio 3.2).
o H21: Las variables de inventario forestal tradicional afectan a la exactitud y precisión de los
receptores GNSS.
o H22: Los índices de densidad relativa de la masa afectan a la exactitud y precisión de los
receptores GNSS.
o H23: La pendiente del terreno en el lugar del levantamiento afecta a la exactitud y
precisión de los receptores GNSS.
o H24: Las características de claro y los árboles rodeando inmediatamente el lugar del
levantamiento afecta a la exactitud y precisión de los receptores GNSS.
o H25: Tanto la exactitud como la precisión están relacionadas con las características del
dosel forestal en el lugar del levantamiento.
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H26: Hay diferencias entre mínimos cuadrados ordinarios (OLS) y parciales (PLS) en
términos de análisis exploratorio de la exactitud GNSS.
H27: Hay diferencias entre mínimos cuadrados ordinarios (OLS) y parciales (PLS) en
términos de predicción de la exactitud GNSS.

Comparar la aplicación en zonas de bosque de los métodos disponibles para la integración de datos
ALS e imagen aérea. Estudiar los factores que afectan al desplazamiento de copas en ortofotos y
analizar si esos mismos factores afectan también a los ALS retroproyectados (Caso a Estudio 3.3).
o H301: Las técnicas de ortofoto verdadera mejoran los resultados obtenidos por las técnicas
de ortorectificación tradicional en zonas de bosque.
o H302: La técnica de ALS retroproyectado mejora los resultados obtenidos por las técnicas
de ortorectificación tradicional en zonas de bosque.
o H303: La altura del árbol es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en la
ortorectificación.
o H304: La pendiente del terreno es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en la
ortorectificación.
o H305: El ángulo nadiral es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en la
ortorectificación.
o H306: El modelo de abatimiento de las copas de los árboles explica los errores observados
en la ortorectificación.
o H307: La densidad de escaneo láser es un factor que afecta a la calidad del modelo digital
de superficie, y por tanto los errores observados en la ortofoto verdadera.
o H308: La varianza de modelo de krigeado es un factor que afecta a los errores observados
en la ortofoto verdadera.
o H309: El modelo de abatimiento por el límite superior del intervalo de confianza del
modelo digital de superficie explica los errores observados en la ortofoto verdadera.
o H310: La altura del árbol es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en el ALS
retroproyectado.
o H311: La pendiente del terreno es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en el ALS
retroproyectado.
o H312: El ángulo nadiral es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en el ALS
retroproyectado.
o H313: Los modelos de abatimiento de las copas de los árboles explica los errores
observados en el ALS retroproyectado.
o H314: La densidad de escaneo láser es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en el
ALS retroproyectado
o H315: La resolución espacial de las imágenes utilizadas afecta a los errores observados en
las técnicas utilizadas.
o H316: La corrección por refracción atmosférica aporta una mejoría en la exactitud obtenida
por técnica de ALS retroproyectado.
o H317: La corrección por la curvatura de la Tierra aporta una mejoría en la exactitud
obtenida por técnica de ALS retroproyectado.

•

Estudiar las ventajas de la utilización del método de retroproyección para la fusión de datos de
cámara infrarroja y escaneo láser aerotransportado en el propio estudio de la masa forestal.
Comparar la mejora obtenida en los modelos de estimación de parámetros forestales al incluir una
predictor derivado de la imagen óptica (Caso a Estudio 3.4).
o H401: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima de la densidad de la masa al usar sólo los predictores
derivados del ALS.
o H402: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima del índice de densidad relativa de la masa al usar sólo los
predictores derivados del ALS.
o H403: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima del diámetro cuadrático medio al usar sólo los
predictores derivados del ALS.
o H404: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima del área basimétrica al usar sólo los predictores
derivados del ALS.
o H405: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima de la altura dominante de Lorey al usar sólo los
predictores derivados del ALS.
o H406: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima del volumen de la masa al usar sólo los predictores
derivados del ALS.
o H407: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima del índice estructural de Gini al usar sólo los predictores
derivados del ALS.
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2.2. Research Aims and Hypotheses pursued
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•

Achieve an optimal geometric accuracy and precision for the data sources which are usually more
affected by mismatching when being incorporated to ALS-based forest inventory projects: field
GNSS and aerial optical imagery. Study the effects of this optimization on the estimation of forest
variables. Optimal geometric accuracy is regarded as the best plausible in comparison to the
accuracy offered by the ALS sensor itself, keeping costs under realistic levels for their practical
application.

•

Distinguish which are the parameters and configurations required for GNSS surveying under forest
canopies in ALS-based forest inventory projects (Study Case 3.1).
o H11: Dual-frequency receivers are more accurate than single-frequency ones.
o H12: The type of receiver used affects accuracy and precision.
o H13: The configuration of the network for differential correction affects accuracy and
precision.
o H14: The observation time affects accuracy and precision.
o H15: The accuracy measured was related to the precision values observed at the GNSS
receivers.
o H16: The accuracy measured was related to the positioning dilution of precision (PDOP)
values observed at the GNSS receivers.
o H17: The accuracy measured was related to the incorporation of both GPS and GLONASS
constellations, as compared to each of them alone.
o H18: The accuracy measured was related to the capacity of the receiver for fixing solutions
when solving the initial phase ambiguity.

•

Study the effect of the canopy on the GNSS receivers, and research the possibilities for predicting
GNSS accuracy and optimizing the observing time according to the forest variables observed at
each survey landmark (Study Case 3.2).
o H21: Traditional forest inventory variables affect GNSS accuracy and precision.
o H22: Density indices affect GNSS accuracy and precision.
o H23: Terrain slope at the survey landmark affects GNSS accuracy and precision.
o H24: The characteristics of the gap and the trees surrounding the survey landmark affects
GNSS accuracy and precision.
o H25: Both accuracy and precision are related to the characteristics of the forest
surrounding the receiver.
o H26: There are differences between ordinary (OLS) and partial (PLS) least squares in terms
of statistical exploratory analysis of GNSS accuracy and its covariates.
o H27: There are differences between ordinary (OLS) and partial (PLS) least squares in terms
of GNSS accuracy prediction.

•

Comparing the application in forest areas of methods available for integrating aerial imagery with
ALS data. Study the factors affecting tree crown displacement in orthophotos, and analyse whether
back-projecting ALS is affected by those same factors (Study Case 3.3).
o H301: Techniques for obtaining true-orthophotos improve the results obtained by
traditional orthorectification in forested areas.
o H302: Techniques for obtaining back-projected ALS improve the results obtained by
traditional orthorectification in forested areas.
o H303: Tree height is a factor affecting the errors observed in orthorectification.
o H304: Terrain slope is a factor affecting the errors observed in orthorectification.
o H305: Nadir angle is a factor affecting the errors observed in orthorectification.
o H306: The tree lean models explained the errors observed in orthorectification.
o H307: Scan density is a factor affecting the quality of the digital surface model, hence
affecting the errors observed in true-orthophotos.
o H308: The variance of the krigging model is a factor affecting the errors observed in trueorthophotos.
o H309: The tree lean models based on the upper limit of the confidence interval explained
the errors observed in orthorectification.
o H310: Tree height is a factor affecting the errors observed in back-projected ALS.
o H311: Terrain slope is a factor affecting the errors observed in back-projected ALS.
o H312: Nadir angle is a factor affecting the errors observed in back-projected ALS.
o H313: The tree lean models explained the errors observed in back-projected ALS.
o H314: Scan density is a factor affecting the errors observed in back-projected ALS.
o H315: The spatial resolution of the imagery used affects the errors in all the methods
compared.
o H316: Correcting the atmospheric refraction improves the accuracy of back-projected ALS.
o H317: Correcting the Earth’s curvature effect improves the accuracy of back-projected ALS.

•

Study the advantages in forest inventory obtained when using the back-projecting ALS methods for
fusing ALS and infrared imagery. Compare the improvement obtained in the forest estimation
models when an optical image-derived predictor is included (Study Case 3.4).
o H401: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
stem density, as compared to using ALS metrics only.
o H402: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
relative density index, as compared to using ALS metrics only.
o H403: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
mean quadratic diameter, as compared to using ALS metrics only.
o H404: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
basal area, as compared to using ALS metrics only.
o H405: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
Lorey’s height, as compared to using ALS metrics only.
o H406: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
standing volume, as compared to using ALS metrics only.
o H407: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
Gini coefficient, as compared to using ALS metrics only.
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3. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
Se expone a continuación la Metodología y Resultados de esta tesis en forma de tres casos de
estudio, con estructura de artículos científicos, donde se abordan los objetivos e hipótesis
planteadas en el capítulo anterior.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.a.(a-d) Field work photo album (1). From left-up to right-down: (a) survey-grade GNSS receiver located
at beacon for differential correction; (b) marking positions for initial stacking of closed traverses (Fig. 2 at Case
Studies 3.1 and 3.2); (c) total station surveying links reference GNSS observations with those influenced by the
forest canopy; and (d) under-canopy observations performed with the GNSS receiver.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.b.(a-d) Field work photo album (2). From left-up to right-down: (a) total station surveying was also
used to determine the ground position of individual trees (Fig. 1 at Case Study 3.2); field mensuration
included (b) basal area determination with Spiegel relascope, (c) tree height with Vertex hypsometer, and (d)
direct leaf area index measured with LAI-2000 canopy analyzer (see section 3.2.2).
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Research work carried out for the purposes of the thesis
At various stages of these multi-phased
phased approaches, sensor fusion is affected by errors in georeferencing of
all the datasets involved, and therefore the rationale and importance of the studies conducted and
summarized in this thesis. First, the field measurements need to be used to train and validate the models
predicting from the remote sensors. Hence, in order to extract the correct predictors
predict
from the sensors
information which corresponds to each of the field plots, a good co-registration
co registration of both datasets is
essential. Georeferencing of forest plots with carrier-phase
carrier phase differential GNSS devices is critically affected by
the presence of forestt canopies (Fusion-Level-1,
(Fusion
Fig. 1.a).
). Thus, the first case study aimed at assuring the
geometric correspondence of the GNSS-positioned
GNSS positioned field data against the ALS (Valbuena et al. 2010a). The
purpose was to ensure the capacity to comply with the GNSS-occupation
GNSS
ation requirements in field data
collection when they are specifically obtained for their use with high-precision
high precision ALS-surveys
ALS
(Fig. 3.a, Case
study 3.1).
The required GNSS time of observation was dependent on canopy conditions, and therefore the relation
between GNSS accuracy and forest variables had to be determined. Valbuena et al. (2012a) found wood
volume, relative spacing index (RSI) and leaf area index (LAI),as
(LAI),as the most suitable forest parameters to
predict the expected GNSS error and subsequently optimize
optimize the observing time to each area of the forest
(Fig. 3.b, Case study 3.2). They used Partial Least Squares (PLS) method to reveal a subtle pattern of
covariability, regarded as the separate effect of needles situated at tree crowns, which was concealed
concea
underneath the main effects (Fig. 3.c, Case study 3.2).
3.2

Figure 3.c. Partial Least Squares analysis added further understanding of the effects of forest canopies on
the accuracy obtained by GNSS receivers Valbuena et al. (2012a). A subtle component of explained
variance was revealed in Case Study 3.2 within the residuals from the main effects.

The second concern in data fusion geometric correspondence came when integrating airborne sensors of
diverse nature: e.g. airborne optical cameras and ALS (Fusion-Level-2, Fig. 1.a).
). Optical data obtained from
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low flight altitudes experiences a pronounced perspective over a wide field of view, contrary to that
obtained from a satellite which covers the same surface at a narrower angle. For this
this reason, even though
orthorectification can be used to geometrically correct satellite imagery at an acceptable level of accuracy,
this technique has been demonstrated insufficient when fusing airborne data. First approaches included to
test the reliability of true-orthorectification
orthorectification techniques in forested areas (Valbuena et al. 2008) (Fig. 1.4.1.a,
Case study 3.3). Back-projecting
projecting the ALS point cloud was later found as a more reliable method than
orthorectification (Fig. 3.d,, Case study 3.3),
3. , as it avoided resampling and mosaicking procedures (Valbuena
et al. 2011). The causes for data mismatching were scrutinized in this study, finding the nadir angle as the
most important factor and developing model approaches to simulating the expected error
err
in
orthorectification. A software tool was compiled for performing the specific task of back-projecting
back
ALS
against multispectral frame charge-coupled
charge
device (CCD) sensors (Valbuena et al. 2012b). Once
corroborated the advantage in geometric
eometric positioning obtained when back-projecting
projecting ALS, the research
focused on studying the advantages obtained in forest inventory (Case study 3.4).. Further developments
will focus on adaptations to linear scanners (multispectral and hyperspectral), with the intention of
including
cluding a range of different sensor architectures.

Figure 3.d. Symbolic representation of back-projecting
back projecting technique, for which individual
ALS returns are colours according to their positions rendered from the camera perspective,
as opposed to orthorectification procedures (see Fig. 1.4.1.a).

Case Studies
•

•

•

•

Valbuena, R., Mauro, F., Rodriguez-Solano,
Rodriguez
R., & Manzanera, J.A. (2010a). Accuracy and precision of
GPS receivers under forest canopies in a mountainous environment. Spanish Journal of Agricultural
Research, 8, 1047-1057
Valbuena, R., Mauro, F., Rodriguez-Solano,
Rodriguez
R., & Manzanera, J.A. (2012a). Partial Least Squares for
Discriminating Variance Components in Global Navigation Satellite Systems Accuracy Obtained
Under Scots Pine Canopies. Forest Science, 58, 139-153
Valbuena, R., Mauro, F., Arjonilla, F.J., & Manzanera, J.A. (2011). Comparing airborne
a
laser
scanning-imagery
imagery fusion methods based on geometric accuracy in forested areas. Remote Sensing
of Environment, 115, 1942-1954
1954
Valbuena, R., De Blas, A., Martín Fernández, S., Maltamo, M., Nabuurs, G.J., & Manzanera, J.A.
(2013) Within-species
species benefits of back-projecting
b
projecting laser scanner and multispectral
multispect sensors in
monospecific Pinuss Sylvestris forests. Manuscript
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3.1. Accuracy and precision of GPS receivers under forest canopies in a mountainous
environment

Abstract
Georeferencing field plots by means of GPS/GLONASS techniques is becoming compulsory for many
applications concerning forest management and inventory. True coordinates obtained in a total station
traverse were compared against GPS/GLONASS occupations computed from one navigation-grade and
three survey-grade receivers. Records were taken under a high Pinus sylvestris L. forest canopy situated in a
mountainous area in central Spain. The horizontal component of the absolute error was a better descriptor
of the performance of GPS/GLONASS receivers compared to the precision computed by the proprietary
software. The vertical component of absolute error also failed to show the effects revealed when the
horizontal one was studied. These differences might be critical for applications involving high-demanding
surveys, in which a comparison against a terrestrially surveyed ground truth is still mandatory for accuracy
assessment in forested mountainous areas. Moreover, a comparison of diverse Differential GPS/GLONASS
techniques showed that the effect of lengthening the baseline and lowering the logging rate was not
significant in this study. Differences among methods and receivers were only observed for recording
periods between 5 and 15 minutes. The hand-held receiver was inappropriate for plot establishment due to
its inaccuracy and a low rate of fixed solutions, though it may be used for forest campaigns tolerating low
precision or permitting the employment of periods of 20 minutes or longer for plot mensuration.

Resumen
Exactitud y precisión de receptores GPS bajo cubiertas forestales en ambientes montañosos
La georreferenciación de trabajos de campo por medio de GPS/GLONASS es cada vez más necesaria para
muchas aplicaciones en la gestión e inventario forestal. Se compararon coordenadas reales levantadas con
estación total con las obtenidas por un navegador y tres equipos de calidad topográfica. Los registros se
efectuaron bajo una masa de Pinus sylvestris L. del Sistema Central, España. La componente horizontal del
error absoluto resultó ser un mejor descriptor de la calidad de las mediciones de los receptores
GPS/GLONASS que los valores de precisión proporcionados por el software de los equipos. La componente
vertical del error absoluto no mostró los efectos revelados por la componente horizontal. Estas diferencias
pueden ser críticas para trabajos que requieran levantamientos topográficos de precisión, en los cuales un
contraste con itinerarios de validación sobre el terreno sigue siendo indispensable para calcular la exactitud
en áreas forestales montañosas. Por otro lado, la comparación de diversas técnicas de GPS/GLONASS
diferencial mostró que los cambios en la longitud de la línea base y de la tasa de registros no fueron
significativos en este estudio. Sólo se observaron diferencias ente los métodos y receptores para tiempos
de registro de 5 a 15 minutos. El navegador no resultó adecuado para el establecimiento de parcelas
debido a la inexactitud y baja tasa de soluciones fijadas, pero puede ser utilizado en campañas que toleren
bajas precisiones y permitan tiempos de registro iguales o superiores a 20 minutos para las medias
forestales.
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3.1.1. Introduction
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) have nowadays become compulsory for a wide range of
activities concerning forest management and research, including plot establishment for forest inventory
(Naesset, 1999), surveying control points in remote sensing (Green, 1992), forest stand boundary
determination (Tachiki et al. 2005), transect sampling (Ståhl et al. 1999), and forest road management and
machinery tracking (Rodríguez-Solano and Peces, 2002), to name but some applications. Nonetheless,
forest environments located in mountainous and steep terrain present a number of obstacles to accurate
and unbiased GNSS positioning (Deckert and Bolstad, 1996), thus increasing surveying errors. In addition to
signal propagation delays due to ionospherical and tropospherical effects, ephemeris, differences between
satellite and receiver clock, and numerical errors, which are common issues in all cases, the forest canopy
adds other obstacles to wave propagation, such as complete blockage or attenuation of the signal and a
strong multipath effect. Recent developments in GNSS-based positioning techniques aim at providing
solutions to all those issues. Current dual-frequency receivers remove the ionospherical delay error, unlike
single-frequency receivers. The addition of observations from GLONASS constellation expands the number
of available signals, increasing the possibilities of obtaining a good geometrical position of satellites and
therefore contributing to improved accuracy and precision (Habrich et al. 1999). A measurement of the
availability and geometry of satellites is given by the dimensionless parameter Position Dilution of Precision
(PDOP), which decreases when conditions are favourable. Solutions obtained from C/A code and carrier
phase observations can be fixed by means of differentially corrected GPS/GLONASS (hereby DGNSS). The
accuracy of the coordinates obtained by DGNSS may range from meters in code-solutions to centimetres in
float and fixed-solutions (Naesset and Jonmeister, 2002). However, accuracy may be affected by a
multiplicity of synergic factors. For example, Naesset (2001) found that fixed dual-frequency solutions are
the most accurate, while no significant differences were found between float dual-frequency and fixed
single-frequency solutions.
Many studies have been carried out for evaluating the performance of DGNSS receivers under forest
canopies. This assessment can be done by means of either a mere estimation of the dispersion from the
mean of the observations recorded (Tachiki et al. 2005; Zengin and Yeşil, 2006), or an estimation of
absolute error by comparing them against a ground-truth dataset generated by a conventional traverse
survey (Liu and Brantigan, 1995; Sigrist et al. 1999; Naesset and Jonmeister, 2002; Tuček and Ligoš, 2002).
Since the initial staking of such traverse has to be determined by means of GNSS positioning too, two
reference positions must be measured under conditions considered standard, i.e. in the absence of canopy
cover (Andersen et al. 2009). In this paper a similar methodology for quality control is followed, further
contributing in explaining the effects of forest cover and steep terrain in plot establishment with updated
state-of-the-art receivers and techniques. As most research has been focused on evaluating accuracy by
means of the horizontal component of absolute error, little attention has been paid on whether studying
the vertical component would report the same results under forest canopies. This is logical since many
forest studies depending on GNSS observations would produce the same outcome regardless of the vertical
coordinate (Mauro et al. 2009). Yet vertical accuracy might be a key factor in some cases (James et al. 2007;
Wing and Eklund, 2007). The present study also aimed at clarifying whether the terrestrial traverse
surveying is compulsory for accuracy assessment or a faster evaluation throughout the precision computed
by the proprietary software would result in the same outcome. Furthermore, since forest conditions
significantly affect the probability of signal interruption (Hasegawa and Yoshimura, 2007), canopy may
prevent from receiving a continuous array of epochs which is sufficiently long to fix the phase ambiguity.
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We therefore hypothesised that higher logging rates could increase the probability for fixing ambiguities.
Based on these hypotheses, the main objective was to select the optimal observation parameters –logging
rate and observing time – in order to plan further inventory plot establishment in the same study area.

3.1.2. Material and methods
Survey instrumentation
Four different types of commercial GNSS equipment were used: Leica GS50 and SR530 (Leica Geosystems
AG, Switzerland), Topcon HiperPro and GMS2 (Topcon Positioning Systems Inc., California), all of them
recording both pseudorange and carrier phase. Table 1 summarizes key technical specifications for each
receiver. Elevations were calculated above European Terrestrial Reference System Geodetic Datum of 1989
(ETRS89), and coordinates projected on Universal Transverse Mercator (zone 30-North). The instrument
employed for topographic surveys was a Topcon GPT-3005N pulse Total Station (hereby TS).
Table 1. Manufacturer's specifications for global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) receivers.
WAAS: wide area augmentation system
Manufacturer Receiver Frequencies
# channels
GNSS
Survey type
WAAS
Leica
GS50
Single (L1)
12
GPS
Topogr/Geod
No
Leica
SR530
Dual (L1-L2)
12
GPS
Topogr/Geod
No
Topcon
HiperPro Dual (L1-L2)
20
GPS+GLONASS
Topogr/Geod
Yes
Topcon
GMS2
Single (L1)
50
GPS+GLONASS
Navigator
Yes

Study area
The study was conducted in the Valsaín forest (Fig. 1), a public-owned forest managed by the National
Parks Body of the Ministry of Environment and located at about 60 km north-west from Madrid (Spain). The
site consists of high mature Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) forest stands located in the northern slopes of
the Guadarrama Mountains, with elevations between 1298 and 1475 m a.s.l. and slope gradients ranging
between 10 and 20%. Fig. 1 illustrates the vicinity of mountains obstructing the horizon approximately 10º
in directions W-S-NE. The exact coordinates of landmarks situated under the canopy were obtained with
diverse DGNSS receivers and differential correction techniques as described below. Since this study aims at
assessing GNSS measurement accuracy for detailed forest inventory, these GNSS occupations computed at
each landmark were compared to what were considered ground-truth coordinates, as they were obtained
by means of a TS survey.

Ground-truth data collection
The starting point for generating the ground-truth dataset was to identify areas with absence of canopy
cover which were situated at a practical distance from the inventory plots. Two additional referencelandmarks were placed in each one of these areas and their exact coordinates were determined by means
of DGNSS under standard conditions. Two log-landing sites and a bridge over a river were the openings
chosen for setting a total of six reference-landmarks. Satellites under a cut-off angle of 15º were
disregarded, and static observations were recorded at 1 s rate with a Topcon HiperPro rover-receiver
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during at least one hour at each reference-landmark.
reference landmark. We recorded simultaneous tandem observations by
setting up our own Topcon HiperPro base-receiver
base
iver at the beacon Coberteros (IGN, 2008; baseline length =
12690-13130
13130 m). Observations from two other independent permanent base-stations
base stations were also employed:
SGVA (ITACYL, 2008; baseline length = 16340-16820
16340
m), and VILL (IGS, 2008; baseline length = 41730-42340
417
m), all of them recording from both GPS and GLONASS constellations (Dow
(
et al. 2005). The differential
correction was performed at post-processing
processing stage from all base-stations
base stations combined (Fig. 1). Under these
standard conditions we may expect precisions of 1.0 cm in plan and 1.2 cm in height, according to the
nominal precision stated by the vendor (Anonymous,
(
2006).
). The exact coordinates of the referencereference
landmarks were therefore considered to have been determined. A TS-traverse
TS traverse survey linked the referencereference
landmarks with the plot-landmarks
landmarks situated under the canopy. The reference-landmarks
reference landmarks were used as
initial
ial staking of the alignment of four different polygonal closed traverses which included the plotplot
landmarks (Fig. 2). The reason for operating in separate traverses was to prevent cumulative errors. Final
ground truth coordinates of all landmarks were computed
computed from a compass rule (Bowditch method) traverse
adjustment (Wolf
Wolf and Brinker, 1994),
1994), allowing for the acquisition of real coordinates for them with a
reasonably high level of confidence. Misclosure root mean squared error (RMSE) was 0.034, 0.012, 0.018
and 0.008 m for each of the four traverses, which were 1929.91, 650.10, 624.26, and 448.62 m long
respectively.

Figure 1. Draft map illustrating the relative position of the study area (approx. latitude, 40º53'31''40º53'31''
41º15'22''N; longitude, 3º59'33''-4º17'34''W),
3º59'33''
the base-stations
stations and the surrounding topography.
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Figure 2. Detailed map of the total station-surveyed closed traverses linking the reference occupations
with the plot-landmarks situated under the canopy. The watermark background from aerial
photography illustrates the differences in canopy coverage between the different positions.

Subcanopy GNSS observations
GNSS observations for 16 plot-landmarks situated under the canopy were acquired in May and June 2007
[day of year (DOY) 139 and 153] with GS50 and SR530 receivers at a 1 s logging rate. In July 2008 (DOY 196
and 213), rover observations were repeated by setting up an SR530, a HiperPro and a GMS2 rover-receivers
at each plot-landmark. They were logging at 0.5 s intervals in order to test the effect of an increase in
logging rate. The observations were obtained with all rover receivers at the same time, by shifting them
from one plot-landmark to the next, so that it can be assumed no differences in their recording conditions.
Observations at each plot-landmark were taken during 30 minutes with all the receivers, and antenna
heights ranged from 1.01 to 1.86 m.
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GNSS data post-processing and analysis
GNSS epochs were recorded in the field, and all coordinates were computed from static observations by
calculating the differential correction at post-processing stage with proprietary software, either Leica
GeoOffice 5.0 or Topcon Tools 6.04. Similarly to the method followed for the reference dataset, a basereceiver was set up at the beacon Coberteros (IGN, 2008). Logging interval was set at 1 s for the first
campaign, whereas 0.5 s was chosen for the second. Observations from the permanent stations SGVA
(ITACYL, 2008) and VILL (IGS, 2008) were also downloaded from the internet, but data was available only at
a 1 s rate. When logging at 0.5 s intervals during 30 min, a maximum of 3600 epochs per survey were
obtained. However, differential corrections arranged with SGVA or VILL had to use only one of each two
epochs recorded by the rover. The effect of these changes in baseline length and logging rate was
evaluated by comparing three methods for differential correction: (a) coordinates of landmarks were
corrected by means of static observations at 1 s from all base-stations: Coberteros (IGN), SGVA (ITACYL)
and VILL (IGS); (b) coordinates of landmarks were also computed only with the synchronized static
observation obtained each 1 s at SGVA; (c) solutions were computed by using all records at 0.5 s intervals
from our own base at the beacon Coberteros only.
When post-processing static observations, records were taken on whether they were fixed solutions or the
initial phase ambiguity was just approximated in a float solution. Cut-off angle was set to 10º as long as the
type of solution was not affected. The raw data was trimmed down to smaller intervals (25, 20, 15, 10 and 5
min) in order to identify the time needed for obtaining a reliable fixed solution. Accuracy and precision
differences were considered among all the possible combinations of post-processing correction and
recording times. The effect of these factors and satellite geometry was studied by analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with Statistica 6.0 (StatSoft Inc., Oklahoma). For each time interval, the proprietary software
computed arithmetic mean values for the position dilution of precision (PDOP), and their vertical (VDOP)
and horizontal (HDOP) components. The optimum observation time for each receiver was identified by
means of least significant differences (LSD) post-hoc analysis interval-by-interval.
The accuracy of each measurement was evaluated by means of the horizontal (eh, cm) and vertical (ev, cm)
positional absolute errors, i.e. the distance between each GNSS occupation (x, y, z) and the TS-surveyed
true landmark positions (xtruth, ytruth, ztruth):

eh =

(x

2
2
− xtruth ) + ( y − ytruth ) ,

ev = z − z truth ,

[1]
[2]

The dispersion of the observations is the standard deviation (σx, σy, σz). The precision of each survey was
described as the standard deviation in its horizontal (σh) and vertical (σv) components. Being n the number
of epochs recorded, the proprietary software computed precision as:

σ h = σ x2 + σ y2 =

σv = σz =

1  n
2
2
 ∑ ( xi − x ) + ( yi − y )  ,
n − 1  i =1


1  n
2
 ∑ ( zi − z ) 
n − 1  i =1


[3]

[4]
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3.1.3. Results
Single vs. dual-frequency
First comparisons were generated for the full dataset occupied by means of the differential correction type
(a), which adjusted the coordinates according to the three networks described ITACYL-IGN-IGS. Results for a
one-way ANOVA among receivers suggested no significant differences (p = 0.555 and 0.834, for ev and ev
resp.). Unexpectedly, single-frequency GS50 obtained results statistically similar to those of dual-frequency
SR530 (p = 0.599 and 0.784, for ev and ev resp.). Moreover, selected contrasts demonstrated no systematic
effects between campaigns (p = 0.641 and 0.439, for ev and ev resp.). No significant differences were found
between SR530 occupations which were repeated in 2007 and 2008 (p = 0.284 and 0.229, for ev and ev
resp.). Although results remained statistically unchanged between campaigns, further analyses were
performed with the 2008 dataset, with the intention of limiting the sources of variation.

Factors affecting absolute error and precision
The effects of receiver type (Leica SR530, Topcon HiperPro, or GMS2), differential correction [(a) all basestations, (b) SGVA only, or (c) Coberteros only], and recording time (30, 25, 20, 15, 10, or 5 min) on the
accuracy (Figs. 3a, 3b) and precision (Figs. 3c, 3d) of DGNSS positioning were studied by means of ANOVA.
Most variables studied suggested significant differences among receivers, while the method used for
differential correction had no significant effects (Tables 2 and 3). Figure 3a provided a comprehensive
explanation of the interactive effect that receiver and time had on the absolute error in planimetry. Fisher's
LSD analysis emphasized that hand-held GMS2 differs from the survey-grade receivers (p < 0.001), whereas
no significant differences were found between SR530 and HiperPro (p = 0.358). Results showed that the
recording time also had significant effects on both absolute error and precision. However, only when
observing horizontal absolute error the effect of recording time seemed to be receiver-dependent (Fig. 3a),
whereas this interaction was not significant when studying precision (Table 3).

Table 2. Summary of factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the absolute error of
global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) occupations

Source of variation

df

Horizontal Absolute Error (eh)
Mean
square F-statistic P

Receiver type (A)
Differential
correction (B)

2

19.147

6.052

0.002

*

1.459

0.517

0.597

(ns)

2

0.386

0.122

0.885

(ns)

1.744

0.618

0.540

(ns)

Recording time (C)

5

18.559

5.866

<0.001

**

15.593

5.521

<0.001

**

A×B

4

0.419

0.132

0.970

(ns)

3.125

1.107

0.352

(ns)

A×C

10

6.396

2.022

0.029

*

4.880

1.728

0.070

(ns)

B×C

10

0.137

0.043

0.999

(ns)

0.433

0.153

0.999

(ns)

Error

780

3.164
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Vertical Absolute Error (ev)
Mean
square F-statistic p

2.824

Figure 3. Interactions between global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) receiver types and increasing recording
times for: a) horizontal component of accuracy eh; b) vertical component of accuracy ev; c) horizontal precision σh ; d)
vertical precision σv; e) horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP); and f) vertical dilution of precision (VDOP).
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Table 3. Summary of factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the precision of global
navigation satellite systems (GNSS) occupations

df
2

Horizontal precision (σh)
Mean
square F-statistic P
2.684
10.662
<0.001

2

0.104

0.412

0.521

Recording time (C)

5

2.848

11.312

A×B

4

0.443

A×C

10

B×C
Error

Source of variation
Receiver type (A)
Differential
correction (B)

**

Vertical precision (σv)
Mean
square F-statistic p
1.946
5.056
0.007

*

(ns)

0.053

0.139

0.710

(ns)

<0.001

**

4.481

11.642

<0.001

**

1.760

0.173

(ns)

0.290

0.755

0.471

(ns)

0.243

0.964

0.474

(ns)

0.447

1.162

0.315

(ns)

10

0.146

0.581

0.715

(ns)

0.081

0.209

0.959

(ns)

780

0.252

0.385

Assessing optimum observation time
The horizontal component of absolute error was used for determining the optimum observing time,
regarded as the moment when no further improvement was obtained. Post-hoc tests were generated
separately for each receiver (Table 4), since the interaction between receiver and time was significant
(Table 2). Longer recording times failed to improve the performance of HiperPro, whereas the other
receivers showed significant differences. In order to clarify the reasons, the dilution of precision (Fig. 3e,
3f), number of satellites per constellation (Table 5), and the capacity of each receiver for fixing solutions
(Fig. 4) were studied.

Table 4. least significant difference (LSD) analysis of recording time influence in the
horizontal absolute error for each receiver
Recording
time (min)

Leica SR530
5

10

0.001*

15

<0.001**

20

10

15

Topcon HiperPro
20

25

30

5

10

15

Topcon GMS2
20

25

30

5

10

15

20

25

30

0.341

0.823

0.392

0.094 0.469

0.584

0.745

<0.001**

0.582 0.760

0.160 0.650 0.787

0.022*

0.037*

0.077

25

<0.001**

0.237 0.743 0.527

0.069 0.384 0.883 0.676

0.022*

0.038*

0.077 0.981

30
Mean eh
(m)

<0.001**

0.185 0.637 0.438 0.885

0.060 0.351 0.834 0.631 0.950

0.021*

0.036*

0.072 0.916 0.935

0.904 0.802 0.745 0.684 0.657

1.211 1.072 0.966 1.005 0.944 0.935

2.282

2.137

1.927 0.747 0.731 0.672
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1.514

Figure 4. Temporal evolution of the rate of fixed solutions obtained.

3.1.4. Discussion
Factors affecting absolute error and precision
Figure 3 illustrates how some cases presenting high values of absolute error may show low values of
precision. The analysis of horizontal absolute error is therefore suggested as a better descriptor of the
performancee of GNSS systems, rather than the precision computed by the proprietary software. Other
authors also agree in considering insufficient the use of a measurement of the standard deviation for
accuracy assessment (Liu
Liu and Brantigan, 1995;
1995 Sigrist et al. 1999; Naesset and Jonmeister, 2002),
2002 so that a
comparison with ground truth is still compulsory. These results emphasize
emphasize how some effects may remain
unveiled when considering the measurement of precision that the receivers provide while recording.
However, when acquiring large inventory datasets, it does not make sense for forest managers to use
terrestrial TS surveying
ing methods in the whole of the study area. Following this methodology is therefore
recommended as a part of any plot-establishment
plot establishment campaign requiring high positioning accuracies. This
would be especially critical for some forestry applications requiring high
high accuracies, such as classifying very
high resolution imagery, or when generating models between forest inventory and LiDAR-based
LiDAR
parameters. Analysing the vertical component of absolute error was also ineffective for clarifying the
effects involved in the survey (Fig 3b). For this reason, elevations have to be considered only when required
by the specific forest application, as it may be when estimating soil volumes, forest road mapping
(Rodríguez-Solano and Peces, 2002)) and terrain or stream profiling (James
(
et al. 2007).
2007
No significant effects due to the diverse methodologies used for differential correction were found,
regardless of the variable studied (Tables 2 and 3). In most cases, the maximum number
numbe of epochs (3600
for 0.5 s, and 1800 for 1 s) were recorded by both SR530 and HiperPro. Hence, contrary to our hypothesis,
signal interruption was not limiting in the described conditions. As the correction methods were dissimilar
in both baseline and logging
ging rate, we may therefore suggest that neither decreasing baseline length nor
increasing logging rate led to a substantial improvement in survey's performance. However, these
conclusions can be highly dependent on the exact methodologies described. For instance,
instance, Fig. 1 shows how
mountainous obstacles are likely to interfere more with the signal of satellites simultaneously received by
Coberteros than with those received by SGVA, since the latter is situated in the direction of the main NWNW
aspect of the slopes.
opes. At the operational level, using downloaded observations from independently
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established permanent stations would be preferred in future studies, rather than setting up an own basereceiver at the nearest beacon. In addition, the error obtained by GS50 receiving L1 observations was no
significantly worse than the SR530 receiver recording both L1-L2. This might have happened because, in a
multipath environment such as dense forest in steep terrain, the signal-to-noise ratio may notably decrease
for the L1-L2 linear combination (Arslan and Demirel, 2008). These results suggest that dual-frequency
receivers might not necessary perform better when surveying in forested areas.

Assessing optimum observation time
Results in Table 4 provided a comprehensive estimation of the optimum recording time. For SR530
receiver, no significant differences were found from ten minutes onwards. Thus, that recording time was
determined as its optimum under the given conditions. Changes in recording time did not seem to affect
the performance of HiperPro receiver when studied separately. It can be presumed that new developments
implemented in HiperPro, such as the multipath correction or including GLONASS constellation and WAAS,
might have improved the results obtained when measuring during short times only. GMS2 started offering
reliable results under the canopy after fifteen minutes of recording (Fig. 3a). Since this receiver is intended
for navigation purposes, this recording time was demonstrated unpractical. For that reason, using
navigator-grade receivers is not recommended for plot establishment, except in the particular case that the
time spent by the receiver has nevertheless to be used for plot mensuration as well. The high variability of
the results obtained when recording with GMS2 for short times suggest that they are probably significantly
depending on the characteristics of each forest plot. Further analysis should therefore clarify the relations
between accuracy with forest variables, since diverse optima might be found for different forest stand
characteristics (Deckert and Bolstad, 1996; Hasegawa and Yoshimura, 2007). It might be advisable not to
employ this receiver under dense canopies and limit its use to less-requiring surveys in fairly open areas, for
instance forest roads' positioning. This methodology estimated the optimum recording time by evaluating
when logging more GPS epochs no longer offered significantly better results, regardless of the magnitude
of the error itself. Similar future analysis might instead use values calculated of tolerable error as a
threshold for optimum identification, as an alternative methodology that may provide results focused on
the objectives of each survey. Some authors have calculated such admissible errors, which might depend
on the forest variables themselves (Mauro et al. 2009) or the remote sensing technique (Gobakken and
Naesset, 2009).

Effects of incorporating GLONASS
It may be supposed that the use of both GPS and GLONASS constellations allowed HiperPro receiver to
obtain a constantly low dilution of precision (Figs. 3e, 3f), even when the receiver was observing during a
short time. Table 5 illustrates the improvement obtained when incorporating GLONASS constellation.
Naesset (2001) demonstrated that accuracy may highly depend on the number of available satellites when
observing under difficult conditions. Thus, the addition of GLONASS observations could have led to less
biased measures of HiperPro when recording during 5 minutes only. Note that all receivers were shifted
from one landmark to the next, taking their records simultaneously. Hence, it can be assumed that
differences in HDOP and VDOP were motivated by conditions of the receivers themselves, while changes
due to the status of the constellation or canopy distortion should be constant among groups. This may
explain why some authors described no significant relations between accuracy and PDOP (Sigrist et al.
1999; Naesset and Jonmeister, 2002).
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Table 5. Summary of means for the number of satellites received from each constellation
# GLONASS satellites
GMS2
Recording
time (min) mean SD

# GPS satellites

HiperPro
mean

SD

GMS2

HiperPro

Mean SD

mean

SD

# GPS + GLONASS satelites
SR530
mean

GMS2

SD

mean

HiperPro

SD

mean

SD

SR530
mean

SD

5

0.4

0.6

2.1

0.8

6.5

1.7

8.6

1.6

8.0

1.7

6.9

1.7

10.7

1.6

8.0

1.7

10

0.5

0.7

2.3

0.8

6.6

1.8

8.9

1.3

8.4

1.6

7.1

1.8

11.1

1.3

8.4

1.6

15

0.6

0.7

2.3

0.8

7.0

1.8

8.9

1.4

8.6

1.6

7.6

1.8

11.2

1.4

8.6

1.6

20

0.7

0.7

2.3

0.9

7.3

1.8

9.1

1.3

8.7

1.5

8.0

1.8

11.4

1.3

8.7

1.5

25

0.8

0.7

2.4

0.9

7.4

1.7

9.3

1.3

8.7

1.5

8.3

1.7

11.7

1.3

8.7

1.5

30

1.0

0.9

2.4

0.9

7.9

1.9

9.5

1.3

8.8

1.5

8.9

1.9

11.9

1.3

8.8

1.5

Type of solution obtained
Figure 4 illustrates the percentage of fixed solutions obtained over the total of the occupations performed
with each receiver, and the changes encountered when recording continuously during a longer time.
Results may explain why HiperPro did not improve its performance when recording longer times, since
more floating or code solutions were computed. The relative difficulties for fixing solutions that this
receiver encountered are in contrast with the number of available satellites (Table 5) and the dilution of
precision computed (Fig. 3e, 3f). Naesset (2001) suggested that recording under forest canopies may
provide some solutions erroneously accepted as fixed. Further research would be needed in order to totally
clarify the reasons. GMS2 demonstrated an especially poor performance in obtaining fixed solutions, and in
many cases (15.18%) no solution was obtained at all when situated under dense canopies. Nevertheless,
since its error decreased as the receiver stayed longer in its position, it may be deduced that floating and
code solutions would become more reliable as the recording time increases, since a bigger sample size is
obtained as well.

3.1.5. Conclusions
The analysis of the horizontal component of absolute error was confirmed to be a better descriptor of the
performance of GNSS receivers compared to the precision computed by the proprietary software, or its
vertical component. For this reason, highly-demanding surveys, such as those supporting very high
resolution imagery or LiDAR remote sensing techniques, would dramatically depend on the exactness of the
results obtained in each area. We therefore suggest that similar surveys perform an analogous comparison
against a ground-truth prior to arranging occupations at a larger scale. This way, compulsory TS-traverses
can be also limited to an area close to an opening in the canopy, therefore saving time and effort.
Hopefully, future developments in GLONASS and other satellite constellations, as well as in the available
networks of permanent base-stations, will improve the results obtained in forested areas.
Significant differences between the survey-grade and navigation-grade receivers were found, though these
differences became diluted when recording during long periods. Hence, the effects of recording time were
significant as well, and in this paper the optimum recording time for each receiver was estimated by
contrasting time groups one-by-one. Differences among the methodologies for differential correction were
randomly oscillating. The effect of lengthening the baseline and lowering logging rate was not significant in
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this case. A cost-effective conclusion was that it is more advisable to download observations from
established base-stations than setting up your own. Regardless of the factor, results tend to be similar
when recording during periods longer than fifteen minutes. In addition, it was concluded that the handheld receiver was inappropriate for plot establishment due to its inaccuracy and low rate of fixed solutions.
Further research would be needed on whether or not the performance of GNSS techniques can be
explained and predicted by the characteristics of the forest at each plot. Similar studies in different forest
plots would also be needed, especially in broadleaved stands. Nonetheless, this paper clarifies that
significant differences may be apparent only when recording short times. Significant results might
disappear when recording more than fifteen minutes, even when comparing fixed survey-grade
occupations with a hand-held receiver obtaining mainly floating solutions. This is even more important
when considering that such a long observation period is inefficient at operational level.
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3.2. Partial Least Squares for Discriminating Variance Components in GNSS Accuracy
Obtained Under Scots Pine Canopies
Abstract
This paper applies inductive reasoning for explaining how the presence of a forest cover affects the
performance of diverse GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) receivers. We computed GNSS accuracy
and precision obtained in a Scots pine forest situated in the Guadarrama mountain range, Spain. The
quality of the GNSS occupations obtained was related to forest parameters and indices describing stand
density at the receiver’s position. We also characterized the terrain and the canopy gap surrounding the
receiver in order to search for more sources of variability. We computed multiple regression models by
means of both ordinary and partial least squares. Results with both techniques showed that most variables
were clearly determining the quality of GNSS positioning, though we had to discard the practicability of
using terrain slope, stem density, or characterizing only the trees which surround the receiver. Moreover,
partial least squares analysis succeeded in discriminating two different components which were causing
opposite effects on the vertical accuracy. We regarded the second component as being caused by the
separate effect of tree needles, since the higher the tree canopy was the lower the error. Therefore, tree
height may describe opposed effects: while wood stock increases, the crown bulk distances itself from the
GNSS receiver. We therefore suggest that it would be mandatory to model the interactive effects of both
the number of trees and their size and height. Hence, we propose relative spacing index, wood volume, and
leaf area index as the variables with best potential for predicting GNSS accuracy.

Resumen
Mínimos cuadrados parciales para discriminar componentes de varianza en la exactitud obtenida por
receptores GNSS bajo copas de pino silvestre
Este artículo utiliza razonamiento inductivo para explicar cómo la presencia de cubierta forestal afecta a la
calidad de diversos receptores GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System). Se calculó la exactitud y precisión
GNSS obtenida en un bosque de pino silvestre situado en la Sierra de Guadarrama, España. La calidad de los
levantamientos GNSS se relacionó con los parámetros forestales e índices descriptores de la densidad de la
masa en la posición del receptor. También se caracterizó el terreno circundante y el claro donde se situó
cada receptor, con el objetivo de controlar más fuentes de variabilidad. Se ajustaron modelos de regresión
por métodos de mínimos cuadrados, tanto ordinarios como parciales. Los resultados con ambos métodos
mostraron que la mayoría de las variables determinaban la calidad del posicionamiento GNSS, aunque hubo
que descartar la utilización práctica de la pendiente del terreno, la densidad de la masa, o únicamente
describir los árboles en el claro inmediatamente rodeando al receptor. Además, el análisis de mínimos
cuadrados parciales consiguió discriminar dos componentes distintas que estaban causando efectos
opuestos en la exactitud de la coordenada vertical. Se consideró que la segunda componente se debía al
efecto separado de las acículas, ya que el error se reducía cuanto más altas se situaban las copas. Por lo
tanto, es posible que la altura de los árboles describa dos efectos opuestos: mientras que por un lado
aumenta la cantidad de madera y biomasa obstruyendo la señal, por el otro lado el volumen de las copas se
distancia de la posición del receptor. Por esta razón, se sugiere la necesidad de modelizar los efectos
interactivos tanto de número de pies, como su tamaño y altura. En conclusión, se propone el índice de
espaciamiento relativo, el volumen maderable, y el índice de área foliar como las variables con mayor
potencial de predicción de la exactitud de receptores GNSS.
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3.2.1. Introduction
In forest management and inventory, certain quality standards must be attained when using field datasets
which are surveyed by means of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) techniques. The acceptable
level of accuracy that is needed in field surveying depends on the actual application and characteristics of
the data. For instance, Tachiki et al. (2005) illustrated how the same GNSS errors lead to more percentage
of miscalculation in perimeter than in stand area estimations. Forest inventories based on high resolution
remote sensing methodologies are especially affected by issues concerning the accuracy of GNSS positions
obtained under dense canopies (Gobakken and Naesset 2009). Plot size is another important issue, since
small plots are more vulnerable to GNSS positional errors than large ones (Frazer et al. 2011; Mauro et al.
2011).
Many authors have studied the performance of several types of GNSS receivers operating under diverse
forested environments (e.g. Wing and Eklund 2007; Zengin and Yeşil 2006; Andersen et al. 2009). They
found two main causes of inaccuracies in GNSS positioning under forest canopies: signal blockage and
multipath interference. While no satellite signal is received when the signal is blocked by the canopy cover,
the multipath effect occurs when the signal arrives at the receptor more than once: direct and also
reflected from the ground and nearby obstacles. Foresters can reckon with gradually improved accuracies
because the initial Global Positioning System (GPS) is incorporating signals from other constellations such
as GLONASS (Russian GLObal NAvigation Satellite System), therefore increasing the possibilities of
observing a higher number of satellites. Also, the GNSS receivers have come to include new developments
for correcting the multipath effect, which becomes especially important in forested environments. Latest
advances are affecting the post-processing stages as well, with a rising number of permanent stations
which are available for adjusting the final positions according to simultaneous observations, so-called
differential GNSS. Certain positioning accuracy requisites and standards might have to be met for several
plots situated under a wide range of forest conditions, thereby complicating the planning phase of the
inventory campaign. Therefore, there is a special need for clarifying the relations between biophysical
properties measured in the field and the performance of GNSS techniques. Even though it is unlikely that
GNSS accuracy can be fully predicted by means of forest conditions, forest managers would benefit from an
improved knowledge of the potential of forest parameters for estimating the expected accuracy of a GNSS
survey. For instance, recording times may be adjusted in accordance with stand density, either beforehand
or while the receiver is operating in the field, saving time and costs.
We explored the possibilities of explaining GNSS accuracy by means of a combination of variables: (1)
expressing stand density and wood stocking, such as basal area or the indices described below; (2)
estimating crown density or canopy cover; (3) modeling the obstacles nearby, such as the height of the
nearest trees and their crowns; or (4) describing the topography. Forest managers use field parameters and
stocking indices for computing standing volume, growth prediction, treatment selection, or planning
harvesting operations. The most widespread descriptors of stand density and structure are expressions of
the quantity of trees and their size, such as dominant height and basal area or wood volume. Studies by
Naesset et al. (2000) have found that basal area may be used for predicting absolute error, although a
considerable amount of unexplained variability was left after the modeling. This same idea was confirmed
by subsequent studies (Naesset and Jonmeister 2002) which demonstrated that the best models were
those including variables that can only be obtained after the post-processing stage: standard deviation of
observations, and the type of solution obtained. For this reason, there is a need for a deeper study of the
processes affecting signal reception under the canopy, which may provide a reliable prediction of the
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accuracy that can be calculated beforehand or for adjusting recording times to different forest conditions.
Forest managers also use stocking indices in order to express a combination of the idea of stand density
with the relative size of trees. The scarcity of resources in a growing forest leads to a self-thinning process
for which tree mortality is closely related to stand density and tree size. Based on this, both the HartBecking index (Becking 1954), and the Reineke’s index (Reineke 1933; Curtis 1983) are used for the
estimation of absolute stand density, by combining the number of trees per hectare with the dominant
height in the first case, and with the quadratic mean diameter in the second. Most forest managers have
already computed these biophysical variables and indices in their own forest compartments. They may
therefore be directly used at the planning stage of the next inventory campaign in order to estimate how
long the receiver has to stay observing at a certain forest plot, in regard to its density. Other approaches
aim at estimating canopy closure or needle density by diverse means, such as fractional cover or LAI (leaf
area index) (Johnson 1984). Some studies (Sigrist et al. 1999; Haseawa and Yosimura 2007) related GNSS
accuracy with canopy closure estimated with hemispherical photography. Their results indicate the
important role of canopy foliage in the interruption of signal detection, and hence accuracy. Nevertheless,
these studies grouped their data into simple categories of canopy cover and no direct relations were
established with the GNSS positioning error. As for the difficulty of working in mountainous areas, Deckert
and Bolstad (1996) proposed a macroscale classification into ridge, slope and valley, also used by Tuček &
Ligoš (2002), though none of them obtained a significant relation between topography configuration and
GNSS accuracy. DeCesare et al. (2005) proposed a finer description of the terrain by calculating the slope of
a GPS track, finding no significant effects either. The reason for this might be that most advances
compensating multipath effects eliminate the reflections from the ground. The present study also aimed at
finding out whether the slope at the receiver’s position can still affect the accuracy obtained, therefore
adding another component of variability.
Most authors have used analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the purpose of studying the variability in GNSS
accuracy obtained under several degrees of canopy closure (Liu and Brantigan 1995), or comparing leaf-on
and leaf-off situations (Sigrist et al. 1999), sometimes in conjunction with stundentized range tests (Deckert
and Bolstad 1996; Tuček and Ligoš 2002). Other approaches using multivariate regression established
relations by means of ordinary least squares (OLS) (Naesset and Jonmeister 2002; Sawaguchi et al. 2003;
Haseawa and Yosimura 2007). No previous research has evaluated the potential of studying these relations
with a partial least squares (PLS) adjustment (Wold 1975). However, the strong collinearity typically
contained among forest variables imply that PLS can be a reliable technique, providing additional
explanation of the processes involved. When the explanatory variables are not independent among
themselves, OLS analysis may provide inconsistent results due to large variances in their coefficients
(Hocking 1976), hence increasing the uncertainty of the subsequent predictions. Moreover, although a
stepwise selection of predictor variables can reduce the undesired effects of collinearity, causal effects of
low magnitude (i.e. small coefficient of determination) may remain concealed (Carrascal et al. 2009). The
potential of OLS for inductive exploration is reduced since subtle patterns of variability can remain unseen
beneath the main tendencies. In addition, PLS regressions can be computed for an array of highly
covariated response variables, providing a comprehensive outcome whose interpretation may be easier
than OLS when multicollinearity occurs. The ability of OLS to find significant effects is reduced when small
sample sizes and a high number of predictors leave insufficient degrees of freedom for the estimations, a
situation for which PLS is better suited.
A PLS multiple regression is an analysis of the relations between linear combinations of the dependent and
independent variables which maximize their inter-variability. The starting point for a PLS analysis is to
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revise the covariance patterns among the variables. Then, the algorithm seeks for linear relationships
among the sets of predictor and response variables, the so-called latent variables, which expand their
covariance (Mevik and Wehrens 2007). The residuals are extracted from the first latent component, and
then a second orthogonal component is generated from them using the same criteria. This way, once all
the variance explained by the first component is controlled, the capacity of the predictor variables to
explain further variance of the response variable is improved. In addition, when studying a
multidimensional set of dependent variables, the latent components are computed for the explanatory
variables as well, so that it becomes plausible to disaggregate diverse pairs of components which may
indicate causal relationships. Furthermore, PLS is resistant to the use of variables which are not normally
distributed, as it is common for GNSS errors (McKenzie et al. 2009). On the other hand, its outcome is
limited when no linear relation between the predictor and response variables can be achieved through
variable transformations. In that case, the presumptions of the PLS analysis might fail and the analysis
ought to be repeated, excluding the uncorrelated variables. Since scores and loading vectors can be plotted
(Mevik and Wehrens 2007), their easy interpretation add another advantage when using PLS for inductive
exploration. On the other hand, several authors have found that OLS stepwise regression can perform
slightly better than PLS when pursuing a predictive function (Frank and Friedman 1993), due to an
overfitting of PLS that limits the extrapolation. For this reason, we studied how OLS prediction can benefit
from a better prior understanding of the processes involved through the interpretation of the outcome of a
PLS analysis.
The objective of this study was to use both OLS and PLS as complementary methods for predictor selection,
based upon the advantages and limitations of each statistical tool. Our purpose for using PLS is to expand
the possibilities for causal inference by studying the patterns of covariance among the variables and
searching for how the independent variables are participating in its explanation. Based on the results, we
aim at clarifying which may be the simplest field measurement that can be used for predicting GNSS
accuracy and precision.

3.2.2. Material and Methods
Study Area
The study was conducted in Valsaín forest (approx. 41º04'N, 4º09'W), a public owned forest located at
about 60 km north-west from Madrid (Spain). The site consists of naturally regenerated Scots pine (Pinus
sylvestris L.) forests with a great variety of sizes and ages, so that vertical stand structure and gap
occurrence are variable throughout the study area. We established six permanent rectangular 60x40 m
inventory plots, and forest variables for every tree within plot were recorded as described below. The
position of every inventoried stem was determined with a high-order GPT-3005N (Topcon Positioning
Systems Inc., California) pulse Total Station (TS) from 2-3 survey markers placed inside each plot (Fig. 1),
finally accounting for a total of 17 plot-markers. Thereafter, we used diverse GNSS receivers with the
purpose of determining the position of these plot-markers. In order to evaluate the quality of these GNSS
occupations, they were compared to their control coordinates calculated from a TS-traverse survey whose
initial staking was at reference-markers situated out of canopy's influence (Fig. 2). All ellipsoid heights were
calculated above European Terrestrial Reference System Geodetic Datum of 1989 (ETRS89), and
coordinates were referred to The Universal Transverse Mercator (30-Northern hemisphere). As detailed
below, we computed accuracy as the Euclidean distance between the coordinates measured with both
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methods, and precision as the dispersion of the epochs recorded by each receiver at each marker. Finally,
we studied the influence of the inventoried stand characteristics on these variables used for GNSS quality
control.

Fig. 1 Canopy models generated from forest plot mensuration. Ground position of tree trunks are represented by black
dots whose size illustrates tree height. Ovoids were computed from crown radii, as detailed in Appendix A. They
illustrate the coverage and overlap of tree crowns, as their greyscale intensity increases with crown length.

Control Dataset
In order to determine the accuracy of the GNSS measurements, the coordinates of the plot-markers had to
be compared with those obtained from reference-markers which were occupied in absence of obstacles
disturbing signal reception. Disregarding satellites under a cut-off angle of 15º, three pairs of referencemarkers (Fig. 2) located at canopy openings were occupied during one hour each. Observations were
recorded at a logging rate of 1 Hz with HiperPro receivers (Topcon Positioning Systems Inc., California),
simultaneously with a rover at these survey markers and with our own base-receiver which was set up at
the nearest geodetic beacon “Coberteros” (IGN 2008; approx. baseline length = 12.9 km). Observations
from the independent GNSS permanent station SGVA (ITACYL 2008; approx. baseline length = 16.5 km)
were also downloaded for computing the differential correction at post-processing stage with Topcon Tools
6.04. The adjustment of this GNSS network for differential correction resulted in loop closures at the
reference-markers averaging (max.-min.) 0.022 m (0.045-0.007) in horizontal coordinates and 0.028 m
(0.070-0.002) in ellipsoidal heights.
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The reference-markers and the plot-markers were linked by means of traverse surveying (Fig. 2) using the
abovementioned calibrated TS-instrument, which has a dual-axis compensator, 1” (0.2 mgon)-minimum
angle measurement, and optical plummet incorporated. In order to maintain a practical distance between
markers and avoid cumulative effects, four separate traverses were surveyed. Double trigonometric
leveling with two (direct and reverse) foresights and two backsights was carried out at each segment,
because averaging reciprocals cancels the effect of atmospheric refraction and Earth’s curvature (Wolf and
Brinker 1994). The final control coordinates were computed from a compass rule (Bowditch method)
traverse adjustment (Wolf and Brinker 1994), and their overall accuracy assured under tolerance according
to Marín et al. (2004) (Table 1).
Table 1 Summary of Total Station traverse surveys. A map is also shown in Fig. 2. Misclosures and their
tolerances were computed according to Wolf and Brinker (1994) and Marín et al. (2004).

Total length of traverse (m)
Number of traverse points
Linear misclosure (m)
Tolerable misclosure (m)

VAL1

VAL2

VAL3

VAL4

1,929.91
23
0.095
0.291

624.26
10
0.009
0.106

448.62
7
0.042
0.091

650.10
9
0.093
0.165

Fig. 2 Detailed map of the total station-surveyed closed traverses linking the reference occupations with
the plot-markers situated under the canopy. The background contour map with ellipsoid heights in 10metre intervals illustrates the topography of the terrain.
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Subcanopy GNSS Dataset
In July 2008, we acquired static observations with GNSS receivers set at antenna heights ranging 1-2 m over
all the survey markers situated in the study area. Table 2 summarizes key technical specifications for each
GNSS equipment used: Leica SR530 (Leica Geosystems AG, Switzerland) and Topcon HiperPro, and the
navigation-grade hand-held receiver Topcon GMS2. We obtained observations with all rover receivers
simultaneously by swapping their positions among the plot-markers, so that we may assume no differences
in their recording conditions. Each receiver occupied at each plot-marker during 5 min, as this recording
time was operationally effective for plot establishment and would emphasize differences among plots
(Valbuena et al. 2010). Cut-off angle was 15º, and logging rates were also fixed at 1 Hz, so that a maximum
of m=300 epochs were obtained for each occupation. Previous research at the same study area (Valbuena
et al. 2010) showed that no significant improvement in the accuracy was obtained when own observations
recorded at the beacon “Coberteros” (IGN 2008) were added to those downloaded from SGVA (ITACYL
2008) for phase differencing. For this reason, it was decided that sub-canopy occupations had to be
differentially corrected at post-processing stage from the base-station SGVA only, as a cost-effective
solution for future extensive GNSS plot establishment throughout this same area. Differential correction for
the study dataset therefore differed from that of the reference coordinates explained above. Occupations
were repeated at the reference-markers with this configuration, so that the influence of canopy was
isolated from the effect of using either differential correction alternative (both SGVA and “Coberteros” or
only the former). As a result, both reference and plot-markers accounted for a total of n=23 GNSS
measurements finally used in the study.
Table 2 Manufacturer´s specifications for each GNSS receiver.
Receiver
Frequencies
# channels
GNSS
Survey type

Manufacturer
Leica
Topcon
Topcon

SR530
HiperPro
GMS2

Dual (L1-L2)
Dual (L1-L2)
Single (L1)

12
20
50

GPS
GPS+GLONASS
GPS+GLONASS

Topographic/Geodetic
Topographic/Geodetic
Navigation/Mapping

The accuracy of each fixed solution was evaluated by means of the horizontal (eh, m) and vertical (ev, m)
positional absolute errors, i.e. the distance between each GNSS occupation’s coordinates: easting (XGNSS),
northing (YGNSS) and ellipsoid height (ZGNSS) and the TS-surveyed control marker positions (Xcontrol, Ycontrol,
Zcontrol).
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GNSS precision is the dispersion of the observations recorded (σx, σy, σz). We described the precision of
each survey as the standard deviation in its horizontal (σh; m) and vertical (σv; m) components. Being m the
number of epochs obtained, the coordinates of each t-th epoch 8=^_``  ?^_``  B^_`` : were compared
to their sample mean = ? B in order to compute their dispersion:
      ab  c X d"#$%8=^_``  =:  8?^_``  ?: e,
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(3)

(4)

The results obtained by each receiver are summarized and compared analytically in Table 3 and graphically
in Figure 3.
Table 3 Summary of accuracy and precision measures obtained by each receiver at the sub-canopy plot-markers.
Leica SR530
Mean (SD)
Range

Response Variables
n
Horizontal
accuracy
eh (m) 23 1.19 (1.48)
Vertical
accuracy
ev (m) 23 1.53 (2.56)
Horizontal
precision
σh (m) 23 0.40 (0.72)
Vertical
precision
σv (m) 23 0.38 (0.47)
n: sample size; SD: standard deviation

Topcon Hiperpro
Mean (SD)
Range

Topcon GMS2
Mean (SD)
Range

0.02 - 5.74

1.12 (1.16)

0.01 – 4.85

1.86 (3.55)

0.16 – 17.18

0.01 – 8.38

1.18 (1.55)

0.01 – 6.27

1.32 (1.17)

0.12 – 4.99

0.01 – 3.06

0.67 (0.87)

0.01 – 2.70

0.69 (1.07)

0.11 – 5.16

0.01 – 1.78

0.74 (0.91)

0.01 – 3.18

0.79 (1.46)

0.08 – 6.96

Fig. 3 Box-whisker plots comparing the of accuracy and precision measures obtained by each
receiver. The symbols denote: bold line is the median; box limits are the inter-quartile range
(IQR); and whiskers extend to the outmost sample within ghi X IQR.

Field Mensuration
We characterized the forest canopy by means of stand attributes obtained at the position of plotlandmarks (Table 4). Diameter at breast height (dbh, cm) was measured for every tree within plot with a
caliper. The heights of tree top (h, m) and the lowest live branch were obtained with a Vertex III
Hypsometer (Haglöf UAB, Sweden), and their subtraction determined crown length (crownL, m). From each
landmark position, a Spiegel relascope (Feinmechanish-Optische Betriebsges mbH, Austria) was used to
obtain the basal area (G, m2 ha-1) directly. Calculations of standing volume (V, m3 ha-1) were aggregated
from individual stem volume estimations using dbh and h in equations with locally adjusted coefficients for
P. sylvestris (Rojo and Montero 1996). Records of crown radii in the four cardinal directions (RN, RE, RS, and
RW, m), taken as their orthogonal projection over the surface (Riaño et al. 2004) allowed us to model the
canopy as described in Appendix A. Crown models provided an estimate of fractional cover (FC, %) which
took into account the relative position of tree crowns and stems which may cause crown overlapping (Fig.
1). As LAI is regarded as a good estimator of light interception (Johnson 1984), we considered it could be a
good predictor of GNSS signal blockage. We obtained direct estimations of the projected area of needles
(LAI) with a LAI-2000 plant canopy analyzer (Li-Cor Biosciences Inc., Nebraska). A conversion factor of
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CF=1.72 was determined applying the methodology described by Gower and Norman (1991) for correcting
the mutual shading effect of shoots which were sampled in the study area. Stand density was also
expressed by means of indices calculated at plot level, for instance the height-based Relative Spacing Index
(RSI) (Becking 1954), and the diameter-based Stand Density Index (SDI) (Reineke 1933) and Relative Density
(RD) (Curtis 1982). RSI is the ratio of the average distance between trees and the dominant height (Hdom,
m). Hart-Becking RSI was calculated as (adapted from Schröder and Von Gadow (1999)):
*,j  kk'8lm# no: ,

(5)

where N is the number of trees per hectare, and Hdom was calculated as the average h of the 100 trees per
hectare with biggest dbh. SDI gives an idea of the number of trees per hectare larger than a base-diameter
(D0, cm). We also computed SDI as:
r

,pj  oapq 'pA c f,

(6)

where Dg (cm) is the quadratic mean diameter, i.e. the diameter corresponding to the average basal area.
We calculated SDI for a D0 of 25.5 cm. The β-parameter was estimated as 1.605 by Reineke (1933). Likewise,
RD is a modification of SDI relative to the maximum allowable density:
*p  s 'pq f.

(7)

In order to characterize the obstacles near the receiver, records on the minimum distance to the nearest
tree (mdnt, m) and the area of the gap where the survey marker was located (Agap, m2) were taken, and
the average total height (Hgap, m) and crown length (crownL, m) were calculated from the trees
surrounding the marker. Furthermore, in order to describe the effects of the topography, we calculated the
terrain mean slope (slope, %) as the average calculated within plot from a Digital Terrain Model generated
by interpolation of lidar last returns.
Table 4 Summary of statistics of explanatory variables obtained in field measurements. Stocking indices calculated
were: RSI: relative spacing index (eq. 5); SDI: stand density index (eq. 6); and RD: relative density (eq. 7).
Explanatory Variables
Stand density
Basal area
Volume
Fractional cover
Leaf area index
Relative spacing index
Stand density index
Relative density
Height of trees surrounding the marker
Crown length of trees surrounding the marker
Minimum distance to the nearest tree
Area of gap surrounding the marker
Terrain slope
n: sample size; SD: standard deviation
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-1

N (ha )
2
-1
G (m ha )
3
-1
V (m ha )
FC (%)
LAI
RSI
SDI
RD
Hgap (m)
crownL (m)
mdnt (m)
2
Agap (m )
slope (%)

n
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23

Mean (SD)
658.34 (582.21)
30.35 (17.10)
424.30 (265.18)
74.70 (41.95)
2.49 (1.42)
0.10 (0.06)
690.33 (397.35)
5.27 (3.34)
22.96 (6.38)
8.54 (1.82)
7.20 (8.14)
1226.91 (2261.78)
7.22 (2.52)

Range
0 - 1508.3
0 - 60.3
0 - 801.5
0 - 100
0 - 6.12
0 - 0.19
0 - 1123
0 - 10.6
6 - 31.1
4 - 11.5
1.3 - 35.7
60.7 - 9500
0 - 12.47

OLS Analysis
Statistical analyses were carried out with Statistica 7.0 (StatSoft Inc., Oklahoma). All dependent and
independent variables were tested for normality by means of Shapiro-Wilk. Their inter-correlations were
evaluated with Pearson's product-moment coefficient (R), whose significance was tested with a t-Student
(t) distribution with n-2 degrees of freedom approximated as:
  *

9
%9t;

(8)

Multivariate regression analysis was used for evaluating the influence of forest attributes in the accuracy of
GNSS positioning under the forest canopy. Since previous studies showed that significant differences might
occur among receivers (Valbuena et al. 2010), we calculated different datasets for each one of those under
study: SR530, HiperPro, and the navigation-grade GMS2. Throughout this paper, the following notations are
used. Y is the set of dependent variables describing the quality of GNSS positioning: eh, ev, σh and σv. Hence,
Y={yk} for k=1,...,4. Similarly, X is the set of independent variables describing forest conditions. Thus, X={xj}
for j=1,...,p; where p is the number of independent variables, 13 in this case (Table 4).
When using heterogeneous sets of variables in an OLS adjustment, the magnitude and variability of the
descriptors should be homogenized in order to prevent the effect of some of them becoming overweighed
(Quinn and Keough 2002). Due to the different nature and scale of the independent variables, we re-scaled
them with the ranging procedure which modified each case i in accordance with their range indicated in
Table 4:
uvw x 8vw  vmin :b8vmax  vmin :f.

(9)

This transformation technique converted all variables into scores {uv } which ranged from zero to one. This
uniformity in scale allowed a direct inter-comparison of the variability explained by each independent
variable. Hence, data scaling was an advantage towards the evaluation of relative variable importance by
means of OLS. Ranging the dependent variables was not considered since they were all expressed in the
same units, and it would have made model predictions difficult to interpret.
The models were formulated separately for each dependent variable. We chose exponential models for the
analysis, since the relation between these variables and stand attributes may be non-linear (Naesset etal.
2000; Sigrist et al. 1999).
y  z{|8}A  }% u%  ~  }v uv  f y :ff

(10)

Z yf  }A  }% u%  ~  }v uv  f y fffwhere fy Nk y f.

(11)

We applied a log-transformation to equation (10), so that the models’ coefficients could be estimated by
means of OLS applied to its linear form. Under the assumption of normally distributed residuals, each
model can be expressed as:

OLS estimated the coefficients of the final models (βkj) by minimizing the residuals. We simplified the model
applying a stepwise backward selection after which no independent variable was left when showing an Fstatistic with a significance level greater than 0.05.
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PLS analysis
NIPALS algorithm (Wold 1975) was implemented in Statistica 7.0, which computes classical orthogonal
scores for PLS adjustment. A prior selection of variables was performed with the purpose of matching the
assumptions of PLS analysis. Due to the sensibility of the PLS analysis to a lack of linearity (Carrascal et al.
2009), we excluded from the PLS analysis those explanatory variables obtaining no significant correlation
coefficients. The correlation matrix demonstrated that the relations were not linear in almost any case.
Linearity was achieved for most variables by log-transforming the independent variables, though no further
improvements were detected when the dependent variables were transformed. Then, data standardization
was generated for all variables, i.e. original cases were transformed into scores comparable to a standard
normal distribution N(0, 1). By subtracting their sample mean (v and y ) and dividing by their sample
standard deviation (. and . ), standard scores were obtained as (formulae adapted from Frank and
Friedman (1993)):

uvw x 8vw  v :b. ;

(12.1)

uyw x yw  y '. .

(12.2)

P=')X   ;

(13.1)

NIPALS algorithm computed the projection of the X set into a vector which maximized the covariance
between X and Y. In order to find this vector, linear combinations of the dependent and independent
variables (whose coefficients were Q and P respectively) were iteratively multiplied by each other's
covariance with the opposite space, until convergence (i.e. no further change in P) was reached:

Q=')Y  .

(13.2)

Where n is the number of cases. This way, a vector of x-loadings (P) was finally obtained, and it was used
for transforming the X set of variables onto its x-scores (T):
T=XP .

(14)

These x-scores were used for estimating the corresponding y-loadings (Q') of the final latent variable by
multiple linear regression:
Q'=88Y T'T T:f.

(15)

U=YQ' ,

(16)

Then the estimated y-loadings were also used for transforming the Y set onto its y-scores (U):

After obtaining the first component, the variability explained by the scores was extracted from the original
variables:
Xres =X  T8X T'T T:  X  TP,

Yres =Y  T8Y T'T T:  Y  TQ' ,

(17.1)
(17.2)

And each next latent variable was iteratively computed from the residuals of the previous one (Xres and
Yres). As a result of the PLS analysis, the original multidimensionality was compressed into few latent
variables {λ1, λ2,..., λl} or PLS components, accounting for successively lower proportions of the original
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variance. These components were linear combinations of X and Y which were defined by their calculated
loadings. The number of significant latent variables l was estimated by leave-one-out cross-validation. The
proportion of variance explained by the model was assessed by the fraction of the explained variation in
both spaces R2X and R2Y. We also observed the Variable Importance for the Projection (VIP), which is the
proportion of the variance explained for each variable, weighted by the variability explained by each latent
variable. Variables were selected by means of the VIP criterion (Wold 1975), and also studying the
correlation between the computed scores. Variables explaining less than 80% of variability were excluded
from the model. We also computed the PLS weights in order to interpret the participation of each variable
in the variance explained by each PLS component (Carrascal et al. 2009). Inductive interpretation of the
results was also assisted by visual inspection of the correlation loading plot, which represented the
importance of each variable in a λ1xλ2 plane (Mevik and Wehrens 2007).

3.2.3. Results
OLS Analysis
We computed separate OLS models for each dependent variable: accuracy in plan (eh) and height (ev), and
precision likewise (σh and σv). Table 5 summarizes the predictors selected in the stepwise procedure and
the characteristics of the adjusted coefficients. We evaluated the consistency of the regressions by
computing their RMSE, and testing the percentage of variance explained by the resulting models by means
of the coefficient of determination (R2). Table 5 also shows the coefficient of determination adjusted by
degrees of freedom, which enables the comparison of models estimating different number of coefficients.
We observed no outliers or influential cases, and residuals were tested for normality and homoscedasticity.
Due to the nature of forest variables, many of them may signify the same effects affecting the variability in
GNSS accuracy and precision. In order to avoid a relative overweight of an effect compared to others, the
models adjusting more than two coefficients were tested for multicollinearity. Principal components
analysis (PCA) based on the correlation matrix was used to assess the presence of collinearity in the
regression analysis (Belsley et al. 1980). For this reason, we evaluated collinearity by computing the
condition number (κ) as the square root of the largest eigenvalue divided by the smallest one.
The selected models explained 89% (SR530), 88% (HiperPro) and 86% (GMS2) of the variability found in the
horizontal accuracy, though results for the vertical accuracy suggested that it is far less likely to be
explained by means of forest conditions. The vertical absolute error seemed to obtain more significant
estimates for plot-level forest variables than for those detailing the actual conditions surrounding each
survey marker (i.e. mdnt, Hgap or crownL). The final models selected for this variable were less significant,
they explained much less variability, and their adjusted coefficients had higher standard errors. In the
particular case of the vertical accuracy computed for HiperPro receiver, Table 5 only shows the best fitted
model plausible, although the intercept was not significant. In addition, some models suffered from serious
collinearity problems, and no improvement was obtained by constraining the threshold of significance in
the stepwise selection. On the other hand, the values of precision seemed to be predicted only by basal
area in HiperPro and GMS2, whose models explained about half of the variance. Similar models were
adjusted for SR530, which related horizontal precision with wood volume and vertical precision with terrain
slope.
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Table 5 Relationships between the logarithmic transformation of variables describing GNSS accuracy and precision
and the forest parameters selected by the stepwise OLS regression analysis. Coefficients were calculated after variable
re-scaling, according to eq. (9) and ranges in Table 4. We computed RMSE as the average of the squared residuals, and
the condition number (κ) as the square root of the largest eigenvalue divided by the smallest one.
SR530
Resp. Selected
Var.
Coeff.
Estimate
ln(eh) }A
-4.061***
N
1.698 **
G
6.084 ***
FC
1.362 *
Agap
-2.988 *

2

2

HiperPro
SE
0.50
0.48
0.70
0.57
1.09

Select.
Coeff.
}A
N
V
RSI
SDI
Hgap
Agap
slope

Estimate
14.792 ***
13.616 ***
16.079 ***
-7.143 **
26.595 ***
6.666 ***
-18.584***
-11.188***
0.88 (0.82)
0.33
33.9
}A
-2.500 ns
RSI 6.790 **
Hgap 9.075
*
crownL 6.567
*

GMS2
SE
2.82
2.78
3.61
2.15
5.55
1.48
2.90
2.01

Select.
Coeff.
}A
N
V
FC
RSI
SDI

Estimate
-1.259 ***
12.050 ***
4.152
*
17.868 ***
17.146 ***
4.986 ***

SE
0.25
1.71
1.39
2.91
2.49
1.14

R (R adj) 0.89 (0.86)
0.86 (0.81)
RMSE
0.28
0.16
κ
5.52
26.8
ln(ev) }A
-2.165 ** 0.66
1.29 }A
-1.287 * 0.50
N
11.792 ** 3.53
2.07 LAI 1.922 * 0.85
V
9.812 ** 3.07
3.37 mdnt 5.587 * 2.16
RD
22.508** 6.93
2.71 Hgap 6.246 * 2.24
slope
14.013 * 5.94
2 2
R (R adj) 0.56 (0.46)
0.39 (0.28)
0.65 (0.58)
RMSE
1.64
2.67
0.30
κ
5.78
3.4
3.4
}
}
}
ln(σh) A
-4.670 ** 0.49 A
-4.368 *** 0.72 A
-2.005 *** 0.29
V
4.442 *** 0.78
G
5.124 *** 1.24
G
2.268 *** 0.51
2 2
R (R adj) 0.63 (0.61)
0.47 (0.44)
0.56 (0.53)
RMSE
1.25
2.34
0.36
ln(σv) }A
-3.902*** 0.41 }A
-3.587 *** 0.68 }A
-2.309 *** 0.37
slope
3.566 *** 0.63
G
4.213 *** 1.18
G
2.683 *** 0.64
2 2
R (R adj) 0.63 (0.61)
0.40 (0.37)
0.52 (0.49)
RMSE
0.91
2.10
0.58
Level of significance: ns=p>0.05; *=p<0.05; **=p<0.01; ***=p<0.001. SE: standard error

PLS Analysis
PLS analysis was computed for all dependent variables together in order to also study the patterns of
covariance among both variable sets. Models adjusting all suggested explanatory variables failed to meet
the assumption of linearity, which limits the use of PLS methodology. The first models computed obtained
uncorrelated scores, demonstrating that a prior selection of predictors was mandatory in this case. We
therefore had to reject employing in this analysis stem density, terrain slope, or the mean height of the
trees surrounding the receiver and their crowns (N, slope, Hgap and crownL), since further transformations
of these variables were also poorly correlated with the response variables (R<0.50 and p>0.05, in all cases).
Cross validation found that two different components were significant, except for the navigation-grade
GMS2 (Table 6). In the case of the survey-grade receivers, all forest variables obtained similar weights in
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the first latent vector, and horizontal error was the variable more likely to be predicted. These results were
in accordance to those obtained in the OLS analysis (Table 5). PLS models succeeded in explaining 59%
(SR530), 45% (HiperPro), and 47% (GMS2) of the overall variation in GNSS accuracy and precision, using
respectively 88%, 87%, and 84% of the variance of the forest variables used (Table 6). The values of the
weights in the dependent space also agreed with the coefficients of determination and significances
obtained for each dependent variable in the OLS adjustment. Furthermore, the second latent variables
succeeded in predicting part of the variance that remained unexplained in the first ones, mostly in regard
to the vertical component of absolute error. Unexpectedly, the structure of the second latent variables
suggested that increasing tree volume or LAI might somehow decrease the vertical error. This effect occurs
to a lesser extent, and can only be identified from the residual variance of the first latent variable. We
therefore obtained further indications about how tree canopy affects the accuracy obtained by the GNSS
receivers.
Table 6 Results of the PLS analysis for the variation in GNSS accuracy and precision. The figures shown
are the weights of the variables in each latent variable (λ), the overall variable importance in the
projection (VIP) and the cumulated explained (R2X) and predicted (R2Y) variation.
SR530
Response
Variable
2
R X(cum.)
Weights

latent variables
λ1
λ2
0.81
0.88

HiperPro
VIP

latent variables
λ1
λ2
0.81
0.87

GMS2
VIP

l. var.
λ1
0.84

G 0.38*
0.06
1.08
0.36*
0.40*
1.10
0.35*
V 0.37*
0.32*
1.11
0.31*
0.36*
0.94
0.37*
LAI 0.26*
0.65*
0.93
0.30*
0.38*
0.91
0.37*
FC 0.34*
-0.14
0.97
0.34*
-0.30* 1.02
0.32*
RSI 0.35*
-0.56* 1.13
0.31*
-0.26* 0.92
0.33*
SDI 0.33*
0.04
0.96
0.32*
-0.50* 1.03
0.36*
RD 0.34*
0.33*
1.01
0.35*
0.08
1.02
0.32*
mdnt -0.30*
-0.17
0.87 -0.35* -0.39* 1.06
-0.27*
Agap -0.32*
0.01
0.91 -0.35*
-0.09
1.00
-0.30*
2
R Y(cum.)
0.54
0.59
0.41
0.45
0.47
Weights
ln eh 0.61*
0.28
0.60*
0.45*
0.37*
ln ev 0.34*
-0.69*
0.33*
-0.72*
0.51*
ln σh 0.50*
0.52*
0.53*
0.41*
0.55*
ln σv 0.51*
0.41*
0.51*
0.33*
0.55*
* variables with loadings significant at p<0.01 and accounting more than 20%
information of the PLS component.

VIP

1.04
1.10
1.10
0.97
0.99
1.08
0.97
0.81
0.90

of the

The final models were tested for linearity by computing the correlation matrices between the x-scores and
y-scores. The first latent vectors achieved values of R=0.84 (p-value<0.001) (SR530), R=0.73 (p-value<0.001)
(HiperPro), and R=0.73 (p-value<0.001) (GSM2), whereas results for the second latent vectors were R=0.71
(p-value<0.001) (SR530) and R=0.32 (p-value=0.15) (HiperPro). Further inspections of the reasons for the
non-significant results obtained in the latter case demonstrated that the error of the vertical coordinate
calculated by HiperPro is uncorrelated with most variables describing the environmental conditions.
Moreover, visually inspecting the scatterplots of scores (Figs. 4a and 4b), we identified the presence of two
differentiated groups in the first latent variables computed for the SR530 receiver (Fig. 4a). These clusters
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seemed to be irrelevant for the calculation of the models, and they just represented the differences
dif
between the measurements obtained in the openings and those under the canopy. Fig. 4b shows that no
such patterns were found for the second PLS components. We also checked that residuals of the final PLS
models were normally distributed. Values of distance-to-modes
modes showed neither outliers nor noise
influencing the calculations.

Fig. 4 Scatter-plot of x-scores
scores against y-scores
y scores of the (a) first and (b) second latent vectors obtained for SR530.
The line represents the linear fit between them, and the
the ellipse is the prediction interval for alpha=0.95. Arrows
illustrate the relationship between predictor and response variables, based on the weights in Table 6.
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3.2.4. Discussion
Comparison of OLS and PLS results
Many of the candidate variables were selected for the final OLS models predicting the error in the
horizontal coordinates. The stepwise procedure showed that we are studying quite a deterministic process
and almost any variable describing stand density can be chosen for forecasting the horizontal absolute
error. This was not the case when explaining the variability of the vertical absolute error. As for precision
computed by the proprietary software, it was significantly related with basal area only, in conformity with
results previously obtained by other authors (Naesset et al. 2000; Haseawa and Yosimura 2007) which
explained roughly the same amount of variance. However, some of the models relating forest variables and
horizontal accuracy showed large condition numbers which may indicate that they are ill-conditioned by
collinearity (Belsley et al. 1980). The presence of high collinearity in the independent space may also lead to
final models with coefficients showing large absolute values and whose signs are contradictory to an
expert’s intuitive presumption. This seems to be the case for some of the OLS models obtained for HiperPro
and GMS2 (Table 5). The PLS analyses carried out for these receivers might be more reliable than the OLS,
as many authors suggest that in these cases prediction by means of PLS is more advisable than stepwise
OLS (Frank and Friedman 1993; Carrascal et al. 2009). On the contrary, SR530 obtained results that support
the hypothesis that their accuracy can be predicted by a description of forest conditions. SR530 models
enclosed variables which described a balanced combination of the proposed types of variables: wood
stocking, canopy coverage, obstacles nearby, and terrain. Since in this case the models had small condition
numbers and few predictors, using the OLS adjustment would be more advisable than PLS. Inductive
interpretation of PLS results may be more intuitive than those of OLS, specially because the loadings of
predictors can be plotted in the λ1xλ2 plane (Fig. 5). However, Mevik and Wehrens (2007) suggested that, in
terms of prediction error, OLS regression is more reliable than PLS when the ratio sample-size/predictors
does not cause overfit. PLS analysis contributes to improving the results obtained by OLS only when high
covariance is present in XY and/or high collinearity in X (Carrascal et al. 2009). Consequently, if the
outcome of the stepwise selection succeeds in obtaining few uncorrelated explanatory variables, the OLS
model can be more reliable for prediction than PLS. This may be the case in the OLS models achieved for
SR530's horizontal and vertical accuracy (Table 5), which resulted in a balanced characterization of the
number of trees (N, RD) and their size (G, V), also describing the terrain (slope), the canopy (FC) and the gap
surrounding the receiver (Agap). As the independent variables were re-scaled for uniformity, the adjusted
coefficients in Table 5 can be regarded as the relative importance of each predictor in the explained
variability, as the weights do in the PLS analysis.
Results obtained in the first latent variables detected by the PLS analysis showed little differences among
the suggested explanatory variables, in terms of their potential for predicting the observed GNSS error. This
indicated that main effects can be explained by almost any variable describing differences in forest
conditions, as it was also revealed in the OLS analysis. Furthermore, the possibilities for causal inference
were expanded by PLS once these main effects were removed, which is advantageous as compared to OLS.
The second latent variable can be regarded as a secondary effect that was concealed under the main
effects, causing variability which was unexplained by OLS. The interpretation of this second component
seems to be less straightforward. Fig. 5 may assist this analysis since it represents the weight of each
variable within the components, i.e. variables explaining more variance are situated away from the axes. It
indicates that V, RD, RSI and LAI can contribute to explaining more variability than the other forest
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variables, mostly in the vertical error which obtained the largest weight in the second component (Table 6).
We postulate that the characteristic differentiating these predictors from the others is that they somehow
add information about the height of the canopy. While G was calculated only from the diameters at breast
height, V was modeled with both diameter and height (Rojo and Montero 1996). Likewise, FC just
represents the orthogonal projection of canopy cover, whereas LAI estimations represent the spatial
distribution of needles, giving a better geometric model of obstacles and gaps influencing signal reception.
Also, whereas N is simply a measurement of stand density, RSI relates stem density with dominant height
(Schröder and Von Gadow 1999), showing the potential utility of computing these indices with the purpose
of predicting GNSS accuracy or estimating optimal observation times. We therefore considered that, in
order to model the causes affecting GNSS accuracy, the number of trees and their size would represent the
main effects, though modeling tree height as well would add further explanation of the processes involved.
Note that information from both the diameters and heights is mandatory, since other authors also found
that dominant height alone is less effective than basal area for explaining the variability in GNSS accuracy
(Naesset et al. 2000).

Interpretation of results
Prior to interpreting the results, we should pause to reflect on the expected relation between the
dependent and independent variables. It may be presumed that higher values of error and dispersion will
be found at denser forest plots and at smaller canopy gaps where the GNSS receiver can occupy. Similarly,
we may intuitively speculate that less accurate and precise results are likely to occur in steeper areas. The
main effects showed by our results in both OLS and PLS support these same a priori conjectures. This idea is
best illustrated by the signs of the weights of the first latent vector found in the PLS analysis of all receivers
(Table 6). For positive dependent variables all predictors have positive weights, with the exception of mdnt
(minimum distance to the nearest tree) and Agap (gap area) which are indirectly related to them, as also
explained by the arrows in Fig. 4a. Likewise, model coefficients adjusted by means of OLS obtained similar
results in most cases (Table 5). Some exceptions to this rule may have been caused by high collinearity
among the predictors (Hocking 1976). These results suggest that PLS is more robust than OLS in explaining
whether the relation between the variables in study is direct or inverse.
The plotted loadings in Fig. 5 may assist the interpretation of the second component of the PLS analysis, as
may also the arrows added in Fig.4b. According to the results obtained by SR530 and contrary to our a
priori assumptions, once the main effects were removed the vertical error seemed to decrease for
increasing V and LAI and decreasing RSI. Note that the latter includes dominant height in the denominator
(eq. 5), so that the taller the trees the lower the RSI. We considered that this might reflect the separate
effect of a tree canopy which gets farther away from the GNSS receiver as trees grow higher. Self-pruning
species like P. sylvestris leave bare trunks at the receiver's height while the crown bulk is located at the
dominant height of the stand. For this reason, while it is true that the main trend shows how accuracy
decreases as the forests grow, another component may decrease the error since the effect of the crown
bulk becomes smaller. Logically, this separate effect could be modeled by any predictor taking tree height
into account, but also a part of it would be expressed by any variable weighting more big tree trunks
against small ones, as it is the case of RD. This separate effect of canopy height seems to affect the vertical
component of absolute error, while not the horizontal one. Further research should clarify the reasons for
this, since these are only indicators and not evidence of the processes involved in reducing the accuracy of
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GNSS receivers. This issue should be particularly pursued, and survey levels should be used in an
experiment especially designed for evaluating ellipsoidal heights alone. However, the reason for this might
be that the computation of the vertical coordinate is more susceptible to being affected by the
environment, since it can only be calculated from the signal of an additional satellite after the horizontal
coordinates are determined. Another plausible reason can be that the multipath effect caused by tree
needles can principally affect the computation of the vertical coordinate. In this case, this multipath effect
would also decrease in a more mature stand with less branches and needles near the position of the
receiver. This could be explained if the choke-ring design of the receiver’s antenna (Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California) succeeds in mitigating the multipath effects of signal reflected from terrain and
vegetation underneath, though signal rebounds from the canopy arriving to the receiver at a near-zenith
angle may lead to miscalculations of the vertical coordinate. This explanation is also consistent with the
results obtained by Sigrist et al. (1999) for White Pine (Pinus strobus L.), since they found that a small
increase in needle presence introduced a significant error that affected mainly the altitude coordinates.
They suggested that needle presence augments the total area of wet surface, hence amplifying the
multipath effects caused by high atmospheric moisture content in the crown stratum. All these reasons
may also explain why the OLS models generated for the vertical absolute error obtained higher RMSEs and
smaller proportions of explained variance.

Fig. 5 PLS loadings plotted in the λ1xλ2 plane. PLS loadings define the linear combinations of the predictors which
maximize Cov(Y,X). Concentric circles correspond to 50% (inner) and 100% (outer) of explained variance. Agap:
area of canopy gap; FC: fractional cover; G: basal area; LAI: leaf area index; mdnt: minimum distance to nearest
tree; RD: relative density; RSI: relative spacing index; SDI: stand density index; V: standing volume.
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We were unsuccessful in isolating the effects that the terrain slope has on GNSS accuracy, and therefore
their relation remains concealed. Deckert and Bolstad (1996) obtained significant results, but terrain
explained a small proportion of the variation, while Tuček and Ligoš (2002) obtained no significant
outcome. We proposed slope as a finer characterization of terrain that can be automatically computed
from a DTM of the study area, but results showed that it was hardly related to the observed accuracy. This
might mean that there is no effect at all, due to the tools for multipath mitigation implemented in the GNSS
receivers and masking a cut-off angle to reject signals reflected on the ground. Our results seem to indicate
that these tools succeed in filtering the effect of steep terrain, though not that of vegetation. Further
research could evaluate the potential of using other predictors describing the effects of the topography,
such as terrain roughness indices. Also, a viewshed analysis could be an automatic analysis that may be
generated from a DTM and would provide an accurate estimation of the horizon disturbance of the
surrounding mountains which might be more related with GNSS accuracy.

Choice of predictor variables
In view of the overall results and their interpretation, we concluded that in order to explain a higher
amount of variability in GNSS error, the environmental conditions should be estimated by a balanced model
including a characterization of: the density of stems, their size in terms of dbh, and the height of their
canopies. Among all those under study, V and RSI were demonstrated as the best explanatory variables,
obtaining values of VIP which were higher in the most reliable PLS models. Furthermore, they also obtained
high weights in the second latent variables which were found significant, as the measurement of LAI did. At
the operational level, we considered that LAI-2000 plant canopy analyzer can provide a quick measurement
in the field that can easily be used for an instant prediction of the expected accuracy of the GNSS receivers.
Uncorrected measurements would provide biased estimations of LAI (Gower and Norman 1991), but it
would nevertheless be a single characterization of the whole under- and over-storey scheme, as well as
other factors affecting GNSS signal reception like sky haziness or mountains surrounding the horizon.
Further research could aim at generating predictive models from uncorrected in-situ LAI estimates, using a
larger sample size and a variety of conifer/broadleaved or leaf-on/leaf-off conditions in order to clarify their
effect. Other authors have used methodologies based on hemispherical photography (Sigrist et al. 1999;
Sawaguchi 2003) which would provide a similar outcome, though they are impracticable when an in situ
prediction is needed for determining the optimal recording time. Compared to LAI measurements, our
methodology for modeling the canopy coverage (Fig.1) was less explicative of the processes involved. Even
though FC was valid for explaining most variance, it showed no participation in discriminating the separate
effect of the crowns in the second PLS component. This can be caused because no information about crown
volume and its height was included. When operating at the planning stage, we advise using stand-level
estimations of RSI, RD or wood volume in order to stratify the study area and optimize the recording times
of a GNSS campaign. Further research could also evaluate whether LAI estimations obtained by remote
sensing techniques can be used in order to predict GNSS accuracy at the planning stage. The spatial
distribution of these parameters can be calculated and used to approximate the GPS accuracy in diverse
studies concerning continuously forested areas, such as staking out sample plots (Zengin and Yeşil 2006),
forest road alignment (Wing and Eklund 2007), or animal tracking (DeCesare et al. 2005; McKenzie et al.
2009).
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3.2.5. Conclusions
An important consideration for forest managers is the time spent collecting field data. This time is directly
related with the accuracy offered by GNSS receivers and the tolerance to error of each study case. As GNSS
accuracy is strongly related to forest variables, we discriminated which measurements are more feasible for
determining the expected accuracy at each plot. LAI was revealed as the most practical and simple
measurement that can be used for predicting GNSS accuracy in the field. It provides a concise instant
measurement that reflects the combined effect of all factors affecting the observed accuracy at once.
However, it cannot be used for estimating accuracy beforehand since measurements can only be obtained
in the field, unless using LAI estimations from remote sensing techniques. When pursuing an estimation of
GNSS accuracy all over the study area at planning stage, forest managers have to rely on their previous
calculations of stand density. Our study revealed that RSI and wood volume were the forest parameters
that explained more variability in the observed accuracy of GNSS positioning. We regarded that these
variables may have provided better results because they express the combined effects of wood stock and
canopy height, whereas only the former was modeled in other variables, for example basal area or SDI.
Furthermore, contrary to our hypothesis, neither variables characterizing only the obstacles surrounding
the receiver nor an estimation of terrain slope added further explanation of the observed accuracy.
This inductive approach clearly benefited from the combined use of OLS and PLS adjustments for multiple
regression. Interpretation of PLS results became more intuitive when the relative potential of predictors
were plotted in the same manner as in PCA. However, contrary to PCA, PLS stretches the covariance
between the dependent and the independent space, highlighting their inter-relations. On the other hand, it
seemed that while PLS offered several advantages for inductive exploration, prediction should nevertheless
be better generated by means of OLS. We therefore suggest a prior selection of variables with PLS, as a
screening stage before generating linear models from large arrays of variables.
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3.2.7. Appendix A
From the four radii measured in North, East, South and West directions (RN, RE, RS, and RW, m), each tree
crown was modeled using a six-degree polynomial function in a polar coordinate system. The crown radius
(R, m) for a certain azimuth angle (α, gon) was determined as:
*S  A  "w$% w S 'kkw f.

(A.1)

These coefficients were obtained by enforcing eq. A.1 to have null derivatives and the same radius at north
direction (azimuth α = 0 = 400), so that we assured the smooth continuation of the crown model. These
limiting conditions provided seven linear equations:
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(A.2)

From which we estimated the coefficients of eq. (A.1) in function of the radii measured in the field:
A  *_ f;

(A.3.1)
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(A.3.2)

(A.3.4)

(A.3.6)
(A.3.7)

The coordinate at each α was calculated at 1-gon intervals from the position of each tree stem, so that
direct georeferencing of the crown models was attained. Note that this model may be self-looping, so that
we included a condition for which negative radii were transformed to zero. The crown models were
implemented in BASIC language for their further use in Geographic Information Systems.
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3.3. Comparing Airborne Laser Scanning-Imagery Fusion Methods Based on Geometric
Accuracy in Forested Areas

Abstract
In this study, different methods for fusing Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) and multispectral imagery were
compared. The improvement observed when computing the position of individual ALS returns in the
original unrectified scenes (back-projecting ALS) was contrasted against the geometric errors observed in
many orthorectified images. Results showed that back-projecting the ALS is the most accurate technique
for fusing high resolution datasets. Potential sources of systematic errors were studied for all techniques,
finding the nadir angle as the most influencing one. The capacity of back-projecting ALS and trueorthorectification for reducing the tree leaning problem found in traditional orthophotos was evaluated.
Modelled tree lean correlated with geometric errors even while individual factors alone did not. The
technique used for true-orthorectification solved tree leaning near nadir, but it was affected by the
variance of the kriging model, resulting in a low overall accuracy. In view of the results observed in backprojected ALS, the spatial resolution of the imagery was regarded as its main source of uncertainty. The
convenience of adding a correction of the effect of the atmospheric refraction and the Earth's curvature
was also discussed. Even though the magnitude of those corrections was low, they succeeded in avoiding
nadir angle-dependent systematic errors.

Resumen
Comparación de Métodos de Fusión de Imagen y Escaneo Láser Aerotransportado Basados en la
Exactitud Geométrica Obtenida en Zonas Forestales
En este estudio se compararon diversos métodos para integrar datos de Escaneo Láser Aerotransportado
(ALS, del inglés Airborne Laser Scanning) con imagen de sensor multispectral. La mejora observada al
calcular la posición de cada retorno ALS individual sobre la imagen original sin rectificar (ALS
retroproyectado) se comparó con los errores geométricos observados en diversas imágenes
ortorectificadas. Los resultados mostraron que retroproyectar el ALS es la técnica más exacta para fusionar
fuentes de datos de alta resolución. Se estudiaron causas potenciales de errores sistemáticos para todos los
métodos considerados, encontrando el ángulo nadiral como el factor más influyente de todos. Se evaluó la
capacidad de las técnicas de retroproyectado ALS y de ortorectificación verdadera (true-orthorectification)
para reducir el problema de abatimiento de los árboles presente en la ortofotografía tradicional. Se
modelizó el abatimiento esperado y éste mostró correlación significativa con los errores observados,
incluso cuando los factores individuales no lo estaban. El método utilizado para ortorectificación verdadera
resolvió el abatimiento en zonas cerca de nadir, pero se vio afectado por la varianza del modelo de
krigeado, resultado en una exactitud conjunta baja. En vista de los resultados obtenidos con la técnica de
retroproyectado ALS, se concluyó que la mayor fuente de incertidumbre en posicionamiento se debe a la
propia resolución espacial de las imágenes utilizadas. También se discutió la conveniencia de incluir
correcciones por la refracción atmosférica y la curvatura de la Tierra. Aunque la magnitud de estas
correcciones fue baja, consiguió evitar errores sistemáticos dependientes del ángulo nadiral.
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3.3.1. Introduction
Airborne laser scanning (ALS) and multispectral photography have synergic capabilities for providing
reliable data in operational forestry. For this reason, the integration of these data allows a cost-effective
combination of techniques. Methodologies can benefit from the possibilities of both sensors: the potential
of multispectral imagery for thematic classification and index calculation (St-Onge & Cavayas, 1997), and
the accuracy of tree height information retrieved from ALS (Lefsky et al. 1999). Extraction of digital
elevation models (DEM) from simultaneous ALS can improve the automation of aerial imagery
orthorectification (Waser et al. 2008). Estimation of forest parameters from ALS can also be assisted by
image analysis. For instance, ALS prediction of stand level forest parameters can benefit from a previous
stratification assisted by visual interpretation of aerial images (Næsset, 2004). Species-specific estimations
can be obtained combining variables derived from both ALS and aerial photography (Koukoulas &
Blackburn, 2005, Packalén & Maltamo, 2006). Similar predictors have also been used for estimating forest
canopy fuel-related parameters used in forest fire modelling (Erdody & Moskal, 2010, Riaño et al. 2003).
Another approach can be using the aerial photography for individual tree crown recognition and
segmentation, and the ALS point cloud for calculating height and crown shape properties (Leckie et al.
2005, Suárez et al. 2005). Overall, it has been demonstrated that using both data sources improves the
estimations obtained with any of them alone (Holmgren et al. 2008, McCombs et al. 2003). However, this
kind of studies face an important challenge when a correct spatial adjustment of the information derived
from diverse sensors must be obtained (Honkavaara et al. 2006). Geometrical errors affect radiometric
quality as long as they lead to locating a different grey level value or digital number (DN) than the one
actually corresponding to a determined geographical position. For this reason, in order to be reliable for
forest applications, the precision offered by remote sensors has to be accompanied by their accurate
georeferencing (Hyyppä et al. 2000). Otherwise, the integration of these data cannot be properly
accomplished, and the methodologies developed for forest management and inventory will not benefit
from fusing many remotely sensed datasets.
This article evaluates and compares various techniques aiming at achieving a proper geometric
correspondence of simultaneously acquired ALS and aerial infra-red imagery. The quality of orthorectified
products obtained with a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) and with a Digital Surface Model (DSM) was
compared. In addition, the positions of individual ALS points were adjusted to the conical projection of
uncorrected aerial pictures for extracting their original radiometric information. Moreover, the
convenience of adding a correction of the effects of atmospheric refraction and the Earth’s curvature on
the collinearity formulation was also evaluated. In our study, all the techniques tested were performed for
both the detailed pansharpened optical products and the original multispectral bands of coarser spatial
resolution. The convenience of each technique is discussed based on its observed horizontal error.
Furthermore, the leaning experienced by tall trees in the orthophotos was modelled, and its influence on
these errors was studied along with other factors of potential variability.

Leaning problem in traditional orthoimagery
Aerial photographs acquired on-flight with a matricial sensor present a pronounced perspective caused by
their broad field-of-view (FOV). In order to change the perspective into orthogonal projection and to
formulate the topographic correction, internal and external image orientation (IO and EO) and a DEM are
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required (Baltsavias & Käser, 1998). Two types of corrections are applied during the orthorectification
process of an aerial image: the displacement due to the conical perspective of the original photography and
the topographic relief. The former depends on the focal length of the image (f; mm), radial distance from
the projection centre to the object (r; m) and the height of the vertical element over a given datum (Z; m).
The topographic correction is carried out by using the DEM, so that its quality affects the position
calculated for the elements situated in the orthoimage. An exact correction is achieved when a rigorous
model is used; but the object shift is not accurately computed if the model is non-rigorous. Traditionally,
the bare earth is used as reference surface by means of a DTM, so that elements situated above the ground
surface are located in a wrong position. For instance, tree presence is not modelled in the DTM used in the
traditional orthorectification process of aerial imagery in forested areas. For this reason, the orthophoto
might show trees leaning over canopy gaps, and the tree tops moved from their true location. The
usefulness of the orthoimage can be severely affected in those areas of the imagery with a broad nadir
angle (θ; rad).

True- orthoimagery
Procedures generating a so-called true-orthophoto aim at solving these lean problems. Orthorectification
of aerial photography over urban areas usually rely on these techniques, since they are highly necessary for
avoiding occluded areas when the features represented are significantly taller than wider, as buildings are
(Schickler & Thorpe, 1998). In a true-orthophoto, the topographic correction of each pixel's position is
based on the use of a DSM, presumably obtaining a better correction of objects' positions. By doing this,
whenever a tree crown is repositioned properly, a blind spot occurs. An analysis of visibility can identify the
areas which are hidden from the camera's perspective, and they are filled afterwards in the mosaicking
procedure from the image with narrowest nadir angle (St-Onge, 2008). Flight parameters are therefore
critical in improving the quality of this process, since better overlapping reduces the possibilities of finding
areas completely hidden in all pictures (Zhou et al. 2005). An accurate true-ortho product requires a very
rigorous 3D model that relates each coordinate with its precise elevation value. In the presence of buildings
or other features entailing sudden variations in height, breaklines are compulsory for obtaining a DSM that
truly represents them. Introducing these breaklines implies a large amount of manual edition that can only
partially be avoided by means of automatic DSM segmentation of simple shapes (Haala & Brenner, 1997)
which are usually applicable only for artificial objects. For this reason, studies using true-orthophoto in
forested areas and natural landscapes are very scarce (Küchler et al. 2004, Waser et al. 2008).

Back- projected ALS
An alternative to computing the orthogonal position of each pixel of the image can be to calculate the
position of ALS returns according to the perspective projection of each original uncorrected photograph
(Elmstrom et al. 1998). This approach makes use of certain procedures developed for generating synthetic
stereo pairs from ALS datasets, a technique commonly called lidargrammetry because it enables the use of
intensity and classification information of the discrete returns within the traditional photogrammetric
workflow. Back-projecting ALS consists of reversing the collinearity formulation in order to render
individual laser returns from the conical perspective of the optical camera (Forkuo & King, 2004). ALS
synthetic rendering can be used with the purpose of evaluating systematic errors in the relative
georeferencing of laser datasets and imagery (Armenakis et al. 2010, St-Onge, 2008). Instead of virtual
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camera parameters, it can also be applied with EO parameters obtained on-flight by the integrated Global
Positioning and Inertial Navigation Systems (GPS/INS). Persson et al. (2004) implemented this technique
pursuing the fusion of ALS and aerial photography for classifying ALS-delineated crowns into tree species.
The global coordinates of each ALS point are transformed onto the IO of each original picture, so that a
perfect co-registration of the original data obtained from both sensors is accomplished. Once the original
DNs are extracted by a certain point from a given picture, this information is retrieved back to the
orthogonal projection for its further use. Recent studies have reported satisfactory results using this same
methodology for species-specific forest inventory (Breidenbach et al. 2010, Packalén et al. 2009). Hence, it
can be foreseen that it could probably stand out among data fusion techniques for airborne sensors in the
near future. Approaches aiming at individual tree recognition may also benefit from this technique by
projecting the ALS-delineated crowns onto the original images (Holmgren et al. 2008). However, even
though the accuracy offered by this technique has been studied in urban areas, we found no previous work
discussing the actual geometric accuracy that can be expected in complex forested environments.

3.3.2. Material and Methods
Study area and airborne sensors
The study area includes a portion (lat.: 40º53'-41º15'N; lon.: 3º59'-4º18'W; 1.3-1.5 km a.s.l.) of the Scots
pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) forest of Valsaín (Spain). The landscape is characterized by steep slopes, ranging
between 10-30%, since it is located in the Central Mountain Range. The research was carried out in a dense
forest compartment with tall trees and pronounced relief, factors which are still challenging for assessing
ALS accuracy (Gatziolis et al. 2010), and which complicate the orthorectification process as well. On
September 10, 2006, Stereocarto SL (Spain) captured ALS and imagery simultaneously using a Cessna
(Kansas) 404-Titan with double photogrammetric window. The flight was performed at a height of about
1500 m in clear sky conditions, and a surface of approximately 800 ha was covered at a ground speed of
72.02 m s-2. The laser scan was done using an ALS50-II with a pulse rate of 55 kHz from Leica Geosystems
(Switzerland). A FOV of 25º rendered a 665 m ground bidirectional scan width with 40% side lap. A value of
intensity was captured for each one of a maximum of four discrete returns per pulse. According to the
formulae given by Baltsavias (1999), average scan density was 1.15 pulses per square-metre and footprint
diameters of 0.51 m at nadir obtained returns with a precision of 0.17 m in both plan coordinates and
height.
Optical imagery was also captured on-flight with a 60% forward overlap and 40% sidelap. The images
acquired with a digital mapping camera (DMC) were post-processed with its proprietary software (version
5.0) from Zeiss-Intergraph (Germany). DMC is a multi-head frame system of eight charge-coupled device
(CCD) array sensors with a pixel size of 12 µm. The frame system includes four heads with panchromatic
resolution plus another four with selective sensitivity for blue, green, red (RGB) and near-infrared (NIR)
respectively. All virtual images were obtained as distortion-free and principal point-corrected products with
a radiometric resolution of 12 bits (Dörstel et al. 2003). The panchromatic heads were directly combined
into a large panchromatic mosaic with a nominal focal length of 120 mm and 15 cm ground sample (Zeiter
& Dörstel, 2002). Multispectral images had a focal length of 30 mm, so that their pixel size was 60 cm at this
flight height. The panchromatic mosaics were finally fused with the multispectral bands into a
pansharpened product where features within the vegetation were easier to identify.
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The trajectory (position and attitude) of each sensor was calculated independently using GPS/INS
positioning. The differential GPS solution was obtained using three reference stations: SGVA [designated by
Technological Agricultural Institute of Castilla y León Region (ITACYL, 2006); lat.: 40º57'N; lon.: 4º7'W;
baseline length = 15-19 km], YEBE [designated by Spanish National Geographic Institute (IGN, 2006)
network; lat.: 40º31'N; lon.: 3º5''W; baseline length = 85-88 km], and MAD2 [designated by NASA
worldwide network (IGS, 2006); lat.: 40º26'N; lon.: 4º15'W; baseline length = 44-48 km]. The final
positioning solutions for both camera and ALS trajectories resulted as a combined differential correction
from these three reference stations, and the absence of significant discrepancies between them was
confirmed. The spatial reference system was the European Terrestrial Reference System 1989 (ETRS89).
Planimetric coordinates were represented using the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection, zone
30-north. Elevations were described using orthometric altitudes, and the altimetric datum was the mean
sea level in Alicante, Spain. The Ibergeo95 undulation model (Sevilla, 1995) was used to transform from
elevations over GRS80 ellipsoid to the geoid. Elevation differences between overlapping strips were under
sensor tolerance, so that the point cloud was georeferenced without additional adjustments. The EO
parameters from the images were obtained using a combined method of direct georeferencing from the
GPS/INS and aerotriangulation using seven ground control points (GCP).

ALS-derived products
The raw point cloud was processed, filtered and classified (Fig. 1) using Terrascan software (Terrasolid,
Finland). After the removal of low and air points, discrete returns were classified as ground by using the
geometric conditions of maximum terrain slope of 75º, iteration angle of 12º and iteration distance of two
metres. As some small houses were located in the study area, points were classified as buildings according
to the algorithm explained by Axelsson (1999). Finally, all points remaining as unclassified were considered
as vegetation class. A one-metre regular grid DTM was obtained interpolating the ground-classified laser
points with a triangulated model (Fig. 1) which used a 100-m circular buffer. A ground quality control of the
DTM based on GPS and total station surveying of 23 landmarks (Valbuena et al. 2010) resulted in an
observed error of 0.01 ± 0.15 m in the elevation coordinate, so that we may assume no sources of
systematic bias. A kriging interpolation based on linear model without anisotropy of the first and single
returns was rasterized onto a one-metre regular DSM (Fig. 1) using Surfer software version 8 (Golden
Software Inc., Colorado). A corresponding grid was outputted for the standard deviations of the kriging
model (σDSM; m), which ranged 0.00 – 1.47 m and showed no patterns or clustering in their spatial
distribution. Computing DSM minus DTM secured an equivalent Canopy Height Model (CHM). An
orthometric synthetic image averaging the intensity values of single and first returns of each pulse lying
within each 0.15-m pixels was resampled as well. A normalised point cloud was also obtained by
subtracting the ground elevation from the value of the DTM beneath each ALS point.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of methodology followed to obtain the products compared. Rectangles represent
datasets and their subsets; those with bold borders are the final products compared in Figs. 3 and 4.
Processing steps are represented by rhombi and grouping dashed lines.

Imagery orthorectification
Bundle adjustment was applied for correcting the position in all the orthorectification processes
performed. Traditional orthophoto was obtained from the original multispectral imagery by using the DTM
(MS_DTM; Fig. 1). The final product was resampled to a 60-cm pixel size with a nearest neighbour method
selected with the purpose of maintaining their original DN values. Likewise, pansharpened bands were
orthorectified to a 15-cm spatial resolution product (PAN_DTM; Fig. 1), though they were resampled with a
bilinear convolution instead in order to keep the appearance of the objects represented. Their dissimilar
spatial resolution was another reason for choosing either resampling method (Zitová & Flusser, 2003). In
both cases, the seam line of a final mosaicked product was optimized by selecting the most nadir area from
each photograph. By using the laser-derived DSM, true-orthophotos were also obtained from both
pansharpened (PAN_DSM) and unmodified multispectral bands (MS_DSM; Fig. 1). Besides the topography
correction, visibility analysis by means of the well-known depth buffer algorithm was also utilised for
detecting occluded areas (Schickler & Thorpe, 1998). Nearest neighbour was used for resampling, and
mosaicking was performed for the most nadir areas and for occluded areas too (St-Onge, 2008). In the trueorthophoto, no DN was assigned for pixels lacking information from any of the images, so that they
remained as no-data gaps in order to keep only with pure radiometric information obtained by the sensor.

Rendering ALS from optical camera's perspective
The ALS point cloud was projected from the camera's perspective at each scene using the IO and EO
parameters. Each laser point was rendered onto each corresponding image using its absolute coordinates
(Xterrain, Yterrain, Z; m) and the aircraft's position at the time of exposure (X0, Y0, H0; m) in the collinearity
formulation. As both the multispectral and pansharpened DMC images were principal point and distortioncalibrated, only the focal distance of the optical sensor (f; mm) was needed to compute the corresponding
photo-coordinates (Xphoto,Yphoto; mm) of each ALS return [adapted from Holmgren et al. 2008)]:
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Notice that these equations should also include principal point displacement when applicable. The tilt
angles (ω, φ, κ; rad) from the EO are included in eqs. (1.1-1.2) in terms of the rotation matrix M, which is:
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when the rotation angles are taken around: the flight direction (ω), the across-track direction (φ), and the
vertical axis (κ). Only single and first returns from each pulse were selected (Fig. 1), since footprint
penetration provides a number of discrete returns which are situated under the canopy, therefore lacking a
counterpart in the optical imagery. In this article the term imagery is referring to both multispectral and
pansharpened scenes, unless otherwise specified. Also with the purpose of minimising ALS-imagery
mismatches, whenever a discrete return obtained different DNs from various scenes, only the one with the
narrowest nadir angle was selected. The ALS returns meeting this criterion for each image were identified,
and the subsequent subset point cloud was rendered from the perspective of that photograph. Then, the
image DNs were fetched back to the original position of the ALS return (Packalén et al. 2009). This way, the
colour information from the optical sensor is attached to each point of the ALS (see video), and therefore
becomes available for its use within the forestry applications of ALS.

Figure 2: The example extent at Fig. 3c is shown in a perspective 3D-plot where the individual ALS points
are draw according to the DNs assigned when they were back-projected onto the pansharpened image. To
demonstrate the radiometric properties, the false colour infrared composite is changed to true colour. The
mesh underneath illustrates the position of the ground, represented by the DTM. This 3D visualization was
generated with the tools provided in the package rgl in R environment (R Development Core Team, 2008).
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Thereafter, we analysed the convenience of performing further corrections in order to improve the
geometric accuracy of the back-projected ALS. The original multispectral and panchromatic photographs
were distortion-free DMC products with calibrated focal distance and with no principal point displacement.
Hence, it was considered that the only further adjustments to be taken into account were the curvature of
the Earth’s surface and the atmospheric refraction. Performing these corrections may be compulsory for
wide-FOV imagery such as DMC's. The light ray bends along its path between the ALS point and the sensor
position due to the refractive effect of the air. The position of the elements in the optical image experience
a radial displacement caused by refraction ( 1E ; mm) outwards from the nadir point [formulae adapted
from Bertram (1966)]:
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where the radial distance between the ALS point and the nadir (rphoto; mm) is calculated as the Euclidean
length. Therefore  1E increases with the nadir angle (θ; rad), and the correction could be applied in IO
units (mm) after the ALS point photo-coordinates were obtained in the collinearity equations. The
refractive index (K) is a function of air density, and therefore depends upon air pressure, temperature and
composition. Moreover, K also varies with wavelength, and a different correction may therefore be
calculated for each multispectral band of the optical sensor. It is worth noting that refraction affects both
ALS and the optical imagery, though the former is actually corrected by the ranging procedure of ALS50-II.
Several authors have simplified and generalised the atmospheric models for low-height flights. The Air
Rome Development Centre (ARDC) 1959 model was selected for approximating the refractive index, since it
has been demonstrated sufficiently accurate for near-vertical aerial photography (Bertram, 1966). K could
be estimated for each laser point’s elevation (Z; km) and the EO of each scene (H0; km):
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Furthermore, the curvature of the Earth induces another displacement (¢  ; mm) of plane coordinates,
which in this case occurs radially inwards from the nadir point. The effect of the Earth's curvature according
to its radius (RE; km) was modelled as (Bertram, 1966):
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where ¢  is therefore a function of the difference in elevation between each laser point and the mean
terrain altitude (Zm; km), which we calculated as the value of the DTM at the nadir point’s position. The
whole procedure was implemented in IDL 7.0 language (ITT Visual Information Solutions, Colorado) for
both the multispectral (MS_ALS) and the pansharpened imagery (PAN_ALS; Fig. 1).

Quality Control
Using photogrammetric targets for quality control was impractical, since the low density of the laser scan
and the high canopy closure would have made them difficult to identify. The evaluation of results was
carried out by an operator who used stereo vision for visually identifying conjugated points between the
ALS and all the optical products. Techniques for evaluating ALS-imagery co-registration rely on the presence
of artificial features (e.g., Honkavaara et al. 2006, Mitishita et al. 2008), so that accuracy assessment
becomes more complicated for studies in forested environments. The correspondence among datasets was
evaluated by means of 100 check points (CPs), at each of which we identified the features detailed below
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by means of ALS information, i.e. elevation over ground and return intensity (Elmstrom et al. 1998, Forkuo
& King, 2004). We distributed the CPs regularly over a 500x500 m area, therefore assuring that both nadiral
and edge zones were contained. Nonetheless, the criterion of ease for feature identification prevailed over
the actual regularity of CPs’ positions, so that grid nodes were finally used only as a systematising
reference. A tie point was identified as close as possible from each node, resulting in a total of 5 features
situated at ground level, 12 young trees, and the remaining 83 obtained at the tops of trees of various sizes
and heights. Depending on the nature of each of these features, the reference coordinates of CPs were
identified by means of a combination of the CHM, the intensity of returns and the normalised point cloud.
For each data fusion method (orthophoto from DTM, true-orthophoto from DSM, and back-projected ALS)
performed over each imagery product (original multispectral bands and pansharpened ones), the position
of each feature selected as CP was visually identified and manually marked. The planimetric error (e; m)
was regarded as the Euclidean distance between the horizontal coordinates acquired from the reference
ALS data and those identified from the optical information. On the other hand, discerning objects from
sensors’ information involves a certain degree of subjectivity, since perspective differences can affect
object interpretation in both laser scans and imagery (Forkuo & King, 2004). Finding tie features is specially
challenging in mountainous forested areas, and requires the capability of the operator for understanding
the ALS point cloud (Rönnholm et al. 2007). For this reason, although the same CPs were used to compare
among the products, new reference coordinates for them were obtained at each test performed. This way,
a comparison of the differences obtained by the operator at each test determined the operator’s ability for
feature identification. Hence, it provided a measurement the uncertainty of the methodology for quality
control itself, and tested its reliability. As a result, a total of eight repetitions were acquired (two orthos,
two true-orthos, two back-projected ALS, plus two of the latter with refraction and Earth’s curvature
correction implemented) and their discrepancies were used as a control group.

Estimating potential sources causing geometrical error
Aiming at studying potential sources of inaccuracy that may affect each data fusion method, the
planimetric error was related with factors presumed to have significant effects on error occurrence. The
factors considered were: vegetation height (B; m), terrain slope (smax; deg), the planimetric distance to the
nadir point (rterrain; m), and laser point density (d; points m-2), plus the standard deviation of the kriging
model (σDSM; m) in the case of the true-orthophoto. The effect of the elevation of vegetation over the
ground level was studied using the value of the CHM, which was regarded as a good estimator of B in
comparative terms. The variability in terrain slope was taken into account by computing smax from the DTM.
The intra-image variability caused by camera’s perspective was taken into account in rterrain. Note that rterrain
and rphoto are roughly the same variable calculated from a given nadir angle θ in EO and IO reference system
and units respectively. Strip overlap and the bidirectional scan configuration of ALS50-II (zig-zag pattern
traverse to the flight direction) led to an irregular spatial distribution of actual point density d, which is
dissimilar to the average scan density (see Study area and airborne sensors). As the quality of DTM and
DSM's interpolations may be affected by point density, we inferred that d could be related to the accuracy
of the orthorectified products. We obtained the spatial distribution of d directly by counting the number of
returns lying on each one-metre pixel. Furthermore, the quality observed in the true-orthophotos was likely
to be affected by the variance of the kriging model, so that the value of σDSM at the CPs was also recorded.
The values of all these factors were extracted from the reference position of each CP, and their correlation
with the observed errors was studied as detailed below.
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Tree lean modelling
During the orthorectification process, elements situated over the DEM used (DTM or DSM on each case)
may experience a radial displacement outwards from the nadir point, and a leaning tree top is observed in
the final product with certain horizontal displacement from its real position ( 1¥ ). This displacement
increases as the tree top gets higher from the DEM (B; m) at a rate given by the tangent function of the
nadir angle (θ; deg). This rate is usually expressed as the proportion between the focal distance (f; mm)
and the nadir distance separating the tree position and the nadir point in the image (rphoto; mm) (Kraus,
1993). This same proportion can also be obtained by means of flight height (H; m), if tree leaning is to be
evaluated from the EO parameters and positions of CPs expressed in absolute coordinates (rterrain; m):
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The relative position of camera, tree base (ground) and tree top are accurately known thanks to ALS50-II’s
precise ranging. Equation (6) can therefore be computed using laser-derived DTM elevation (Z; m) and
vegetation heights (B; m) at each CP. Instead of using a generic flight height, H can be adapted for each CP
as:
l  lA  B.

(7)

Equation (6) can be already regarded as a good estimator of the displacement of a tree top in an
orthophoto obtained on flat terrain. However, as a result of terrain slope, the projective ray between tree
top and the exposure station strikes the ground in a different position. As a consequence, terrain slope
induces an increase/decrease in the displacement respectively for negative/positive radial slopes (sr; deg),
i.e. those calculated in the radial direction of the displacement. A more precise modelling approach would
calculate the displacement ( ©1¥ ; m) taking into account both the height of the leant tree and the slope of
the terrain at its position [formulae adapted from Kraus (1993)].
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Slope computations from a DEM frequently provide the maximum slope (smax; deg), which is not exactly the
slope in the radial direction of the displacement sr. For instance, if the straight line between the tree and
the nadir point was parallel to the contour lines, the effect of terrain slope would disappear. The angle
between such straight line and the direction of maximum slope (}; deg) can be used for correcting the
actual slope affecting eq. (8).
¦§Z .  ¦§Z .#¥ X UVW }

(9)

Should this angle } be equal to zero, then sr and smax will be identical. The value of β was obtained
automatically for each CP. Since the aspect (a; deg) is the azimuth angle of the maximum slopes, β may be
derived from it by subtracting the bearing of the CP position from the nadir point.
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Using eqs. (6-10) we modelled the errors that can be expected to be caused by discrepancies between true
height positions of elements over the ground and the elevation assumed for them at each of the
techniques tested. The objective of modelling tree lean was to clarify whether the alternative trueorthorectification and back-projecting ALS truly solved this problem traditionally found in
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orthorectrification. In other words, significant correlation of modelled displacement with the observed
errors in traditional orthophotos would signify that these are associated to the tree lean problem, and not
to other causes of distortion. Moreover, a lack of correlation between the modelled errors and those
actually found in true-orthos or back projected-ALS would indicate that the tree lean problem was solved
by these techniques, and their own observed errors would have some other causes. Furthermore, in the
case of the true-ortho, the errors found could also be related to the standard error of the kriging model
(σDSM; m). Assuming that the DSM systematically underestimated tree tops (Suárez et al. 2005), we
calculated what would be the observed error if the real position of each feature was at the upper 95%
confidence interval (CI) of the kriging model. Consequently, tree lean caused by the kriging model’s
uncertainty (ª`« ; m) was computed for an error in height considered between this upper level and the
actual elevation used in the DSM. As the linear model assumed a Gaussian distribution function, the error
in height introduced by the DSM was estimated as:
Bª`«  h X ª`« 'n,

(11)

where 1.96 is the inverse of a normal cumulative distribution function for α/2. The remaining in eq. (11)
equals to the standard error of the mean, since m is the number of returns used in calculating each ª`« .
As the mean of the model is actually the value of the DSM, Bª`« was regarded as an estimate of the error
induced by a systematic omission of the uppermost part of the canopy in the DSM. Based on this, Bª`«
was used in eq. (6) for computing the tree lean that can be expected to be caused by the variance of the
DSM’s kriging model (ª`« ).

Statistical analysis
Results were analysed with the package stats in R environment (R Development Core Team, 2008) with
non-parametrical methods, since normality could not be assumed in most cases. The first step was to
validate the method for quality control itself. With this purpose, Wilcoxon matched pairs test (wilcox.test
function) was used in order to assess whether each group was significantly different from the control
group. Thereafter, the performance of each data fusion method was evaluated in absolute terms by
calculating the root mean square error (RMSE) found for each data fusion method, also paying special
attention to the range of errors found and to patterns in their spatial distribution. Moreover, correlation
coefficients were computed between the absolute error and the sources of variation proposed: B, smax,
rterrain, and d. The dependence of the observed errors with tree lean modelled by means of tree height
( 1¥ ) and both tree height and terrain slope ( ©1¥ ) was also studied. In the case of the true-orthos, we
also tested whether the observed errors could be explained by the tree lean modelled from the variance of
the kriging model (ª`« ), or ª`« itself. The correlations were evaluated with Spearman's rank coefficient
(R) (spearman method in corr.test function), whose significance was tested with a t-Student (T) distribution
with n-2 degrees of freedom (pt function) approximated as:
9

¬  *%9t;

(12)

When studying the variability explained by the method and the imagery used, the effect of those
independent variables showing high correlation was controlled. Consequently, factorial analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA) was selected in order to clarify the significance of changing the data fusion method
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or selecting between the multispectral or the pansharpened bands. The significance of the covariate and
factors in the ANCOVA was evaluated by means of a F-test of equality of variances (aov function).
Whenever needed, post-hoc analyses of selected contrasts were computed by means of Fisher's least
significant differences (LSD).

3.3.3. Results and Discussion
Six different products containing optical sensor’s information were finally obtained (Fig. 1). The DNs of the
original multispectral bands were orthorectified with the DTM (MS_DTM), with the true-orthorectification
procedure (MS_DSM), and fetched from the rendered ALS discrete returns (MS_ALS). These same three
products were generated from the pansharpened imagery as well (PAN_DTM, PAN_DSM and PAN_ALS
resp.), and a visual comparison of them can be done in the example extent drawn in Fig. 2. Setting aside
their differences in geometric accuracy, there are some other peculiarities which are intrinsic to each
technique. It is relevant to mention that, whereas the information contained in the first product in Fig. 2a
can be considered continuously distributed throughout the space, the others may contain no-data gaps.
The presence of these gaps may become essential for applications involving automated image
segmentation (St-Onge, 2008), since region-growing algorithms, for instance, may fail when run over a
product containing no-data gaps. The gaps in the true-orthoimage in Fig. 2b were areas occluded from the
perspective of all the original images which were identified by the visibility algorithm. Contrary to these
two raster products, the back-projected ALS is a point cloud in vector format (see video), and therefore its
incorporated information had a discrete spatial distribution. The example in Fig. 2c shows an overlapping
area between two ALS strips, so that the visual differences between areas of dissimilar point density are
apparent. Despite their differences, all products were visually appealing, and objects could be manually
identified from them.

Figure 3: Colour infrared composite generated from the radiometric information contained in: (a) the aerial
pictures orthorectified by means of the DTM, (b) the imagery generated with the true-orthorectification
technique, and (c) the DNs fetched from the original images onto the ALS point cloud. This 175x175m
example shows the products generated from the pansharpened images.

Wilcoxon matched pairs test comparing all methodologies against the control showed significant
differences in all cases (p-value<0.001). The methodology used for quality control may therefore be
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considered reliable for the present validation. Table 1 includes a quantitative summary of the errors
identified for each product at the CPs, and their ranges were compared in Fig. 3. The spatial distribution
and direction of the observed errors can be compared in Fig. 4. All orthorectified products obtained RMSEs
ranging 2-3 m, whereas only sub-metre errors were identified for MS_ALS and PAN_ALS. This amount of
error suggests that the orthorectified products generated in this study may be unreliable for certain highdemanding studies involving mountainous and forested areas. In the particular case of fusing this
information with ALS datasets, the best approach is back-projecting the ALS, though not completely errorproof as Packalén et al. (2009) identified other sources of mismatches. We considered that, even though
both orthorectifying methods obtained similar averaged errors, the traditional orthorectification performed
more homogeneously throughout the study area. We summarised the inter-quartile range (IQR) in Table 1
and Fig. 3, in order to illustrate the heterogeneity of errors generated by the true-orthorectification
procedure.
Table 1: Summary of quality control results. The horizontal errors (e; m) are segregated in XY
components, and a total RMSE is computed for each group. Note that the figures in CONTROL signify
the dispersion around their mean. The inter-quartile range (IQR) illustrates the dispersion of the results.
Averages

Code

Optical
product

Data fusion method

PAN_DTM

pansharpened

e

X comp.

Y comp.

RMSE(m)

IQR

DTM-based orthophoto

1.769

1.218

1.034

2.148

1.673

PAN_DSM

true-orthorectification

2.078

1.158

1.384

2.793

1.961

PAN_ALS

back-projected ALS

0.109

0.070

0.066

0.212

0.160

DTM-based orthophoto

2.295

1.372

1.586

2.730

2.397

MS_DSM

true-orthorectification

2.322

1.551

1.357

2.913

2.399

MS_ALS

back-projected ALS

0.357

0.263

0.171

0.537

0.521

none

0.052

0.032

0.033

0.002

0.039

MS_DTM

CONTROL

multispectral

none

Figure 3: Box-whisker plots comparing the data fusion methodologies. The symbols denote: bold line is the median;
box limits are the inter-quartile range (IQR); notches are gh ®¯ X °±²n³; whiskers are gh ® X °±; and circles are
outliers. PAN = pansharpened; MS = multispectral; DTM = orthophoto; DSM = true-ortho; ALS = back-projected ALS.
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Figure 4: Horizontal error distribution observed using the same check points (CPs) for each data fusion
methodology tested. With the purpose of better illustrate the differences among methods, errors’
magnitude is enhanced 10 times compared to the 500x500 extent which roughly covered a quarter of an
image. Arrows signify error’s direction, whereas the solid circle is the nadir point position.
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Contrary to our expectations, the true-orthorectification performed in this study did not bring a
significantly better product than the traditional one. A deeper analysis of its error distribution revealed that
using the DSM did corrected the errors of orthorectification in some cases, but it also increased them in
others. The medians of equivalent ortho and true-ortho images were not significantly different, as it can be
observed in Fig. 3 that they are contained within their 95% CIs signified by the notches. Nevertheless, the
dispersion of the errors is higher in the true-orthoimages as they contained more outliers and wider IQRs.
This higher variability is related to the larger entropy of the DSM utilized, which caused large errors in many
areas of the picture. For instance, Fig. 4d shows errors which aim both towards the nadir point and
outwards from it. In those cases, the Z-coordinate was therefore over and underestimated respectively.
From this it was deduced that the variance of the kriging model was excessive, causing an inaccurate DSM
interpolation. In addition, the DEMs generated had coarser spatial resolution than the orthorectified
products, therefore causing some additional distortion which is more likely to affect the DSM-ortho than
the DTM-ortho due to its larger height differences among neighbouring pixels. Adjusting the spatial
resolution of the DEM to the final ortho-product may therefore assist in reducing this source of error.
Results suggest that, in comparison with the traditional orthoimages, the method used for obtaining the
true-orthoimage accomplished the intended tree lean correction in the proximity of the nadir point.
However, the inaccurate modelling of tree crowns in the DSM led to severe miscalculations at broad nadir
angles, finally inducing to a larger overall error. A different approach for DSM generation would therefore
be needed for its use in true-orthorectification. Decreasing pixel size in the DSM interpolation could be an
option, sufficient scan density provided, though also limited since St-Onge (2008) needed to introduce a
cavity-filling algorithm to decrease the roughness of a high-resolution DSM. As ALS systems predominantly
hit on tree ‘shoulders’ rather than tree tops (Suárez et al. 2005), the upper CI of the kriging model may also
provide a DSM perhaps more practical for true-ortho computation. Another plausible option would be
searching in the normalized point cloud for the point of maximum elevation above the DTM (B) within a
certain circular buffer. A reliable DSM would be obtained by gridding the Z-coordinate of those points with
maximum B, if pixel size and buffer radius are adjusted accordingly. Further research should test these
automated approaches as an alternative to manually obtaining accurate breaklines for a more rigorous
modelling of the canopy in the DSM, as it is commonplace when using building models in urban areas
though unpractical in forested areas. Studies generating true-orthophotos in urban areas benefit from
automated generation of breaklines through primitive fitting and DSM segmentation (Haala & Brenner,
1997) in order to improve the exactness of the model utilised. These techniques are similar to those used
by authors researching about individual tree identification (e.g., Leckie et al. 2005), whose delineated
crowns may be used in future research as breaklines for improving the accuracy of the orthogonal
correction. However, regardless of the improvements in these methods, their implementation for trueorthorectification would always require a high scan density and a great amount of effort in manual quality
control. This study as many others (Breidenbach et al. 2010, Holmgren et al. 2008, Packalén et al. 2009,
Persson et al. 2004), suggests that the IO-projection of ALS datasets can supply a much more accurate
result than any orthorectification technique. For this reason, from now on it will probably prevail as the
primarily used data fusion method in forested areas, whereas true-orthorectification techniques still may
be preferred in studies developed for urban areas.
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Table 2: Spearman’s rank order correlations between the observed absolute errors and variables presumed to influence
them: tree height (´; m), terrain slope (smax; deg), planimetric distance to nadir point (rterrain; m), and ALS point density
(d; points m-2). Their correlations with the error modelled by means of tree height (µ¶·¸¹ ) and tree height + terrain
slope (µ©¶·¸¹ ) are also summarised. In the case of the true-orthophotos, errors correlation against the standard deviation
of the kriging model (σDSM; m) and the tree lean that may be assumed from it (µº»¼ ) were also tested. Factors
influencing each variable (eqs. 6-11) are also shown with the purpose of illustrating how relevant nadir angle (θ) was at
those which were found significant. n: number of check points. (ns): non-significant; *: statistically significant at the
0.05 level; **: statistically significant at the 0.01 level. Note that T-student test has n-2 degrees of freedom.

R-Spearman T-Student p-value
Variable (influenced by) n
100
∆Z
100
smax
100
rterrain (θ)
100
∆rlean (θ, ∆Ζ)
100
∆r'lean (θ, ∆Ζ, smax)
100
d

0.103
-0.090
0.397
0.400
0.371
-0.117

PAN_DTM
1.024
-0.893
4.284
4.324
3.960
-1.162

PAN_DSM
-2.399
0.018

0.308
0.374
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.248

R-Spearman T-Student p-value
(ns)
(ns)
**
**
**
(ns)

-0.005
-0.019
0.606
0.420
0.375
-0.124

MS_DTM
-0.046
0.963 (ns)
-0.187
0.852 (ns)
7.539
<0.001 **
4.576
<0.001 **
4.003
<0.001 **
-1.241
0.218 (ns)

-0.127

MS_DSM
-1.262

∆Z

100

-0.236

smax

100
100
100
100
100
100

-0.067
0.445

-0.668
4.920

0.506 (ns)
<0.001 **

-0.137
0.447

-1.369
4.943

0.174 (ns)
<0.001 **

0.188
0.189
0.002
0.015

1.896
1.907
0.024
0.143

0.061
0.059
0.981
0.886

0.294
0.268
0.063
0.030

3.047
2.749
0.621
0.292

0.003
0.007
0.536
0.771

100

0.363

3.862

<0.001 **

0.357

3.788

<0.001 **

∆Z

100

-0.178

PAN_ALS
-1.789

0.077

(ns)

-0.215

MS_ALS
-2.174

0.032

*

smax

100
100

0.077
-0.102

0.768
-1.019

0.445
0.311

(ns)

0.026
0.129

0.255
1.283

0.799
0.203

(ns)

100
100
100

-0.188
-0.193
-0.010

-1.896
-1.951
-0.095

0.061
0.054
0.925

(ns)

-0.008
-0.007
-0.188

-0.078
-0.066
-1.895

0.938
0.948
0.061

(ns)

rterrain (θ)
∆rlean (θ, ∆Ζ)

∆r'lean (θ, ∆Ζ, smax)
d

σDSM
∆rDSM (θ, d, σDSM)

rterrain (θ)
∆rlean (θ, ∆Ζ)
∆r'lean (θ, ∆Ζ, smax)
d

*

(ns)
(ns)
(ns)
(ns)

(ns)

(ns)
(ns)

0.210

Table 2 shows that the modelled tree lean ( 1¥ and  ©1¥ ) significantly correlated with the error found
in the traditional orthophotos (p-value<0.001), so that they explained errors' variability despite of the
absence of correlation with tree height (B) or terrain slope (. ). Note that  1¥ may be regarded as the
influence of B and the nadir angle (θ) altogether (eq. 6), also adding the influence of . in  ©1¥ (eq. 8).
This demonstrated the need for modelling tree lean in order to totally clarify the effects of both the
vegetation and the terrain. Results also show how back-projecting the laser point cloud succeeded in
solving this tree lean problem. This was not always the case of true-orthorectification, since MS_DSM
significantly correlated with the modelled displacements (p-value=0.003). The cause for the multispectral
products to correlate more with  1¥ and  ©1¥ than the pansharpened ones may be that they are more
likely to experience tree lean problems due to their lower focal distance. On the other hand, no systematic
tree lean problem seemed to affect PAN_ALS, MS_ALS or PAN_DSM. The latter ones even obtained smaller
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(ns)

**
**
(ns)
(ns)

(ns)

(ns)
(ns)

errors in CPs situated at higher vegetation heights, since inverse relationships were found significant (pvalue=0.032 and p-value=0.018 resp.). In the case of the true-orthophoto, this result may indicate that the
taller the trees were, the less likely their real height was missed in the DSM, perhaps due to the widershaped crowns of tall trees. In the case of the IO-projected ALS, it may indicate a need for including an
analysis of visibility which may elude the misregistration problem stated by Packalén et al. (2009), for which
an ALS return may be mistakenly projected onto a certain picture while actually being concealed from the
viewpoint of the optical sensor's position at the moment of exposure. Smaller trees would clearly benefit
from this, and hence the effect of B could be removed. Further research could, for instance, pursue the
adaptation of a depth-buffer algorithm to the discrete nature of this dataset. Other approaches for
diminishing ALS-image misregistration are discussed below, such as simultaneous acquisition, selecting
narrow nadir angles, rendering each ALS strip only to images acquired along track, or changing the optical
camera into a push broom scanner type.
The improvement obtained by the back-projected ALS point cloud was already apparent with a mere visual
inspection. Contrary to the orthorectified products, the quality control methodology quantified the
planimetric error over information that was spatially discontinuous. This caused the fact that, in the areas
of high point density, it was possible to identify smaller details than in the sparser ones (Rönnholm et al.
2007). For this reason, the errors shown at Figs. 4e and 4f were in most cases just the least plausible error,
i.e. the minimum distance between the position of a CP and an ALS return. This led us to infer that the
method for quality control could be influenced by the discrete nature of the vectorial products, since for
higher point densities it was more probable to find an ALS point near the CP. Hence, laser point density (d)
seemingly influenced the absolute error measured with this quality control technique. However, contrary
to our presumptions, the observed errors did not correlate with d in any of the groups (Table 2). Even
though it seemed apparent during the quality control, there was finally no statistical evidence that ALS
point density had any effect on the observed errors. This happened not only for the back-projected ALS, but
also for the orthorrectrified products, even though it was presumed that the inaccuracy of the DTM/DSM
interpolation would also be affected by point density. The standard deviation of the kriging model (σDSM)
did not show correlation with the errors identified in the true-orthophoto either (Table 2). Only when both
d and σDSM were considered in the standard error of the DSM and regarded as an absolute error in height
(eq. 11), the source of error found in the true-orthophoto became apparent. The hypothesis that the real
position of features may be about the upper 95% CI, and thus DSM uncertainty led to an error in height
(Bª`« ) is plausible, since tree lean modelled with Bª`« (ª`« ) significantly correlated with the
observed errors in both MS_DSM and PAN_DSM (Table 2).
The effect of using different data fusion methods and imagery of diverse spatial resolutions was also
studied on the basis of geometric errors found. As the distance of each CP from the centre of projection
(rterrain) was the variable that obtained highest correlation coefficients (Table 2), we decided to control its
covariance with the planimetric error and analyse the effect of the method and imagery used on the
residual variance only. For this reason, ANCOVA was used in order to distinguish whether the choice of
methodology and optical imagery had an effect on the observed absolute error. Table 3 shows that both
the method and the imagery used differed significantly (p-value<0.001). It is worth mentioning that the
interaction between factors was not statistically significant (p-value=0.340), demonstrating that the backprojecting technique performs better regardless of the spatial resolution of the imagery used. Post-hoc
analysis contrasting both orthorectification methods against the back-projected ALS method demonstrated
significant differences among them (p-value<0.001). Once the covariance with rterrain was controlled, the
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LSD contrast between the two orthorectification methods was not significant (p-value=0.241). These results
suggest that, even though the modelled tree lean ( 1¥ and  ©1¥ ) did no longer correlate with the
absolute error in PAN_DSM (Table 2), still the true-orthoimagery’s error is as dependent on the nadir angle
as in the traditional ortho. This became more evident when a significant correlation was obtained after the
tree lean was computed for an error in height considered from the variance of the kriging model (ª`« ).
Consequently, the methodology used for true orthorectification did not solve the trouble of working with
imagery of broad FOV.
Table 3: Factorial ANCOVA of the observed absolute error. The covariate is the planimetric
distance between the CP and the nadir point (rterrain; m). Factor A is the data fusion method (DTMortho, DSM true-ortho and back-projected ALS), and factor B the imagery used (multispectral or
pansharpened). (ns): non-significant; **: statistically significant at the 0.01 level.

Covariate
df

Mean Sq

F-value

p-value

1

154.713 100.260

<0.001 **

Method (A)
2
Imagery (B)
1
A x B interaction
2
Error 593

192.494 124.743
30.595 19.826
1.667
1.080
1.543

<0.001 **
<0.001 **
0.340 (ns)

rterrain
Factors

The imagery factor was also found significant in the ANCOVA (Table 3). The lower error values found when
using a same technique with the pansharpened images (Table 1) demonstrated that the method for quality
control itself was affected by the spatial resolution of each optical product. It is worth noting that, as
features were visually identified and manually marked, this methodology for horizontal error measurement
was strongly dependent on the actual precision of the datasets involved. In other words, the spatial
resolution of each optical product, which was 0.15 m for pansharpened and 0.6 m for multispectral, was
itself a source of uncertainty in feature identification. For this reason, methods using the original
multispectral bands showed worse figures than the pansharpened products (Table 1). However, this did not
affect the comparison of methodologies for data fusion, since no interaction was found.
The RMSE of all the back-projected products was around the pixel size (Table 1), indicating that the spatial
resolution of the optical product used was the most significant source of uncertainty of this method. The
only other plausible causes of geometric error may be the size of laser footprint at the position of the backscattering surface (Rönnholm et al. 2007), or random ambiguities in visual interpretation of the objects
from the optical information (Forkuo & King, 2004). Back-projecting ALS may therefore be assumed as an
exact technique, and it can be inferred that the difference observed between this technique and the
orthoimages were actually caused by the processes involved in the orthorectification itself. The collinearity
formulation (eqs. 1-2) is included within the orthorectification procedure as well, so that the biggest
difference between back-projecting and orthorectifying is the error in height introduced by DEM
interpolation, gridding, and resampling. Transforming from ellipsoidal to orthometric elevations may also
have induced to some error, so that we recommend rendering the ALS point cloud prior to the final
georeferencing of the survey. Nonetheless, the errors caused by relative differences between both datasets
were minimised by the surveying conditions of the present study, with simultaneous acquisition of ALS and
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imagery from a camera mounted on a gyrostabilized platform. Various authors have noted that the
accuracy that would be required in a non-simultaneous acquisition can be severely affected by errors
concerning GPS/INS georeferencing (Rönnholm et al. 2007). The simultaneous use of both sensors also
reduces the sources of errors due to temporary changes such as the movement of tree tops caused by the
wind. In conditions when back-projecting the point cloud could be specially affected by these, rendering
each ALS strip may be limited to those images belonging to the same track, i.e. back-projecting only onto
images in forward overlap and not those in sidelap. Moreover, the projective ray between the element on
the ground and the exposure station of the photograph should be coincident with the direction of the laser
pulse, or otherwise the ALS may hit in a different tree than the one shown in the aerial picture (Packalén et
al. 2009). This condition is only met for those pulses returning during the optical sensor’s exposure time,
which are situated in the scanning line which crosses the nadir point, in the case of bidirectional scanning.
For the surveying configuration described in this study (see 2.1), only 275 pulses would be obtained during
a time of exposure of 5 ms. This is only in the actual case of simultaneous acquisition, since in studies using
datasets acquired at different dates or from various platforms this condition would be eventually
accomplished only as a mere coincidence. Furthermore, a different surveying configuration combining
bidirectional laser scanning with optical linear array acquisition would lessen the effect of changes
occurring between the time of exposure and the return of the laser pulse. Push broom scanners minimize
the FOV by constantly changing the centre of perspective at each row of the image. For this reason, the
method for back-projecting the ALS will have to be adapted according to the acquisition conditions of these
sensors.
The convenience of including a correction of the effects of refraction and Earth’s curvature was also
evaluated. A first attempt to render the ALS dataset from the camera perspective using only the collinearity
equations produced satisfactory results in terms of the absolute errors found. However, it was of particular
concern that, although the effect of rterrain was much lower than in the orthorectification techniques, it still
showed a significant correlation with planimetric error in PAN_ALS (p-value=0.038). St-Onge (2008)
regarded this nadir angle-dependent error found in synthetic rendering to be caused by a Z-shift between
the ALS point cloud and the EO parameters. However, in this case georeferencing was done simultaneously
for both the ALS and imagery datasets, and the accuracy of the georeferencing procedures was proved by a
ground quality control (see 2.2). Other reasons leading to intra-image variability were therefore considered,
namely the atmospheric refraction and the effect of Earth's curvature. After applying both the refraction
( 1E ) and Earth’s curvature (¢  ) corrections, results were compared to those obtained before, just
with the purpose of evaluating the actual effect of the corrections. Wilcoxon matched pairs test was also
used in this comparison, and it showed no significant improvement in terms of absolute error (pvalue=0.096 for MS_ALS and p-value=0.110 for PAN_ALS). However, we accomplished lower correlation
coefficients against rterrain, which became no longer significant (Table 2). It might therefore be considered
that either  1E , ¢  , or both together corrected a systematic source of variability in the observed
error. Comparing the control group against all the possibilities for back-projecting the point cloud showed
significant differences in all cases (p-value<0.001). Yet, the magnitude of the uncertainty shown by the
control group (Table 1) was proved higher than the differences between the error obtained with and
without including the corrections. For this reason, although this method for quality control was reliable for
comparing with the orthorectified products, it was unable to distinguish any differences between the
corrected and uncorrected procedures for back-projecting ALS.
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Despite the lack of photogrammetric targets that would be compulsory for evaluating the effect of
including corrections of such low magnitude, the convenience of considering the effect of refraction
( 1E ) and Earth’s curvature (¢  ) can be discussed in analytical terms. Equations (3), (4) and (5) were
computed for many practical scenarios that may happen in ALS surveying. Table 4 shows the greatest
correction that can be expected for  1E and ¢  , which would be for an ALS point lying on a corner
pixel of a DMC picture similar to those used in this study. Results were obtained for diverse flight heights
(H) surveying over various mean elevations over sea level (Zm), so that the effect of these variables can be
observed. Moreover, each figure was computed for an ALS point elevated under and over a 10% of flight
height, thus simulating an approximate terrain slope of 12-13%. The wide range observed in ¢  shows
the important effect of this correction when surveying in mountainous areas such as the present study,
considerably increasing for slopes downhill from the elevation at the nadir point. The importance of
correcting the Earth’s curvature increases with H, whereas the mean elevation over sea level cannot have
any effect since Zm was included in eq. (5). On the other hand, the refractive index (K) depends on both H
and Zm, being the first caused by the effect of lengthening the path between sensor and object, and the
second by the varying atmospheric conditions at different altitudes. Overall, the actual correction in terrain
units depends on the focal length and therefore on the spatial resolution of each image. For this reason,
Table 4 summarises the results in photo-coordinates, since these units are directly comparable with the
CCD pixel size of 12 µm. The ratio between pixel size and the radial correction (%pixel) was also tabulated,
since it remains constant regardless of the imagery used. In addition, under the assumption of a regular
spatial distribution of ALS points, %pixel can also be roughly considered as an estimate of the number of
laser points that may change their corresponding image-DN after the correction. For example, for the
actual flight parameters of the current study (approximate flight height of 1500 m over a study area
situated at 1500 m above sea level), the maximum radial correction that can be expected for the simulated
terrain slope would, in terrain units, equal to 7.8 cm for the multispectral imagery and 1.9 cm for the
pansharpened. In both cases, up to 13% of the rendered laser points may change their DN from the one
obtained with uncorrected back-projecting at that nadir angle. Further research could also evaluate the
effect of this correction on quantitative remote sensing: indices and forest estimations. Furthermore, other
models for calculating K also taking into account pressure and temperature conditions or the different
wavelengths of each sensor’s head may also be employed, ideally using the same correction performed
when ranging the ALS. As a conclusion, it appears that these corrections might be advisable for backprojecting ALS point clouds onto wide-FOV aerial imagery. These corrections might be overlooked due to
their low magnitude, though their nadir angle-dependent systematic nature may have negative effects on
data fusion techniques.
Apart from the geometric inaccuracies, another disadvantage which is common to both orthophotos and
true-orthophotos is that the original DNs may be modified at many stages of the orthorectification process.
For instance, nearest neighbour resampling is preferred to bilinear or cubic when we aim at maintaining the
original DN values, even though the final product results less appealing (Zitová & Flusser, 2003). Seamless
mosaicking algorithms also change the DN of pixels in order to obtain a product that seems uninterrupted
to the observer (Schickler & Thorpe, 1998, Zhou et al. 2005). On the contrary, when computing the
perspective projection of ALS data onto unrectified images, a direct georeferencing of each DN is
accomplished with a minimal intervention, therefore maintaining the integrity of the radiometric
information. The DNs fetched from several available images may stay attached to each ALS point’s
information, so that different approaches may be used for their statistical post-processing.
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Table 4: Radial corrections obtained when implementing the rectifications applied to the collinearity assumption due to
the atmospheric refraction (µµ·½µ ) and the Earth's curvature (µ¾¿µÀ ) in the most extreme case, i.e. when nadir angle θ
was maximum. Figures are shown in photo-coordinates, and thus they are equally valid for both multispectral and
pansharpened images. The overall corrections were compared to pixel size (%pixel) so that the scale of its effect can be
evaluated in practice. The ranges shown were calculated for point elevations of ±10% of flight height (H) over the mean
terrain elevation (Zm), except in the case of the sea level from where no elevations under zero were considered.
H (m)
1500

3000

4500

∆rrefr (µm)
∆rcurv (µm)

0.567-0.573

1.145-1.156

1.702-1.719

1.014-1.749

2.029-3.497

3.043-5.246

%pixel
∆rrefr (µm)
∆rcurv (µm)
%pixel

4-10%

7-20%

11-29%

0.688-0.745

1.279-1.344

1.828-1.896

1.014-2.483

2.029-4.966

3.043-7.449

3-14%

6-30%

10-46%

∆rrefr (µm)
∆rcurv (µm)

0.809-0.925

1.443-1.597

1.986-2.160

1.014-2.483

2.029-4.966

3.043-7.449

%pixel
∆rrefr (µm)
∆rcurv (µm)
%pixel

2-13%

5-28%

9-44%

0.859-1.004

1.517-1.728

2.051-2.300

1.014-2.483

2.029-4.966

3.043-7.449

1-12%

4-27%

8-43%

Zm (m)

0

500

1500

2500

Only the DN value of the pixel from the picture requiring the narrowest nadir angle was fetched back to
each ALS point. This criterion was chosen in order to minimise nadir angle-dependent sources of geometric
errors. However, choosing the most nadiral DN value has also some advantages regarding radiometric
homogeneity. As an alternative, Packalén et al. (2009) collected the radiometric information of all the
plausible pictures where a certain ALS return may lie on, and averaged them as a substitute for radiometric
correction. In the present study, selecting the most nadiral values was chosen in order to minimise the
effect of the atmospheric attenuation and the so-called path radiance, which leads to intra-image
radiometric variation significant for imagery with broad FOV (Leckie, 1987), as also does the varying
anisotropy of the reflecting surfaces [bidirectional reflectance distribution function BRDF effects
(Holopainen & Wang 1998)]. Also, by choosing the most nadiral projection ray, we also maximise the
possibilities of obtaining information of elements under the dominant canopy in multi-layered forests
(Holopainen & Wang, 1998). In addition, it was considered that, once the pure DN values are well situated
in the global reference system, many state-of-the-art approaches can be followed for radiometric
correction of the imagery information. For instance topography shadowing, which is usually corrected by
means of a DTM and the sun-zenith angle at the moment of acquisition, may benefit from the knowledge of
the precise information about the elevation from the ground of an ALS point which was reflected from a
tree top. From the multispectral imagery, preserving the bit depth in full may have great interest for any
type of quantitative analyses of photosynthetic activity, such as determining the normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI). Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that not only the original multispectral radiometry
has an interest in land cover classification and species discrimination, since also textural analysis of the
pansharpened images has great potential in studying forest types (St-Onge & Cavayas 1997). Bearing in
mind that the latest results by Korpela & Rohrbach (2010) suggested that the NIR observed at tree position
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may be affected by the surrounding ones, textural analysis may provide an added value for tree level
classification.
Once a proper co-registration of ALS and imagery has been achieved, future research should focus on
adjusting the radiometric aspects which are essential for quantitative remote sensing. This radiometric
information, along with all the variables than can be derived from it, will soon start to be included at many
stages of the ALS-derived forest inventory workflow (Breidenbach et al. 2010). For instance radiometryderived variables, ratio-based indices, or textural analysis can be included as predictors of forest variables.
Clustering analysis of imagery data may be used for a prior stratification of the training data for predictive
modelling, therefore reducing the need for a priori knowledge of the study area, especially when
distinguishing among different species. Moreover, the analysis of forest health and seasonal changes will
definitely benefit from the inclusion of this information. Radiometric information can also be included in
the algorithms pursuing individual crown shape delineation from ALS datasets (Holmgren et al. 2008).
Finally, further research could enhance the applicability of the back-projecting technique by including an
adapted visibility algorithm. Besides of the already mentioned advantage of avoiding misregistration, when
implementing such visibility analysis for the sun illumination direction, it may then also assist the
radiometric correction of the bidirectional reflectance, for which the shadowy areas of tree crowns could
be excluded from the analysis of radiometry (Holopainen & Wang, 1998).

3.3.4. Conclusions
The back-projecting ALS technique, from which the original DN values of aerial images are attached to each
ALS discrete return after rendering the point cloud from the camera's perspective at the time of exposure,
was demonstrated as the most accurate alternative for fusing both datasets. This technique adds the
advantage of keeping the radiometric integrity by simplifying procedures and avoiding both height gridding
and radiometry resampling. For these reasons, we foresee that this approach could probably stand out
among data fusion techniques for airborne sensors in the near future. True-orthorectification techniques
may solve the problem of leaning tree trunks in some cases, but it would be necessary to add breaklines or
to follow a different approach for DSM interpolation, in order to avoid the significant mismatches found in
the present study. Factors which may affect geometric errors were also studied. The modelled tree lean
significantly correlated with the planimetric errors measured in the traditional orthophoto, so that it
succeeded in explaining its observed variability whereas neither tree height nor terrain slope alone did.
Moreover, contrary to our presumption, the magnitude of errors seemed unaffected by the heterogeneous
distribution of point density in all the methodologies under study, although it had an effect on the
uncertainty of the kriging interpolation. The variance of the DMS kriging model was revealed as the main
cause of error in the true-orthophotos when it was considered within the tree lean modelling. In addition,
the leaning effect observed in the orthorectified products significantly disappeared with the backprojecting technique.
The analysis of the effect of the imagery utilized showed that all techniques greatly depended on the spatial
resolution. The magnitude of the errors found was similar to pixel size in all the back-projected laser scans.
The spatial resolution of the imagery was therefore regarded as the main source of uncertainty in this
technique. As this study was carried out with imagery of wide FOV, orthorectifying techniques showed
errors with uneven spatial distribution, becoming smaller in the vicinity of the nadir point. Surprisingly, it
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was observed that the back-projected ALS was also slightly depending on nadir angle, so that we evaluated
the need for correcting the effect of atmospheric refraction and Earth's curvature. These corrections were
small in terms of their magnitude, though they succeeded in avoiding this systematic error that depended
on the distance to the nadir point.
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3.4. Within-species benefits of back-projecting airborne laser scanner and multispectral
sensors in monospecific Pinus sylvestris forests

Abstract
Back-projecting is an alternative to orthorectification for ALS-imagery fusion. It usually assists in improving
forest estimations in mixed forests, by adding species information from optical sensors. In this study, we
focused on the within-species advantages obtained. Results showed that estimating relative stem density
improved significantly, as the multispectral signal may incorporate canopy closure-related shadowing
conditions at plot-level. As a result, volume prediction also improved, even though height and basal area
did not. Moreover, we found that a red edge enhanced (REE) visualization can be used to research on forest
health up to tree-level. Hence, monospecific conifer forests assessment may also benefit from ALS-imagery
fusion.

Resumen
Beneficios intraespecíficos de la retroproyección de sensores de escaneo láser y multiespectral en
bosques monoespecíficos de Pinus sylvestris
La retroproyección es una alternativa a la ortorectificación para la fusión de datos de escaneo láser e
imagen aérea. Normalmente se utiliza para conseguir una mejora en las estimaciones forestales en masas
mixtas, ya que el sensor óptico permite incluir información relacionada con las especies. En este estudio
nos hemos centrado en las ventajas obtenidas en el análisis de una única especie. Los resultados
demostraron una mejora significativa en la estima de la densidad relativa de la masa, que puede deberse a
que la señal multiespectral a escala de parcela incorpore condiciones de sombra que estén en relación con
la fracción de cabida cubierta. En consecuencia, las estimaciones de volumen de la masa mejoraron
también, incluso a pesar de no haber encontrado efectos significativos para área basimétrica. Asimismo,
comprobamos que una visualización de destacado de la diferencia en el borde rojo se puede usar en
investigaciones de sanidad forestal a una escala incluso de árbol individual. Por lo tanto, los inventarios de
bosques monoespecíficos de coníferas también se pueden beneficiar de la fusión de datos de escaneo laser
e imagen aérea.
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3.4.1. Introduction
A variety of remote sensing projects may involve procedures for fusing airborne laser scanners (ALS) and
multispectral sensors. When two different data sources are available, their application benefits from of
each other’s advantages simultaneously. ALS prediction can be supported by a pre-stratification of the
study area into species or forest types, based on optical imagery (Asner, 2009; Gautam et al., 2010). For this
reason, a common remote sensing-based forest inventory workflow performs ALS estimations within forest
stands boundaries obtained from aerial pictures (Leppänen et al., 2008). In large-scale forest assessment,
ALS sampling can be combined with also optical sensors for extending the coverage of forest estimates
(Mcinerney et al., 2010; Andersen et al., 2011), and also benefiting from the larger temporal recurrence for
baseline trend determination (Cohen et al., 2010). Moreover, tree height is best retrieved from ALS,
whereas thematic classification and index calculation are best performed from optical imagery (St-Onge
and Achaichia, 2001). Leckie et al. (2003) used ALS to study height and crown shape of individual trees
previously recognized from aerial images. Multispectral and hyperspectral sensors can also be used to add
tree forest health information, water and chlorophyll content, to ALS estimations on forest biomass
(Solberg et al., 2004). For this reason, numerous studies have shown that incorporating predictors derived
from satellite multispectral (Popescu et al., 2004; Pascual et al., 2010; Hou et al., 2011), airborne infrared
cameras (Koukoulas and Blackburn, 2005; Packalén and Maltamo, 2006; Riaño et al., 2007) or hyperspectral
scanners (Clark et al., 2011; Swatantran et al., 2011) to the models, can improve the accuracy of forest
estimations obtained from ALS metrics alone.
Optical sensors are characterized by a perspective acquisition of incoming radiance, whereas ALS obtains
positions with polar geometry. Consequently, ALS return coordinates are highly accurate (Baltsavias, 1999),
and the success of fusion methodologies depends mainly on the strategy followed to correct the
perspective acquisition of optical sensors. The variety of procedures for determining the coordinates of
radiance digital numbers (DN) contained in raw optical images can be grouped into three strategies: a)
orthorectification; b) back-projecting; and c) computer vision. In this order, they provide increasing
accuracy in the final coordinates of DNs. Errors in the horizontal coordinates of orthophotos depend mainly
on the quality of the digital elevation model (DEM) used (Valbuena et al., 2008), whereas in back-projected
ALS they are mainly around the magnitude of optical imagery’s spatial resolution (Valbuena et al., 2011),
and sub-pixel accuracy is provided by multi-view redundancy in computer vision (Leberl et al., 2010).
a) Orthorectification of optical imagery is the most common approach followed in data fusion
schemes, as it has traditionally been the only means of allowing the use of optical sensor
information for mapping purposes. The outcome is an orthophoto in raster format, which
essentially differs from the 3-dimensional (3D) vector format of ALS. As a consequence, predictors
have to be computed separately and joined afterwards, at plot-level if methods follow an areabased approach (ABA) (e.g. Maltamo et al., 2006), or at crown-level if based on individual tree
detection (ITD) (e.g. Koukoulas and Blackburn, 2005). Alternatively, for truly joint processing, either
of them ought to be converted into each other’s format. Most frequently, a canopy height model
(CHM) is derived from the ALS data, and both the CHM and imagery are processed with procedures
designed for raster formats (e.g. Suárez et al., 2005). If operating from the raw ALS return cloud is
preferred, each point can be coloured with the DN from an orthophoto situated at its normal. This
alternative may more be suitable for satellite than airborne optical imagery (Zhengyang et al.,
2011), as they are less dependent on the quality of the DEM due to their narrower nadir angles.
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However, it should be noted that orthorectification-led mismatches in imagery from sensors
onboard airplanes have been reported to significantly affect forest assessment (Bright et al., 2012).

b) Back-projecting ALS has been demonstrated as a data fusion method superior to any
orthorectification alternative (Valbuena et al., 2011). While orthorectification aims at obtaining
ground positions for DNs, back-projecting consists on computing the position of individual ALS
returns on the original unrectified optical images. The outcome is a single coloured ALS cloud in 3D
vector format. Hence, error-prone mosaicking and resampling procedures are unnecessary,
avoiding errors and artefacts and keeping the original DNs for radiometric signal processing. Backprojecting has been used for determining species mixture at plot-level in ABA (Packalén et al.,
2009) or semi-ITD (Breidenbach et al., 2010). It has also been successful in discriminating among
species at individual tree-level (Persson et al., 2004; Ørka et al., 2012). Back-projecting assists in
correctly positioning tree tops, fixing the tree leaning effect observed in orthoimages (see Valbuena
et al., 2008). It may however be noteworthy to mention the difference between tree leaning and
bidirectional reflectance (BR) effects, which remain unsolved in back-projected ALS. Radiometric
information is still affected by within-image sunlit-shadow variation and the mutual shading of
neighbouring trees which, in addition, are observed sideways at areas of the image other than
near-nadir (Korpela et al., 2011).

c) Computer vision has most recently been proved as a reliable alternative for correctly positioning
the DNs of aerial imagery, thanks to latest improvements in digital cameras, automated image
matching algorithms, and processing hardware (Leberl et al., 2010). The method consists in
triangulating the same position from several original images (Dandois and Ellis, 2012), and
therefore relies on tailoring flight planning to obtain highly overlapping imagery collection. The
outcome is a photogrammetric point cloud (PPC) in 3D vector format, which can be used for
instance in percentile-based estimations of canopy height (Korpela and Anttila, 2004). As a
consequence, the PPC can be incorporated in the traditional workflow of ALS. Bohlin et al. (2012)
successfully implemented an ABA to obtain forest estimates using PPC in combination with an ALSderived DEM, as PPCs lack of ground positions. Depending on the degree of overlap, triangulation
generally leads to a higher uncertainty in the vertical coordinate of PPCs, but their horizontal
positioning of DNs benefits from higher accuracies than any of the alternatives hereby considered.

Most previous approaches have utilized the optical sensors as a means of determining species mixture,
information which is more difficult to retrieve from ALS datasets. In this study, we implemented the backprojecting method in a monospecific forests. Our aim was to research on whether optical sensor-derived
metrics can also add a significant portion of explained variance in ABA predictive models of forest
estimates. We wanted to obtain more detail on the intra-species variability of these metrics at plot-level,
which can be used to comprehend inter-species separability. Furthermore, we tested the benefits of backprojecting technique at tree-level as well. A red-edge enhanced (REE) visualization of the coloured point
cloud was developed, in order to emphasize forest health features. In this article we show an example for
its application on snag detection, and discuss the possibilities of the back-projecting method in future
research on radiometric correction of optical sensor information.
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3.4.2. Materials and Methods
Plot establishment and forest response variables
A monospecific Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) was chosen for demonstrating the benefits of back-projecting
ALS, and researching the plot-level relations between the forest response and the remote sensing
predictors. The study area was Valsaín forest (Spain; latitude: 40°53′ – 41°15′N; longitude: 3°59′ – 4°18′W;
1300 – 1500 m above sea level), situated in the Sierra de Guadarrama mountain range. Field survey
consisted of 37 circular plots of 20 metre-radius sampled in a systematic fashion, where diameter at breast
height (ÁÂÃ, cm) and tree top height (h, m) was recorded for every tree within plot belonging to dbhclasses >10 cm. Heights were determined with a Vertex III Hypsometer (Haglof, Sweden), and diameters
were measured with a calliper in two perpendicular directions which were later averaged. To reduce field
acquisition effort, saplings with dbh <10 cm were measured only within 10 m from plot centre, and they
were repeated fourfold after assuring within-plot homogeneity in the field. All standing dead trees were
recorded during field mensuration as well, in order to test the reliance of the technique for snag detection.
The forest response was computed from this field data at plot-level: stem density (N, stems·ha-1), stand
density index (,pj), quadratic mean diameter (pq , cm), basal area (G, m2·ha-1), Lorey’s height (HL, m),
standing volume (V, m3·ha-1), and Gini coefficient (GC).
The most common unit of wood stocking used in forest management is G, the cross-sectional area at breast
height occupied by trees. For this reason, the most adequate descriptors of average ÁÂÃ and h at plot and
stand-level are basal area-weighted (Curtis and Marshall, 2000). We therefore computed ÄÅ and HL,
variables which have been successfully predicted from ALS remote sensing (Næsset, 2002). Additionally,
absolute tree density was evaluated as the number of stems per hectare (N), while ÆÄÇ was also applied as
a measure of density relative to the size of the trees. Reineke (1933) developed ÆÄÇ as a dimensionless
indicator of the number of stems compared to the maximum stocking capacity naturally regulated by
competition and self-thinning. ÆÄÇ provides an idea on the proportion of trees that are larger than a base
diameter, which was fixed at 25 cm:
r

,pj  oapq 'ic .

(1)

The È parameter is the slope of the density-size (É-ÄÅ ) relation in fully stocked stands, to be determined
empirically in logarithmic scale. Its value was estimated as hki by Reineke (1933), though we used the
value of È  hik suggested by Del-Río et al. (2001) on the basis of calculations carried out at the same
Sierra de Guadarrama area, and as a compromise solution among other authors’ values specifically
adjusted for by Pinus sylvestris L. such as hi in Germany (Pretzsch and Biber, 2005),fh in Spain (Rojo
and Montero, 1996), or h in Finland (Hynynen, 1993). Moreover, we also computed V in order to
consider a forest response involving all the previous properties altogether: the size, height of trees and
their density. The models locally adjusted by Rojo and Montero (1996) for Pinus sylvestris L. were therefore
applied for calculating plot-level standing volume. Furthermore, we also selected GC in order to account for
the inequality of sizes among the trees, because it has been suggested as measure of dbh dispersion better
than variance (Knox et al., 1989), or entropy-based diversity indices (Valbuena et al., 2012a). GC was
calculated as the relative dissimilarities among individual tree basal areas (Ê; m2), i.e. average of tree-bytree differences for all Z trees within a sample plot:
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Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) static observations were recorded at each plot centre with a
survey-grade Hiper-Pro receiver (Topcon, California) during the time spent for forest mensuration, which
was at least 30 min. Consequently, GNSS acquisition time was not a limiting factor and GNSS accuracy was
uninfluenced by the heterogeneity of structural types (Valbuena et al., 2012b). We acquired dual static
observations from both GPS and GLONASS constellations at 1 Hz logging rates. To diminish the multipath
effect of forested environment, antenna heights raised 1–2 m and a cut-off angle of 15° was masked.
Differential corrections were computed at post-processing stage with simultaneous observation from the
independent base station SGVA (designated by Technological Agricultural Institute of Castilla y León Region
network (ITACYL, 2006); lat.: 40°57′N; lon.: 4°7′W; baseline length=15–19 km), which in every case
succeeded in fixing the initial phase ambiguity. This surveying configuration was selected as previous
research found it to be the most optimal cost-efficient alternative providing centimetre accuracy (Valbuena
et al., 2010), and therefore GNSS positional errors were assured not to influence forest response
computation (Mauro et al., 2011).

Remote sensing surveying
Remote sensing data was simultaneously acquired with a digital mapping camera DMC (Zeiss-Intergraph,
Germany) system consisting of several charge-coupled device (CCD) frame array sensors, and a discretepulse multi-return airborne laser scanner ALS50-II (Leica Geosystems, Switzerland). In clear sky conditions,
Stereocarto (Spain) mounted both sensors onboard a 404-Titan (Cessna, Kansas) with double
photogrammetric window, and flew at about 1500 m above terrain level with a ground speed of 72 m·s−1.
On-flight GNSS and inertial navigation systems (INS) were used to obtain the position and attitude of each
sensor. Final georeferencing was also assisted by GNSS surveying of seven ground control points (GCP).
Differential corrections were computed applying a network of three independent base stations: SGVA
(ITACYL, 2006), YEBE (designated by Spanish National Geographic Institute network (IGN, 2006); lat.:
40°31′N; lon.: 3°5′W; baseline length=85–88 km), and MAD2 (designated by NASA worldwide network (IGS,
2006); lat.: 40°26′N; lon.: 4°15′W; baseline length=44–48 km). Planimetric coordinates were represented in
the European terrestrial reference system 1989 (ETRS89), using the universal transverse Mercator (UTM)
projection, zone 30-north. Orthometric altitudes were obtained according to the Ibergeo95 geoid model
(Sevilla, 1995), and the altimetric datum was the mean sea level in Alicante, Spain.
Optical sensor acquisition consisted in individual scenes captured at 5 ms-time of exposure with a 60%
forward overlap and 40% sidelap. For the purpose of this study, we used only the scenes obtained from the
multispectral heads with selective sensitivity for red (R) and near-infrared (NIR), whose original 12 bit
radiometric resolution was linearly stretched to increase their dynamic range to 16 bit (2 byte) digital
numbers (DN) in TIFF format (version 6.0, Adobe Systems, 1992). Their ground sample spatial resolution
was 60 cm, as R and NIR heads had a focal length of 30 mm and CCD capacitors sized 12 μm. Original
distortion-free and principal point corrected (Dörstel et al., 2003) imagery was used without any
orthorectification procedure. Direct GNSS/INS georeferencing and GCP aerotriangulation were combined
for obtaining the final external orientation (EO) parameters for each image.
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Four ALS scan lines of 665 m swath width were obtained with a 40% side lap. ALS50-II recorded a value of
intensity for each one of a maximum of four discrete returns per pulse. Pulse repetition rate was set to 55
kHz, and therefore footprint diameter was about 0.5 m at nadir and average pulse density was 1.15
pulses·m−2. For the given surveying conditions, the precision of both plan and height coordinates for returns
is 0.17 m (Baltsavias, 1999). Elevation differences between overlapping strips were under sensor tolerance,
so that the resulting returns in LAS format (version 1.3, ASPRS Standards Committee, 2010) were
georeferenced without additional adjustments. Figure 1 details how the return cloud was processed,
filtered and classified using Terrascan software (Terrasolid, Finland). Returns from the ground were filtered
following Axelsson (2000), iteratively including into a triangulated irregular network (TIN) lowest elevation
returns within 2 m below a threshold angle ranging 12-75°. Points included in the TIN were classified as
ground, and the remaining as vegetation. Terrain was characterized by DEM of 1 m pixel size interpolated
from ground points, whose quality control by ground surveying proved a precision of 0.15 m (Valbuena et
al., 2008). The heights above ground level of ALS returns were finally obtained by subtracting the DEM
value at their horizontal coordinates.
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Figure 1.- Flowchart of methodology followed to obtain the final plot-level models and the red edge enhanced
(REE) visualization. Rectangles represent datasets and their subsets. Processing steps are represented by rhombi.
Dashed lines group these processes according to the software used for each of them.

Back-projecting ALS
Remote sensing data was further processed as a combination of procedures carried out with our selfdeveloped software FUSENSOR (Valbuena et al., 2012c) for back-projecting ALS, and the assistance of
software FUSION (version 3.1, McGaughey, 2012) for predictor computation at plot-level (Fig. 1). With the
intention of enhancing the radiometric properties related to forest health and photosynthetic productivity,
we computed the red edge for each original image at pixel-level as (c.f. Gautam et al., 2010):
REDGE  NIR  R.
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(3)

With the objective of using REDGE for predictor computation, the resulting raster file was included in the
imagery were back-projecting was applied, and also for visualization purposes as a substitute of the red
channel in the final product. The original four-band multispectral scenes were therefore converted into
three-channel TIFF images of 16 bit depth-DNs (Adobe Systems, 1992) containing the radiometric intensity
for: red edge, green and blue (REDGE.G.B).
The original ALS return cloud was clipped for circular plots of 20 m-radii, according to their ground GNSSdetermined positions (Fig. 1). For each individual ALS plot, back-projecting (Valbuena et al., 2011) was
applied onto one REDGE.G.B image only. The reason for this was that no visibility algorithm was previously
applied, therefore involving a risk for some ALS returns not to belong to the same projective ray than the
radiometry that was assigned by back-projecting (Packalén et al., 2009). For the purpose of this study, we
considered that the ABA metrics computed at plot-level from the optical DNs would not be significantly
affected by this type of errors. The most nadiral image was selected, in order to diminish BR effects and
enhance between-plot differences on tree size and gap fraction from the variation in their sunlit-shadow
conditions. Using the EO parameters and the field GNSS plot centres, we determined the most nadiral
picture which corresponded to each plot, under the criterion of lowest Euclidean distance of their
horizontal coordinates.
FUSENSOR was used for back-projecting the ALS returns, according to their original 3D coordinates and the
EO parameters which applied for each corresponding image (Fig. 1). After the absolute height was used in
the collinearity equations (Valbuena et al., 2011) it was no longer needed, and therefore they were
substituted by heights above ground level (above DEM) which are more sound in terms of forestry
applications. The outcome was a height-normalized and REDGE.G.B-coloured ALS cloud, compiling with the
specifications of the LAS format (ASPRS Standards Committee, 2010).

Predictor computation and nested models
The command cloudmetrics of FUSION was used for predictor computation (Fig. 1). State-of-the-art ALS
metrics were computed from plot-level height above ground distributions. In addition, optical sensorderived metrics were also computed from the within-plot radiometric intensity distributions, as available
from version 3.1 (McGaughey, 2012). The optical metrics were therefore computed from DNs fetched from
REDGE image, which were located at the red channel of the LAS format (ASPRS Standards Committee,
2010).
Statistical analyses and modelling were carried out in R 2.15 environment (R Development Core Team,
2011). An exploratory multivariate analysis was carried out with the intention of researching on the
relations between the resulting remote sensing predictors and the forest response variables considered: N,
ÆÄÇ, ÄÅ , G, HL, V and GC. We aimed at selecting few predictors which could equally be used for all the
models. This would allow direct comparison of the relative benefit which can be obtained for each type of
forest variable when adding the optical information. We selected predictors describing separate causal
relations with the forest response: one for return height average, another for their dispersion, one around
the higher percentiles, another for canopy cover, and a last one involving the red edge intensity observed
at the optical sensor (Table 1). Canopy cover was considered as the percentage of returns with elevation
larger than a 1 m above ground threshold, which was set as a height break in cloudmetrics (McGaughey,
2012). The median (P50) and coefficient of variation (CV) were selected a descriptors of central tendency
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and mean-normalized dispersion for the ALS return heights. The third quartile (P75) was chosen as a
descriptor for the position of the dominant canopy. The median of red edge DNs (Redge.P50) was the
selected optical predictor, based on its better correlation than the other optical metrics computed with at
least some of the forest variables in study.

Table 1. Description of remote sensing predictors used.
Sensor

Property

Symbol

Description

ALS

height above DEM

CV

Coefficient of Variation (standard deviation-mean ratio) of return
heights within plot > 1 m.

ALS

height above DEM

P50

Median (second quartile) of return heights within plot > 1 m.

ALS

height above DEM

P75

75th percentile (third quartile) of return heights within plot > 1 m.

ALS

height above DEM

Cover

Proportion of total returns within plot with heights > 1 m, i.e.
canopy cover (McGaughey, 2012).

Optical

radiometric intensity

Redge.P50

Median of DNs within plot for REDGE (eq. 3).

Linear models were adjusted separately by ordinary least squares, and their significances were tested with
a t-Student statistic. Two models were tested for each individual forest response: one predicting from ALS
metrics only Í ÎÏ]ÐÑÒ]  ÓÔÕP50 ÔVÖz×Ø, and another including the optical metric as well Í ÎÏ]Ð 
ÓÔÕP50 ÔVÖz× ÙzÁÊzhP50Ø. As the second model included an additive term, the amount of explained
variance at each of them was evaluated by their number of predictors-adjusted coefficients of
determination (adj R2). Model comparison was performed by means of ANOVA test for nested models, as
the model including the optical sensor information is exactly the same one with an additional term
Redge.P50 appended. The significance of the relative reduction on the residual sum of squares induced by
the second model (with optical metric) was tested with a Fisher-F statistic.

3.4.3. Results
Additional variance explained by the optical metric at plot-level
All the model estimates adjusted for each of the forest response variables considered are summarized in
Table 2. Significant regression was observed for all the adjusted models, although some of the selected
predictors failed the significance test. The models succeeded in explaining significant portions of the
variance in the response variables: 59% for N, 76% for ÆÄÇ, 76% for ÄÅ , 75% for G, 66% for HL, 65% for V
and 65% for GC. When the optical metric was included, the subsequent increase in the explained variance
reached: 65% for N, 81% for ÆÄÇ, 81% for ÄÅ , 75% for G, 68% for HL, 69% for V and 67% for GC. The ANOVA
test showed that this increase was not significant in the case of G and HL, and therefore the optical sensor is
unlikely to provide any predictive potential in terms of the size and height of trees, as compared with the
capabilities of ALS for describing these variables. The case was similar for GC, as the optical metric seemed
to hardly add explained variance for the inequality of tree sizes.
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Table 2. Model estimates including (with) and excluding (without) the red-edge predictor (Redge.P50) for each forest
response (a-g). ANOVA test for model comparison was used for evaluating the significance of including Redge.P50.
Coefficient Estimates
Models

a)

Intercept

CV

P50

ANOVA

P75

Redge.P50 adj R

Cover

2

p-value

F (df)

p-value

Stem Density (N)

N
(without)

1766.614*** -1123.055*** -7.955**

2.457

NS

-11.453***

0.59 <0.001***

N
(with)

1790.220*** -1139.530*** -8.992**

3.435

NS

-10.140*** -0.061*

0.65 <0.001***

7.30 (32)

0.0111*

8.32 (32)

0.007**

8.78 (32)

0.007**

0.93 (32)

0.341

NS

0.93 (32)

0.059

NS

4.85 (32)

0.035*

3.08 (32)

0.088

b) Stand Density Index (SDI)
SDI
(without)

-1100.458***

772.253***

7.513***

-0.843

NS

7.951***

SDI
(with)

-1115.839***

782.987***

8.189***

-1.480

NS

7.096***

c)

0.76 <0.001***
0.040**

0.81 <0.001***

Quadratic Mean Diameter (Dg)

Dg
(without)

-235.821***

169.684***

1.488***

-0.139

NS

1.848***

Dg
(with)

-239.211***

172.050***

1.636***

-0.279

NS

1.660***

0.311

NS

-0.025

NS

0.288

NS

-0.056

NS

0.76 <0.001***
0.008**

0.81 <0.001***

d) Basal Area (G)
G
(without)
G (with)

48.694*

-38.474**

48.122*

-38.075**

0.020

NS

0.046

NS

0.75 <0.001***
0.001

NS

0.75 <0.001***

e) Lorey’s Height (HL)
HL
(without)

-111.891**

94.648***

1.998*** -1.387***

0.836*

HL (with)

-114.059**

96.162***

2.093*** -1.487***

0.715*

f)

0.006

NS

0.68 <0.001***

Standing Volume (V)

V
(without)

-1836.335

NS

V (with)

-1903.762

NS

g)

0.66 <0.001***

1295.337

NS

1342.395*

16.476

NS

44.916*** -24.590** 12.727

NS

41.952*** -21.799*

0.65 <0.001***
0.174*

0.69 <0.001***

Gini Coefficient (GC)

GC
(without)

4.230***

-2.342***

-0.037***

0.030**

-0.033**

GC
(with)

4.283***

-2.379***

-0.039*** 0.032***

-0.030**

0.65 <0.001***
-0.001

NS

0.67 <0.001***

NS

NS

p-value < 0.05(*); < 0.01(**); < 0.001(***); non-significant ( ).
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On the other hand, the ANOVA model comparison showed that a significant amount of variance was
explained by the additive term in many other cases. Including the optical metric was especially useful for
those response variables describing stem density, such as N, and even more clearly for ÆÄÇ. As a significant
amount of variance was also added for ÄÅ , the optical sensor showed a capacity for illustrating the
mentioned É'ÄÅ relations further from the ability of the ALS sensor. Significant results were also found in
terms of an overall V prediction, being this one the most directly applicable benefit in ABA of the backprojecting methodology for ALS-imagery fusion hereby explained.

Red edge enhanced (REE) visualization
The substitution of R by REDGE in the red channel while maintaining the original DNs for green and blue,
which we called REE visualization (Fig. 2), allowed a direct assessment of forest health at tree-level. The
additive colour REDGE.G.B composite highlighted dead trees in green colour, against the rest of
surrounding green vegetation. In this study, we applied REE for snag detection by visual identification, in
order to test the tree-level capabilities of the technique employed. Results showed that the all the crowns
of measured individual snags were easily identifiable and distinguishable.

Figure 2. Red edge enhanced (REE) visualization of back-projected ALS returns from one sample circular forest plot.
A standing dead tree, situated in the front, appears highlighted in green colour. Additive colour 3D perspective
visualization generated with FugroViewer (Fugro Geospatial Services, Netherlands).
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3.4.4. Discussion
Improvement obtained in stem density estimation
Results obtained for models only involving ALS metrics were consistent with previous research, as usually
less variance is explained for N than for response variables dependent on basal area or canopy height
(Næsset, 2002). The main conclusion of this study was that adding the optical metric mainly benefited the
estimation of those variables related to stem density. The relation between the canopy closure and the red
edge properties observed at optical sensors is already well known. It allows for instance to monitor forest
disturbance (Cohen et al., 2010) and health (Solberg et al., 2004; Bright et al., 2012). The significant ANOVA
results obtained at Table 1a-b for N and ÆÄÇ demonstrate that including optical sensor surveying in ALS
remote sensing can be highly beneficial whenever involving information on canopy closure is to be applied
on forest management and monitoring. These results are important for the state-of-the-art in ALS remote
sensing which, although commonly successful in volume and biomass estimation (Packalén and Maltamo,
2006; Asner, 2009), often obtains more modest results for N (Næsset, 2002; Magnussen et al., 2010).
The most significant improvement in the predictive potential of the additional term was found for ÆÄÇ, a
result which we found most intriguing. It must be born in mind that ÆÄÇ provides with a measure on the
proportion of trees larger than 25 cm-dbh (Reineke, 1933). From eq. 1, ÆÄÇ can be understood as a basal
area-weighted measure of stem density (Valbuena et al., 2012b). In relation with this is the success in also
improving the estimation of ÄÅ , which is a combined measure on both dbh mean and variance (Curtis and
Marshall, 2000). The optical sensor is therefore providing with valuable guidance on the relative stocking
and canopy closure conditions, independently from the basal area itself. Hence, the optical metric
measured at plot-level is a good indicator on the sunlit-shadow variation motivated by changes in the
horizontal structure of the forest. The optical metrics is therefore giving an indication of the amount of
radiation reflected from the ground, in relation with the size of the trees casting a shadow over it. From
these results, we therefore interpret that the addition of optical sensor information can be most useful in
analyzing the divergence from a fully stocked stand. This could have different applications depending on
the context, as it can be used in monospecific conifer stands, to evaluate the need for thinning in managed
forests, or for monitoring forest disturbance in unmanaged areas.

Potential for other forest estimates
The improvement obtained when fusing both sensors was rather modest for those forest estimates which
are already well predicted in ALS remote sensing: i.e., those depending on basal area and tree height.
Nonetheless, conclusions reached from the results of the present study on the predictive potential of
optical sensors should only be considered in terms of its comparison against the ALS metrics. Hence, optical
sensors do have some predictive assets for forest variables such as G and HL, as demonstrated by previous
research (Mcinerney et al., 2010; Zhengyang et al., 2011), and these results only corroborate their lower
possibilities compared to the more costly ALS remote sensing. Nonetheless, Magnussen et al. (2010) found
that the random variation of ALS metrics leads to more reliable estimations of HL and G, than V and N. The
amount of variance explained by the optical sensor therefore seems to be closely related to the
unreliability of ALS estimation, though more research would be needed in search for clarifying this
hypothesis.
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In terms of the internal structure of the forests, which was studied by means of GC as suggested by (Knox et
al., 1989; Valbuena et al., 2012a), the optical metric accounted for no significant amount of explained
variance. A high inequality on tree sizes is likely to motivate within-plot changes in sunlit-shadow
conditions, compared to the more homogeneous radiometric conditions of even-sized areas. However, the
high capability of ALS remote sensing to characterize the balance between over and under-story has
probably overcome any possibility for explaining any variance from the optical sensor. It must however be
further researched whether plot-level textural features (Maltamo et al., 2006; Zhengyang et al., 2011) may
add any extra information on the structural conditions of diverse forest areas. The results obtained in term
of those variables describing forest density, N and ÆÄÇ, suggest that the optical sensor is more suitable for
description of forest horizontal structure: i.e., gap fraction, canopy closure, and perhaps spatial patterns.
The ALS metrics will, on the other hand, always provide with more predictive potential for descriptors of
forests’ vertical structure, as it is the case of GC (Valbuena et al., 2012a).
On the other hand, a slight significant improvement was found by the ANOVA test on the nested models for
V. This has important consequences on the actual application of back-projecting ALS, as forest variables
describing the total bulk of wood volume (Packalén and Maltamo, 2006; Breidenbach et al., 2010), biomass
(Gautam et al., 2010; Andersen et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2011), or carbon stock (Asner, 2009; Bright et al.,
2012), are of important concern of remote sensing-based forest inventories. Some studies already found
that significant explained variance was added by optical sensor information (Maltamo et al., 2006;
Swatantran et al., 2011). For instance, the improvement obtained in total volume estimation slightly
exceeded that obtained by Zhengyang et al., (2011), who used orthorectification for data fusion and
entropy as textural optical metric, based on the increase observed in adjusted R2. A combination of both
approaches would be ideal in future research: using back-projected ALS and computing textural metrics at
plot-level.
Generally speaking, discriminating diverse components on the forest response may assist in understanding
the relation of remote sensing ABA predictors with different aspects of the forest, as for instance we may
regard an optical metric as a descriptor of relative density, while ALS return dispersion may be for basal
area, or a high percentile for tree height. These relations are nevertheless of less concern when pursuing
accurate prediction of volume or biomass in the forest. However, this type of information may still be
useful when the cross-relations among sensors are of interest for selecting the most suitable opticalderived predictor (Pascual et al., 2010), for instance in ALS sampling schemes (Mcinerney et al., 2010;
Andersen et al., 2011).

Inter-specific consequences of observed intra-specific variation
The variability in optical sensor DNs, which has been found in this study to depend on N, may also have
important consequences for inter-specific discrimination. An important practical application of our results
is that the forest area may require to be stratified according to stem density, as a prior step to species
identification at plot-level. The intra-specific variability observed in the optical metric, and its relation with
determined forest response variables, may also assist in comprehending the possibilities and limitations of
the optical sensor for inter-species characterization. The ample range of variation sunlit-shadow properties,
led by canopy closure conditions, is a burden for the statistical spectral separability between tree species
(Koukoulas and Blackburn, 2005; Korpela et al., 2011). This can typically be observed in scatterplots
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comparing the red edge DNs for different tree species, as shown in numerous studies (e.g. Persson et al.,
2004). Species misclassification may occur at plot-level if, for instance, the density conditions of a pine
forest makes it seemly as shadowy as spruce forest. This confusion in inter-specific radiometric properties
of forest canopies is leading to difficulties in obtaining added explained variance in studies involving several
species (Clark et al., 2011). Packalén et al. (2009) solved this contingency by considering degrees of target
species mixture. The results observed in this study can serve as a basis for further optimizing the synergies
between the two sensors. The study of plot-level optical metrics seems to require some sort of forest
density normalization, which may for example be obtained from ALS metrics such as Cover. Further
research may also test possibilities for new metrics themselves computed from properties of both sensors,
therefore truly obtaining synergic benefits from data fusion.

Tree-level benefits and snag detection
Although no actual tree-level results were pursued in the present study, the resulting coloured LAS file
showed a clear potential for forest health description, Fig. 2 shows one of the plots which contained a snag
within, which REE showed in a contrasting green colour. The REE visualization was undoubtedly useful for
manual identification of standing dead wood, at least as long as it reached the dominant canopy so that its
reflected radiation was acquired by the optical sensor. It is worth to note those green points situated on
the ground, for which the linked REDGE.G.B intensities were clearly mistaking. The methodology, as it has
been carried out in this study, would therefore be unsuited for automated tree-level analyses. Fig. 2,
however, illustrates on the huge potential of back-projecting ALS in terms of the accurate within-crown
positioning of radiometric properties.

Potential benefits of back-projecting ALS on future research
A number of benefits have already been observed in using the back-projecting method for ALS fusion with
DNs from irradiance intensity sensed at an optical camera mounted on the same platform. Valbuena et al.
(2011) described the advantages obtained in terms of positional accuracy of horizontal coordinates, which
would solve the leaning and mismatching effects that are usually observed when using orthorectification
(Asner et al., 2012; Bright et al., 2012). Although not in vertical coordinates and tree height estimation
(Korpela and Anttila, 2004; Bohlin et al., 2012), the accuracy of optical data’s horizontal coordinates may in
theory be still improved in PPCs processed by computer vision (Leberl et al., 2010), therefore inducing
further improvements in projects involving sensor fusion. Ørka et al. (2012) pointed out the improved
potential in species classification which is found in back-projected ALS return clouds. The present study
summarized a number of advantages in which can be also found within single tree species, in terms of
expanding model reliability for response variables dependent on the relative density of different areas of
the forest, as well as its potential in studying forest health up to tree level.
In the present study we just showed a demonstration on the potential of back-projecting ALS on snag
detection. The elevated accuracy obtained in data fusion at tree crown-level implies a high feasibility for
addressing snag detection with ITD methods applied on coloured LAS files. CHM-segmented crowns may be
automatically classified as snags, based on their red edge properties, while the volume of dead wood can
be better estimated from the ALS returns. These ITD method however require higher pulse densities than
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those used in the present study. We therefore advise to apply this technique in an ancient woodland (oldgrowth) forest area, surveyed with high density ALS data and optical sensors.
In addition to all the advantages already observed in recent investigations, there are a number of more
potential benefits which are still on the remote sensing research agenda: including radiometric correction,
visibility analysis, or data mining. The positional accuracy reached by back-projecting ALS can take the
radiometric normalization of optical information up to the tree scale. Observe in Fig. 2 how, once one single
tree is isolated, the within-crown sunlit-shadow variation is clearly related to the position of the sun as
relative to the tree. Further research can therefore take advantage of the precise data fusion outcome, for
instance using ITD and ALS on crown shape information to apply radiometric normalization for BR effects
(Korpela et al., 2011). It is noteworthy to point out that back-projecting ALS can be carried out using remote
sensing data which has been surveyed from different platform or at differing times (e.g. Packalén et al.,
2009). Simultaneous acquisition is therefore not compulsory, although it is likely to reduce data acquisition
costs if back-projecting is well planned in advance (Ørka et al., 2012).
Future research in adapting the back-projecting technique to hyperspectral sensors will be of most
interests. First of all, the information to be included has to be adapted to the fields and bit depth currently
available in LAS format. This is also important in terms of discriminating the band ratios or linear
combinations that actually concern in the data fusion scheme (Asner et al., 2012). Otherwise, the
theoretical adaptation is straightforward, as it just requires a revision of the collinearity equations to the
pushbroom scanner architecture. More important is to adjust the EO at each row of the raw image, and
research on whether GNSS alone or a combined aerotriangulation is to be used for that purpose. Also
regarding the possibilities for aerotriangulation, future research may focus on combinations of backprojected ALS with PPCs obtained by computer vision (Leberl et al., 2010). Vertical coordinate errors
introduced by the BR effects and intra-image variability (Korpela and Anttila, 2004) must be addressed,
specifically for forested environments, through improved image matching algorithms. The introduction of
optical metrics is a straightforward improvement from the results reached by Bohlin et al. (2012) in PPC
processing for forest assessment. We foresee that forest inventory studies using both ALS and PPC point
cloud simultaneously will obtain successful results, as the positional accuracy possibilities of each sensor
and their synergic benefits would be at its optimum in such scheme.

3.4.5. Conclusions
The median of red edge differences computed at plot-level was found to significantly explain an additional
portion of variance in relative stem density, which was not predicted by the ALS metrics alone. The
significance of including this additive term was highest for the stand density index, therefore indicating that
the optical sensor provides an idea on the deviation of the forest area from the maximum density situation
found at fully stocked stands. This makes sense as the irradiation output from the forest at plot-level is then
mostly dependent on the amount of ground reflexion, relative to the size of the trees casting a shadow
over it. These results also have important consequences in terms of using the optical sensor information to
discriminate among species, as the variance within the range of optical DNs as been found to depend on
forest density within single species. A combined ALS-derived forest density normalization of the optical
radiometry at plot-level may therefore be advised in studies on species’ spectral signature discrimination.
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Other forest response variables may as well obtain more accurate ABA estimations from the inclusion of an
optical-derived predictor, though our results suggest that the magnitude of additional explained variance
will be correlated with the influence of stem density in the given forest response. This may be the case for
forest volume or biomass, while basal area and tree height are seemly better predicted from ALS remote
sensing. In relation to the study of forest structure, we concluded that the optical sensor may provide with
an asset in terms of describing horizontal structure, i.e., canopy gap fraction and perhaps spatial patterns.
However, ALS sensors are more suited for characterizing the vertical structure profile, and for this reason
the optical metric added no significant explained variance for the Gini coefficient of tree size inequality.
The successful relations found between the forest response and the optical DNs were probably enhanced
by their accurate georeferring achieved by the back-projecting ALS method. The high accuracy of this
technique allows to perform data fusion up to tree or crown level. In this article, we presented an
application on red edge enhanced (REE) visualization for snag detection. Many other can be suggested for
example regarding radiometric correction, especially in combination with ITD methods.
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3.5. Aceptación/rechazo de las hipótesis de partida y evaluación de los objetivos de la
investigación de acuerdo con los resultados obtenidos
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•

Conseguir la exactitud y precisión geométrica óptima para las fuentes de datos que más
dificultades suelen presentar al incorporarse a proyectos de inventario basados en escaneo láser
aerotransportado: GNSS de campo e imagen óptica aérea. Se entiende por exactitud geométrica
óptima la mayor posible que se ajuste a la ofrecida por los propios datos ALS, manteniendo los
costes a niveles realistas de aplicación práctica. Conseguido. Las exactitudes obtenidas se
demostraron lo suficientemente altas como para no afectar los resultados de un inventario
forestal con escaneo láser aerotransportado basado en calibración con parcelas de campo.
Trabajos a nivel de árbol individual requieren una observación más detallada de las
características necesarias y la precisión requerida, todavía no disponible en el estado del
arte. En base a los resultados observados en este trabajo de investigación, cuanto mayores
son los requerimientos de exactitud de cada estudio los tiempos de observación GNSS han
de ser más largos y la resolución espacial de las imágenes ópticas han de ser más
detalladas.

•

Distinguir los parámetros y configuraciones de levantamiento GNSS requeridos para la
incorporación de datos tomados bajo copas en proyectos de inventario ALS (Caso a Estudio 3.1.).
Conseguido. Es necesario utilizar equipos GNSS de calidad de levantamiento topográfico. Se
pueden utilizar estaciones de base establecidas, favoreciendo aquellas que se encuentren
en el mismo horizonte de observación que los equipos de campo. Se observó que los
tiempos de observación, sobre todo en relación con su efecto sobre la capacidad de
receptor para fijar soluciones, son los parámetros más importantes para la calidad del
levantamiento. Se optimizaron los tiempos de observación de acuerda a las mejoras
observadas en la exactitud mediante la técnica de diferencias menos significativas (LSD).
o H11: Los receptores de frecuencia doble obtienen mejor exactitud que los receptores de
frecuencia simple. Rechazada. No se encontraron diferencias significativas. La causa
puede deberse a que el efecto multi-camino observado en el bosque provoca un bajo
cociente entre señal y ruido para la combinación L1-L2.
o H12: El tipo de receptor utilizado afecta a la exactitud y precisión. Aceptada. Se
observaron diferencias significativas entre los equipos de calidad geodésica y el
navegador GNSS. No obstante, no se observaron diferencias entre marcas dentro de
grupo de calidad geodésica.
o H13: La configuración de la red de corrección diferencial utilizada afecta a la exactitud y
precisión. Rechazada. No se observaron diferencias entre redes de corrección
diferencial, longitudes de línea de base, ni frecuencias de grabación. Se eligió la
configuración más simple para futuros trabajos.
o H14: El tiempo de observación afecta a la exactitud y precisión. Aceptada. También se
observó una interacción entre tipo de receptor y tiempo de observación, indicando
que a partir de tiempos de observación mayores de 15 minutos no importa el tipo de
receptor GNSS que se utilice. Se dedujo que optimizar el tiempo de observación sería
el parámetro más importante para la obtención de datos GNSS para inventario
forestal con ALS.
o H15: La exactitud obtenida está relacionada con los valores de precisión observados en los
equipos. Rechazada. En vista de las discrepancias observadas con los valores de
precisión recogidos por algunos de los equipos, se recomienda evaluar las

o

o

o

•

ocupaciones de forma independiente mediante levantamientos topográficos de
campo.
H16: La exactitud obtenida está relacionada con la dilución de la precisión en
posicionamiento (PDOP). Rechazada. No se recomienda el uso de parámetro PDOP
para la evaluación de la exactitud obtenida bajo copas.
H17: La exactitud obtenida está relacionada con la incorporación de ambas constelaciones
GPS y GLONASS, en relación a cada una de ellas por sí sola. Aceptada. Las exactitudes
observadas definitivamente dependen del número de satélites observados, de forma
muy notable en las difíciles condiciones bajo el dosel forestal. La incorporación de la
constelación GLONASS supone una mejora en las exactitudes GNSS medidas.
H18: La exactitud obtenida está relacionada con la capacidad de los receptores para fijar la
solución de posicionamiento basados en la solución la de ambigüedad de fase inicial.
Aceptada. La capacidad de fijar soluciones fue uno de los parámetros que más
afectó las exactitudes observadas. Se recomienda optimizar las condiciones para la
fijación de solución GNSS.

Estudiar los efectos de las copas sobre los receptores GNSS y buscar la posibilidad de predecir el
error GNSS observado u optimizar el tiempo de observación de acuerdo con los variables forestales
observadas en el lugar de cada levantamiento (Caso a Estudio 3.2). Conseguido. La técnica de
mínimos cuadrados parciales (PLS) aportó nuevas evidencias sobre los efectos del dosel
forestal en la calidad del levantamiento GNSS. La observación detallada de las distintas
componentes PLS destacó varias posibles relaciones causales interactuando en sentidos
opuestos. Esto permitió distinguir el efecto de las copas por separado de los efectos
principales que determinan la exactitud GNSS observada en el bosque. En consecuencia,
para la predicción de la exactitud GNSS y la optimización de los tiempos de observación se
sugirieron las siguientes variables por orden de preferencia: índice de área foliar, volumen
maderable e índice de densidad relativa de la masa.
o H21: Las variables de inventario forestal tradicional afectan a la exactitud y precisión de los
receptores GNSS. Aceptada. Se observaron efectos significativos tanto del área
basimétrica como del volumen en la exactitud y precisión observadas.
o H22: Los índices de densidad relativa de la masa afectan a la exactitud y precisión de los
receptores GNSS. Aceptada. Se observaron efectos significativos de diversos índices
de densidad relativa en la exactitud y precisión observadas.
o H23: La pendiente del terreno en el lugar del levantamiento afecta a la exactitud y
precisión de los receptores GNSS. Rechazada. No se observaron efectos significativos
de la pendiente calculada con el modelo digital de terreno del ALS en la exactitud ni
en la precisión observadas.
o H24: Las características de claro y los árboles rodeando inmediatamente el lugar del
levantamiento afecta a la exactitud y precisión de los receptores GNSS. Rechazada. No se
observaron efectos significativos de las características del claro ni los árboles que
rodean el receptor en la exactitud ni en la precisión observadas.

o

H25: Tanto la exactitud como la precisión están relacionadas con las características del
dosel forestal en el lugar del levantamiento. Rechazada. La exactitud GNSS se demostró
significativamente relacionada con las diferentes variables consideradas, pero los
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valores de precisión ofrecidos por algunos receptores GNSS no parecieron depender
de las características del dosel vegetal.
H26: Hay diferencias entre mínimos cuadrados ordinarios (OLS) y parciales (PLS) en
términos de análisis exploratorio de la exactitud GNSS y sus covariables. Aceptada. El uso
de la técnica PLS para la exploración inductiva de las relaciones observadas aportó
ventajas respeto a OLS en términos de la evaluación de la variabilidad explicada
sobre los residuos de los efectos principales.
H27: Hay diferencias entre mínimos cuadrados ordinarios (OLS) y parciales (PLS) en
términos de predicción de la exactitud GNSS. Rechazada. Se recomienda el uso de OLS
en términos de predicción, bajo la sospecha que PLS pudiera provocar un
sobreajuste excesivo a los datos de entrenamiento.

Comparar la aplicación en zonas de bosque de los métodos disponibles para la integración de datos
ALS e imagen aérea. Estudiar los factores que afectan al desplazamiento de copas en ortofotos y
analizar si esos mismos factores afectan también a los ALS retroproyectados (Caso a Estudio 3.3).
Conseguido. Se demostró que la técnica de retroproyectado ALS es mejor que las
alternativas para la ortorectificación de las imágenes, y más adecuada para su uso en zonas
boscosas. Se utilizó razonamiento deductivo para explicar los errores afectados, obteniendo
resultados positivos ya que los modelos de abatimiento mostraron correlación significativa
con los errores observados, incluso cuando los diversos factores afectando a estos errores
no se correlacionaron individualmente. La técnica de ALS retroproyectado no se mostró
afectada por los modelos de abatimiento que explicaron los errores de ortorectificación.
o H301: Las técnicas de ortofoto verdadera mejoran los resultados obtenidos por las técnicas
de ortorectificación tradicional en zonas de bosque. Rechazada. Los procedimientos de
ortorectificación verdadera utilizados en este estudio no mostraron mejoría respecto
a la ortofoto tradicional. Se acepta que técnicas alternativas pudieran mejorar los
resultados en zonas boscosas. No obstante, en ningún caso mejorará los resultados
obtenidos por el ALS retroproyectado, ya que este evita los procedimientos de
remuestreo y mosaico que inducen a errores en la ortorectificación. Todas las
técnicas consideradas están basadas en las mismas asunciones de colinealiedad.
o H302: La técnica de ALS retroproyectado mejora los resultados obtenidos por las técnicas
de ortorectificación tradicional en zonas de bosque. Aceptada. La técnica de ALS
retroproyectado redujo los errores hasta que se vieron principalmente afectados por
la propia resolución espacial de las imágenes empleadas.
o H303: La altura del árbol es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en la
ortorectificación. Rechazada. La altura del árbol no explica por sí sola el error
observado.
o H304: La pendiente del terreno es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en la
ortorectificación. Rechazada. La pendiente del terreno no explica por sí sola el error
observado.
o H305: El ángulo nadiral es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en la
ortorectificación. Aceptada. El ángulo nadiral es el factor que más afecta a los errores
observados. Se recomiendo minimizar este ángulo en las técnicas utilizadas, por
ejemplo aumentando el solape entre pasadas de vuelo y la frecuencia de tomas.
o H306: El modelo de abatimiento de las copas de los árboles explica los errores observados
en la ortorectificación. Aceptada. Los modelos deductivos utilizados explicaron los
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errores observados incluso cuando los factores por separado no lo hicieron. Por lo
tanto, H303 y H304 se aceptan también.
H307: La densidad de escaneo láser es un factor que afecta a la calidad del modelo digital
de superficie, y por tanto los errores observados en la ortofoto verdadera. Rechazada. La
densidad de escaneo no explica por sí sola el error observado.
H308: La varianza de modelo de krigeado es un factor afectando los errores observados en
la ortofoto verdadera. Rechazada. La varianza del modelo no explica por sí sola el
error observado.
H309: El modelo de abatimiento por el límite superior del intervalo de confianza del
modelo digital de superficie explica los errores observados en la ortofoto verdadera.
Aceptada. El modelos deductivos basado en la asunción de que la verdadera
posición del ápice del árbol se encuentra en el límite superior del intervalos de
confianza al 95% explicaron los errores observados incluso cuando los factores por
separado no lo hicieron. Por lo tanto, H307 y H308 se aceptan también.
H310: La altura del árbol es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en el ALS
retroproyectado. Rechazada. La altura del árbol no explica por sí sola el error
observado. No obstante, cabe la posibilidad de encontrar errores grandes en árboles
pequeños al utilizar resolución espacial baja.
H311: La pendiente del terreno es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en el ALS
retroproyectado. Rechazada. La pendiente del terreno no explica por sí sola el error
observado.
H312: El ángulo nadiral es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en el ALS
retroproyectado. Rechazada. La técnica de ALS retroproyectado no se ve afectada por
el ángulo nadiral en términos de su exactitud geométrica. Se recomienda no
obstante tener en cuenta este factor en términos de los efectos de anisotropía de la
radiometría de la propia imagen utilizada.
H313: Los modelos de abatimiento de las copas de los árboles explica los errores
observados en el ALS retroproyectado. Rechazada. La técnica de ALS retroproyectado
no se ve afectada por los factores que se demostraron significativos en las técnicas
de ortorectificación.
H314: La densidad de escaneo láser es un factor que afecta a los errores observados en el
ALS retroproyectado. Rechazada. La densidad de escaneo no afecta a la técnica de
ALS retroproyectado.
H315: La resolución espacial de las imágenes utilizadas afecta a los errores observados en
las técnicas utilizadas. Aceptada. El tipo de imagen utilizada determinó el error
observado. No se observaron interacciones entre tipo de imagen y método, por lo que
se deduce que el error inducido por la resolución espacial de las imágenes de
partida afectó todas las técnicas consideradas por igual.
H316: La corrección por refracción atmosférica aporta una mejoría en la exactitud obtenida
por técnica de ALS retroproyectado. Sin evidencia científica. La magnitud de los
errores debidos a la refracción atmosférica se demostró muy por debajo de precisión
del método utilizado para su evaluación (grupo control). La técnica utilizada para el
control de calidad no fue, por lo tanto, suficientemente precisa para evaluar errores
de dicha magnitud. Se recomienda su estudio sobre un campo de calibración y con
densidades de escaneo excepcionalmente altas.
H317: La corrección por la curvatura de la Tierra aporta una mejoría en la exactitud
obtenida por técnica de ALS retroproyectado. Sin evidencia científica. La magnitud de
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los errores debidos a la curvatura de la tierra se demostró muy por debajo de
precisión del método utilizado para su evaluación (grupo control). La técnica
utilizada para el control de calidad no fue, por lo tanto, suficientemente precisa para
evaluar errores de dicha magnitud. Se recomienda su estudio sobre un campo de
calibración y con densidades de escaneo excepcionalmente altas. Su efecto
sistemático se debe tener en cuenta a alturas de vuelo altas.
•
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Estudiar las ventajas de la utilización del método de retroproyección para la fusión de datos de
cámara infrarroja y escaneo láser aerotransportado en el propio estudio de la masa forestal.
Comparar la mejora obtenida en los modelos de estimación de parámetros forestales al incluir una
predictor derivado de la imagen óptica (Caso a Estudio 3.4). Conseguido. Demostramos que la
utilización de ALS retroproyectado permitió la inclusión de un predictor óptico que añadió
una proporción significativa de varianza en algunas de las variables forestales consideradas.
También observamos los beneficios potenciales de su uso en estudios de sanidad forestal.
o H401: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima de la densidad de la masa al usar sólo los predictores
derivados del ALS. Aceptada. La inclusión del predictor óptico mejoró
significativamente el modelo con predictores ALS solamente.
o H402: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima del índice de densidad relativa de la masa al usar sólo los
predictores derivados del ALS. Aceptada. La inclusión del predictor óptico mejoró
significativamente el modelo sólo con predictores ALS.
o H403: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima del diámetro cuadrático medio al usar sólo los
predictores derivados del ALS. Aceptada. La inclusión del predictor óptico mejoró
significativamente el modelo sólo con predictores ALS.
o H404: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima del área basimétrica al usar sólo los predictores
derivados del ALS. Rechazada. La inclusión del predictor óptico no obtuvo mejora
significativa en la varianza ya explicada por los predictores ALS.
o H405: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima de la altura dominante de Lorey al usar sólo los
predictores derivados del ALS. Rechazada. La inclusión del predictor óptico no obtuvo
mejora significativa en la varianza ya explicada por los predictores ALS.
o H406: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima del volumen de la masa al usar sólo los predictores
derivados del ALS. Aceptada. La inclusión del predictor óptico mejoró
significativamente el modelo con predictores ALS únicamente.
o H407: La adición de la mediana del borde rojo al modelo de predicción mejora los
resultados obtenidos en la estima del índice estructural de Gini al usar sólo los predictores
derivados del ALS. Rechazada. La inclusión del predictor óptico no obtuvo mejora
significativa en la varianza ya explicada por los predictores ALS.

3.6. Hypothesis verification (supported/rejected) and research goal assessment based on the
results obtained
•

Achieve an optimal geometric accuracy and precision for the data sources which are usually more
affected by mismatching when being incorporated to ALS-based forest inventory projects: field
GNSS and aerial optical imagery. Optimal geometric accuracy is regarded as the best plausible in
comparison to the accuracy offered by the ALS sensor itself, keeping costs under realistic levels for
their practical application. Accomplished. The accuracies obtained where demonstrated
sufficiently high not to affect the results of an area-based ALS forest inventory based on
field plot calibration. Individual tree-level approaches would require a more detailed study on
the actual accuracy required, not yet available in the state-of-the-art. Based on the results of
this research, the higher the accuracy requirements at a study area, the longer the GNSS
observation times should be and the finer spatial resolution would be needed in the optical
imagery.

•

Distinguish which are the parameters and configurations required for GNSS surveying under forest
canopies in ALS-based forest inventory projects (Study Case 3.1). Accomplished. Topographic
survey-grade GNSS receivers are compulsory for this task. Independently-established
reference base-stations may be used for differential correction, favouring those in the
foreslope direction to the study area, so that they share the same horizon as the roving
receiver. We observed the observation time as the most important parameter to consider,
mostly with regard to its effect on the capacity of the receiver to fix the GNSS solution.
Observing times were optimized according to the improvements observed along the
timeline, by means of least squared differences (LSD).
o H11: Dual-frequency receivers are more accurate than single-frequency ones. Rejected.
No significant differences were found. We suspect that the cause may be the low
signal-to-noise ratio in the L1-L2 combination, led by the multi-pathing forest
environment.
o H12: The type of receiver used affects accuracy and precision. Supported. We observed
significant differences between the survey-grade receivers and the hand-held GNSS
navigator. However, no differences were found among brands within the survey-grade
group.
o H13: The configuration of the network for differential correction affects accuracy and
precision. Rejected. No significant differences were observed among network
configurations, baseline lengths or logging rates. The simplest configuration was
therefore chosen for further surveying.
o H14: The observation time affects accuracy and precision. Supported. We also observed
an interaction between receiver type and the observation time, suggesting that the
type of GNSS receiver used no longer affects for observation times larger than 15
minutes. Optimizing observation time according to forest conditions may therefore
be the most important factor for ALS inventory.
o H15: The accuracy measured was related to the precision values observed at the GNSS
receivers. Rejected. In view of the discrepancies observed at some of the receivers
used, we recommend to always independently evaluate GNSS occupations by means
of ground topographic surveying.
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Study the effect of the canopy on the GNSS receivers, and research the possibilities for predicting
GNSS accuracy and optimizing the observing time according to the forest variables observed at
each survey landmark (Study Case 3.2). Accomplished. Partial Least squares (PLS) added new
evidence on the effects of forest canopies on the performance of GNSS receivers. Detailed
observation of each PLS component emphasized different causal relations interacting as
opposed effects. This allowed to identify the subtle effect of tree crowns separately from the
main effects determining GNSS accuracy obtained under canopies. As a result, the following
variables were suggested as most plausible candidates for beforehand prediction of GNSS
accuracy, in order of preference: leaf area index, stocking volume, and relative spacing
index.
o H21: Traditional forest inventory variables affect GNSS accuracy and precision. Supported.
We observed significant effects of both basal area and stem volume on GNSS
accuracy and precision.
o H22: Density indices affect GNSS accuracy and precision. Supported. We observed
significant effects of diverse relative density indices on GNSS accuracy and
precision.
o H23: Terrain slope at the survey landmark affects GNSS accuracy and precision. Rejected.
No significant effects of terrain slope computed from the ALS-derived DTM were
observed on GNSS accuracy and precision.
o H24: The characteristics of the gap and the trees surrounding the survey landmark affects
GNSS accuracy and precision. Rejected. No significant effects of either the canopy gap
or the properties of the surrounding trees were observed on GNSS accuracy and
precision.
o

o
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H16: The accuracy measured was related to the positioning dilution of precision (PDOP)
values observed at the GNSS receivers. Rejected. The use of PDOP for evaluating
accuracy is not recommended under forest canopies.
H17: The accuracy measured was related to the incorporation of both GPS and GLONASS
constellations, as compared to each of them alone. Supported. The observed accuracies
definitely depended on the number of observed satellites, which was shown as a
limiting factor under the forest canopy. Hence, the incorporation of GLONASS yields
an improvement in GNSS accuracy.
H18: The accuracy measured was related to the capacity of the receiver for fixing solutions
when solving the initial phase ambiguity. Supported. The capacity for fixing solutions
was probably one of the parameters most affecting the final accuracy obtained.
Hence, we recommend optimizing the conditions for fixing GNSS solutions.

H25: Both accuracy and precision are related to the characteristics of the forest
surrounding the receiver. Rejected. GNSS accuracy was significantly dependent on
several of the variables considered, but the precision values computed by the
receivers were seemly independent of the characteristics of the forest surrounding
them.
H26: There are differences between ordinary (OLS) and partial (PLS) least squares in terms
of statistical exploratory analysis of GNSS accuracy and its covariates. Supported. Using
PLS for inductive exploration of the relations was beneficial with respect to OLS, in
terms of assessing the explained variability from the residuals of the main effects.

o

•

H27: There are differences between ordinary (OLS) and partial (PLS) least squares in terms
of GNSS accuracy prediction. Rejected. It is nevertheless recommended to use OLS for
prediction, as PLS may lead to overfitting the relation to the training dataset.

Comparing the application in forest areas of methods available for integrating aerial imagery with
ALS data. Study the factors affecting tree crown displacement in orthophotos, and analyse whether
back-projecting ALS is affected by those same factors (Study Case 3.3). Accomplished. We
demonstrated that back-projecting ALS is a better alternative than orthorectification, and
more adequate for forested study areas. Deductive reasoning was applied to explain the
errors observed. The results obtained were positive, as the tree lean models developed
significantly correlated to the observed errors, even when each of their individual factors
alone did not. The technique for back-projecting ALS was unaffected by these same tree
lean modelled errors which concerned the orthophotos.
o H301: Techniques for obtaining true-orthophotos improve the results obtained by
traditional orthorectification in forested areas. Rejected. True-orthorectification
procedures followed in this study showed no significant improvement over traditional
ortho-imagery. We accept that alternative procedures may still improve our results.
However, the results obtained by back-projecting the ALS point cloud will not be
improved by any orthorectification technique, as it avoids error-prone mosaicking
and resampling stages. Otherwise, all the methods considered are all based on the
same collinearity assumption.
o H302: Techniques for obtaining back-projected ALS improve the results obtained by
traditional orthorectification in forested areas. Supported. Back-projecting ALS
improved accuracy up to a point that the observed errors were mainly affected by the
spatial resolution of the imagery used.
o H303: Tree height is a factor affecting the errors observed in orthorectification. Rejected.
Tree height does not explain the observed error by itself.
o H304: Terrain slope is a factor affecting the errors observed in orthorectification. Rejected.
Terrain slope does not explain the observed error by itself.
o H305: Nadir angle is a factor affecting the errors observed in orthorectification. Supported.
Nadir angle is the most affecting factor. We recommend to minimize it regardless of
the method used, e.g. increasing swath overlap frequency of camera exposures.
o H306: The tree lean models explained the errors observed in orthorectification. Supported.
Deductive modelling significantly explained the observed errors, even when each of
their individual factors alone did not. Ergo, H303and H304 are supported as well.
o H307: Scan density is a factor affecting the quality of the digital surface model, hence
affecting the errors observed in true-orthophotos. Rejected. Scan density does not
explain the observed error by itself.
o H308: The variance of the krigging model is a factor affecting the errors observed in trueorthophotos. Rejected. Model variance does not explain the observed error by itself.
o H309: The tree lean models based on the upper limit of the confidence interval explained
the errors observed in orthorectification. Supported. Deductive modelling based on the
assumption that tree tops are located on the upper limit of the 95% confidence
interval of the krigging model significantly explained the observed errors, even when
each of their individual factors alone did not. Ergo, H307and H308 are supported as
well.
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H310: Tree height is a factor affecting the errors observed in back-projected ALS. Rejected.
Tree height does not explain the observed error by itself. However, large errors may
be found at small trees if low spatial resolutions are used.
H311: Terrain slope is a factor affecting the errors observed in back-projected ALS.
Rejected. Terrain slope does not explain the observed error by itself.
H312: Nadir angle is a factor affecting the errors observed in back-projected ALS. Rejected.
The method for back-projecting ALS is not affected by nadir angle in terms of its
geometrical accuracy. It is nonetheless recommended to take this factor into
account in term of the anisotropic effects of forested areas in the radiometry of the
imagery used.
H313: The tree lean models explained the errors observed in back-projected ALS.
Rejected. The back-projecting method was unaffected by the effects which were
demonstrated significant in orthorectification, therefore succeeding in solving them.
H314: Scan density is a factor affecting the errors observed in back-projected ALS.
Rejected. Scan density does not affect the back-projecting ALS method.
H315: The spatial resolution of the imagery used affects the errors in all the methods
compared. Supported. The type of image used determined the error observed. No
interactions were found between imagery and methods, indicating that the error
induced by the spatial resolution of the imagery equally affected all the methods
considered.
H316: Correcting the atmospheric refraction improves the accuracy of back-projected ALS.
No scientific evidence. The magnitude of the expected errors due to atmospheric
refraction was well under the precision of the method used for their evaluation
(control group). The methodology followed for accuracy assessment was therefore
insufficient for this evaluation. This hypothesis must be pursued at a calibration field
with very high scan densities.
H316: Correcting the effect of Earth’s curvature improves the accuracy of back-projected
ALS. No scientific evidence. The magnitude of the expected errors due to Earth’s
curvature was well under the precision of the method used for their evaluation
(control group). The methodology followed for accuracy assessment was therefore
insufficient for this evaluation. This hypothesis must be pursued at a calibration field
with very high scan densities.

Study the advantages in forest inventory obtained when using the back-projecting ALS methods for
fusing ALS and infrared imagery. Compare the improvement obtained in the forest estimation
models when an optical image-derived predictor is included (Study Case 3.4). Accomplished. We
demonstrated that back-projecting ALS allowed to include a predictor derived from the
optical imagery which added a significant proportion of variance explained at some of the
forest variables considered. We also observed the potential benefits in forest health studies.
o H401: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
stem density, as compared to using ALS metrics only. Supported. The inclusion of the
optical predictor significantly improved the model with ALS predictors alone.
o H402: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
relative density index, as compared to using ALS metrics only. Supported. The inclusion of
the optical predictor significantly improved the model with ALS predictors alone.

o

o

o

o

o

H403: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
mean quadratic diameter, as compared to using ALS metrics only. Supported. The
inclusion of the optical predictor significantly improved the model with ALS
predictors alone.
H404: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
basal area, as compared to using ALS metrics only. Rejected. The inclusion of the optical
predictor obtained no significant improvement with respect to the variance already
explained by the ALS predictors.
H405: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
Lorey’s height, as compared to using ALS metrics only. Rejected. The inclusion of the
optical predictor obtained no significant improvement with respect to the variance
already explained by the ALS predictors.
H406: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
standing volume, as compared to using ALS metrics only. Supported. The inclusion of the
optical predictor significantly improved the model with ALS predictors alone.
H407: Adding the median of the red edge to the model improves the results obtained for
Gini coefficient, as compared to using ALS metrics only. Rejected. The inclusion of the
optical predictor obtained no significant improvement with respect to the variance
already explained by the ALS predictors.
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4. DISCUSSION

4.1. FUSION LEVEL 1: FIELD GNSS

Effects of forest canopy on GNSS positioning and consequences for ALS inventory
The effects of GNSS errors in ALS-assisted forest inventory estimates depend mainly on the forest response
variable and ALS-metrics selected for the models (Gobakken & Næsset 2009), the choice of GNSS receiver
and plot size (Mauro et al. 2011), and the spatial heterogeneity of canopy structure at the study area
(Frazer et al. 2011). A number of authors have tested the performance of several types of GNSS receivers
and positioning procedures (e.g., Næsset 1999; Bolstad et al. 2005; Wing & Eklund 2007; Andersen et al.
2009; Valbuena et al. 2010a; Ordoñez et al. 2011) and the effect of diverse canopy types (e.g. Liu and
Brantigan 1995; Deckert and Bolstad 1996; Sigrist et al. 1999; Næsset 2001; Næsset and Jonmeister 2002;
Tachiki et al. 2005; Zengin and Yeşil 2006; Valbuena et al. 2012a). Provided that there is enough
observation time, the accuracies obtained generally tend to converge among systems and conditions
(Næsset et al. 2000; Valbuena et al. 2010a). The most practical approach is therefore to record GNSS
epochs at plot centre while forest mensuration is carried out, allowing enough time for the receiver to
observe. Sigrist et al. (1999) and Hasegawa & Yoshimura (2007) observed the important role of canopy
foliage in the interruption of signal detection. It has consequently been suggested that recording times may
beforehand be optimized at each plot according to basal area (Naesset & Jonmeister 2002), volume, stand
density or leaf area index (Valbuena et al. 2012a). The effect of a given GNSS error on ALS-based estimates
is larger for smaller plot sizes (Mauro et al. 2011). Gobakken & Naesset (2009) found the largest errors to
occur in mature forests of poor site quality, whereas the precise coordinates of a plot matter less if located
at homogeneous areas (Frazer et al. 2011). It is therefore good practice to adequate field mensuration to
forest conditions, and not uncommon to survey plots of different sizes according to stem density. Overall,
with the current GNSS technologies available and the actual requirements of area-based applications of
ALS, occupying during 10 mins must be more than sufficient time for positioning 9-15 m-radius circular
plots with survey-grade receivers. The use of hand-held receivers is discouraged for this duty, unless it is
nevertheless planned to spend 30 mins at each plot for field mensuration.
Although a traverse survey is the only means of acquiring a truthful idea of the real accuracy of GNSS
positioning, evaluating the quality of forest plot establishment by means of descriptors obtained by the
GNSS receivers during the occupation may be enough for most area-based inventory applications of ALS.
The best descriptors offered by the GNSS receivers without involving any terrestrial-based instruments are,
in order from the most to the least reliable (Naesset & Jonmeister 2002): the type of solution obtained
(fixed, float or code), the dispersion of the epochs recorded ( ,  ), and the geometry of the observed
satellites (PDOP). However, some of these are receiver-dependent (Valbuena et al. 2010a), and it is difficult
to know exactly the built-in algorithms included in the instruments, such as any type of outlier filtering that
may be applied for  and  computation (Le & Tiberius 2007), for instance. These descriptors are
therefore only to be compared when obtained by the same receiver. External validation of GNSS
positioning by traverse surveying can be reserved for high demanding applications in research and precise
forestry based on individual tree positioning. Even in such cases, only a sample of all GNSS occupations
have to be included in the traverse, as long as the whole range of forest conditions at the study area are
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present, since the most important criteria when planning the traverse survey are the availability of an
opening in the canopy while keeping the length of the traverse under the tolerance of the TS instrument.
It is a commonly established idea in GNSS surveying that frequent logging rates lead to larger number of
observations, decreasing the uncertainty of the positions obtained. However, when the GNSS receiver is set
under dense forest cover this practice may be counterproductive, as numerous obstacles increase the
probability for the signal to be interrupted (Hasegawa & Yoshimura 2007). It is an advised practice to lower
the logging rate, especially when detecting that the receiver hardly fixes any solution. This would allow a
longer window of time for the receiver to fix the initial phase ambiguity. Naesset (2001) found that float
dual-frequency solutions may achieve lower accuracies than fixed single-frequency ones. Even with a large
number of epochs  in the denominator of eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 (chapter 1.2), float solutions will be worse than
fixed ones in the presence of bias (Valbuena et al. 2010a). Continuous tracking of satellites is key for fixing
the phase ambiguity, and most receivers can deduce satellite trajectory while observation is temporarily
interrupted, being more likely to detect the signal back afterwards. It is therefore good practice to leave the
receiver functioning during the whole campaign, still when no epochs are being recorded at a forest plot,
unless battery availability is a limitation. The operator may well allow the receiver to find satellites on a gap
in the canopy at the beginning of the survey, and also at several intervals during a working day.
One of the main conclusions obtained in Valbuena et al. (2010a) was the importance that the receiver was
capable to fix the initial phase ambiguity. A parallel study conducted by Mauro et al. (2011) aimed at
evaluating the factors that actually influence forest estimations, also according to different plot sizes. The
concluding outcome of these studies was that obtaining the required accuracy was just a matter of
providing enough time of observation, and therefore, the next research question was how to optimize the
GNSS positioning to stay the minimum time required to fulfil ALS requirements keeping the surveying costs
low.
During last decades, the multipath effect of nearby ground was critically limiting the accuracy obtained by
GNSS receivers. Subsequently, antenna heights were one of the most important considerations in GNSS
surveying. This no longer applies for receivers incorporating a cut-off mask and a choke-ring antenna, which
has been found to efficiently mitigate the effect of steep terrain. However, other benefits can be obtained
from raising the antenna up to 4 m from the ground, as increasing the observing horizon may be crucial in
study areas at high latitudes (Arslan & Demirel 2008) and mountainous terrain (Deckert & Bolstad 1996). In
such conditions, when the number of satellites observed is a limiting factor, the best setting is to raise
antenna height and apply no cut-off. It should nevertheless be taken into account that approximating the
GNSS receiver to the crown bulk of the canopy may compromise the accuracy obtained, especially on wet
conditions (Sigrist et al. 1999; Valbuena et al. 2012a).
In mountainous terrain, the obstruction of the horizon significantly limits the number of satellites observed
(Deckert & Bolstad 1996). In DGNSS, the main purpose is to obtain tandem observations from the same
satellites simultaneously at base and rover receivers. For this reason, there is no much practical use in
choosing a base station situated at the other side of a ridge, if rover and base observe different satellites.
The effect of the surrounding topography can be determinant in the choice of stations for differential
correction. Only one base receiver situated in the main aspect direction of the foreslope may obtain higher
accuracies than a network of stations observing satellites in the backslope, out of rover's horizon (Valbuena
et al. 2010a). This criterion prevails over their distance to the study area, unless differences among
baselines exceed 50-100 kilometres (Andersen et al. 2009).
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Although most research needs on field GNSS acquisition for ALS projects were well covered (Næsset 1999,
2001; Næsset and Jonmeister 2002; Andersen et al. 2009; Valbuena et al. 2010a, 2012a), there are still
some questions to be addressed in the near future. Developments in newest satellite constellations,
augmentation systems, as well as in the available networks of permanent base-stations, will improve the
results obtained in forested areas. Extensive research is currently being carried out in search for solutions
for indoor positioning, which aim to solve the same challenges also found in forested environments, and
hence worth testing once fully developed. Moreover, no comprehensive study has seemly been yet
devoted to tropical areas (D'Oliveira et al. 2012), which are currently at the spotlight of most monitoring
efforts. ALS-assisted capacity building for reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation
(REDD) will clearly benefit from conducting studies on GNSS accuracy improvement at dense tropical
rainforest.

4.2. FUSION LEVEL 2: AIRBORNE SENSORS

Demonstrated advantages of back-projecting ALS for airborne sensor combinations
Back-projecting an airborne laser scanning (ALS) point cloud onto an image consists in calculating the
position of individual ALS returns according to the perspective projection of the passive sensor which
sensed the image. FUSENSOR is a software tool developed for automated combination of ALS surveys with
aerial photographs by implementing this back-projecting technique. The outcome is an ALS point cloud in
las format, with 2-byte information incorporated in its RGB fields (ASPRS, 2008), so that this information
can be used along with the more traditional point height and intensity. This technique allows avoiding
error-prone orthorectifying procedures for ALS/optical data fusion (Valbuena et al., 2011), as the original
uncorrected photographs are directly used instead.
By reversing the collinearity formulation with the external orientation of each image in a photogrammetric
campaign, each laser return is rendered from the conical perspective of the optical camera. This way, the
absolute coordinates of each ALS point are transformed onto the internal orientation of each original
picture, and a perfect co-registration of both sensors is achieved. This technique has been used to generate
synthetic stereo pairs with the intensity obtained by ALS returns, which can for instance be used with the
purpose of evaluating systematic errors in the relative georeferencing of laser datasets and imagery. In the
back-projecting technique, the original digital numbers are extracted by a certain ALS point from a given
picture, and this information is fetched back to the original position of the ALS point. Packalén et al. (2009)
used this methodology, which enabled him to obtain improved estimations of forest parameters by speciesspecific modeling. They inferred species mixture from the radiometric information of near-infrared, to
assist the volume estimations obtained from the colored ALS point cloud.
FUSENSOR was tested with a survey configured for simultaneous acquisition with both sensors over a
forested area: small-footprint ALS50-II (Leica) at an average scan density of 1.15 pulses per square-meter,
and a DMC (Zeiss-Intergraph) multi-head frame system of array CCD sensors. Single and first returns were
filtered before the back-projection, to avoid erroneously allocating DNs to points underneath the canopy
cover, i.e. not visible by the optical sensor. In order to reduce anisotropy effects affecting the radiometry of
the optical data, the procedure was adjusted to select the image with the closest principal point for each
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ALS return, so that the nadir angle was minimized. Non-pansharpened original bands from the heads with
selective sensitivity to green, red and near-infrared wavelenght were chosen as the radiometric data.
The outcome was a ALS point cloud directly including this information, which can be later used for areabased predictor computation. Moreover, information from the optical sensor can be used for stratification
of the surveyed area, reducing the need for prior knowledge on forest/non-forest areas. The
backscattering properties of ALS pulses can be used for quantitative estimation of above ground biomass,
while quantitative characterization biodiversity and health can be performed up to tree level. Alternatively,
pansharpened imagery can also be back-projected, and therefore its information can be used for textural
analysis or incorporated in individual tree delineation algorithms. This way, FUSENSOR integrates several
information sources for advanced estimation methods and improving decision support and information
flow in forestry applications of remotely sensed data from airborne missions.
Besides of the multiple potential applications, the back-projecting technique opens a wide range of
possibilities for further research, as it introduces the need for adapting the traditional remote sensing
analyses used for optical imagery to the new format where it is contained. Algorithms based in twodimensional data structured in pixels within a raster ought to be adapted to the analysis of DNs located in
points with a three-dimensional position. Advances in precise digital surface modelling and breakline
determination in forested areas can improve the automation of FUSENSOR procedures, as visibility analyses
can be added for assuring the correspondence between the ALS points and the camera perspective at the
moment of exposure. They can also be used to avoid anisotropic effects and mutual shading of trees, by
selecting only DNs obtaining direct light, toward a more normalized radiometric response. Further
developments of FUSENSOR can include its adjustment for imagery acquired by linear sensors. For instance,
its use for airborne hyperspectral sensors will benefit from advanced developments in defining the most
significant narrow-band information in determined forest applications.

4.3. FUSION LEVEL 3: SATELLITE SENSORS
With regard to the last Fusion-level-3 (Fig. 1.a) of ALS with satellite-borne sensors, the author of this thesis
has been also involved in projects using medium-resolution satellite imagery. Pascual et al. (2008)
determined the gain obtained when combining information from of ALS with this type of satellite optical
sensors. Valbuena et al (2010b) used a combination of pixel and object-level classification of medium
resolution imagery into priority habitats. McInerney et al. (2010) used the approach illustrated in Fig. 1.a to
obtain improved estimates imputed by kNN (k-nearest neighbours) method over the extent of the satellite
imagery. It was observed in these studies that the geometric accuracy is less affected as satellite imagery is
obtained at a narrower field-of-view. In addition, the lower spatial resolution makes the geometric
accuracy of orthorectified imagery to be well under pixel size. No further research on the geometric
accuracy was therefore required for the information acquired from satellite sensors.
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5. CONCLUSIONES / CONCLUSIONS

5.1. Conclusiones
•

Las exactitudes y precisiones geométricas obtenidas mediante GNSS bajo cubierta forestal e
imagen óptica aérea fueron suficientes y adecuadas para la realización de un inventario forestal con
escaneo láser aerotransportado basado en calibración con parcelas de campo.

•

Para poder evaluar la calidad de levantamientos GNSS efectuados bajo el dosel forestal, es
necesario comparar los valores de precisión proporcionados por los propios receptores GNSS con
las exactitudes reales obtenidas mediante un itinerario topográfico, ya que se observaron
diferencias significativas entre precisión y exactitud.

•

El tiempo de observación es el factor que más afecta la exactitud del levantamiento GNSS bajo el
dosel, ya que los resultados convergen para todos los receptores y métodos a medida que se
aumentaba el número de observaciones registradas.

•

Por su relación con las propias variables forestales, es posible predecir la exactitud GNSS esperada.
El índice de área foliar (LAI), índice de espaciamiento relativo (RSI) y el volumen de la masa fueron
las variables mejor relacionadas con la exactitud GNSS. Por lo tanto, la información previa sobre
dichas variables, obtenidas a partir de sensores ópticos, podría ser utilizada para ajustar los
tiempos de observación a cada zona del bosque.

•

El método de retroproyección es una alternativa significativamente más exacta que la
ortorectificación para la fusión de datos de sensores ópticos y de escaneo láser aerotransportados.
La dificultad de obtener un modelo digital que represente rigurosamente la posición real del dosel
forestal impide que la ortorectificación sea un método factible para la combinación de estos
sensores en inventario forestal en la práctica.

•

El ángulo nadiral fue el factor que más afectó los errores de posicionamiento de elementos
observados en las ortoimágenes. El resto de factores afectaron únicamente en combinación con
elevadas distancias a nadir. El segundo factor que más afectó fue la altura de los árboles, mientras
que el efecto de la pendiente del terreno fue menos claro. En el caso de la ortorectificación
verdadera, se observó que la causa de los errores estaba relacionada con el error estándar del
modelo de krigeado. Las comparaciones llevadas a cabo demostraron que los errores observados
en la técnica de retroproyectado no estaban relacionados con estos mismos factores.

•

La exactitud de los métodos para combinar datos en inventario forestal por escaneo láser
aerotransportado se ven severamente afectados por la densidad y grado de madurez de la masa
forestal. La calidad de los levantamientos GNSS efectuados bajo dosel forestal dependen sobre
todo de la fracción de cabida cubierta y la densidad relativa, mientras que las dificultades en la
combinación con sensores ópticos se deben principalmente a la altura de los árboles.

•

La resolución espacial del sensor óptico afecta a la incertidumbre en el posicionamiento espacial de
elementos identificados por la información radiométrica en nubes de puntos de escaneo láser
retroproyectadas.
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•

La optimización final de la exactitud geométrica del posicionamiento GNSS y la información del
sensor óptico en la nube retroproyectada permitió mejorar los resultados obtenidos en el
inventario forestal asistido por teledetección de escaneo láser aerotransportado para diversas
variables forestales, tales como el diámetro medio cuadrático y el índice de densidad relativa. En
consecuencia, el interés de incorporar información de sensores ópticos dentro del flujo de
inventario forestal por escaneo láser aerotransportado va más allá de la propia discriminación entre
especies arbóreas. Una de las aplicaciones más importantes es la posibilidad de obtener
predicciones más precisas para la densidad de pies, ya que es una de las que obtienen mayor error
de estimación al usar escaneo láser aerotransportado solamente.

5.2. Conclusions
•

Geometric accuracies obtained by means of GNSS under forest cover and optical aerial imagery
were sufficient and adequate for forest inventory based on aerial laser scanning and field plot
calibration.

•

In order to truly evaluate the performance of GNSS receivers operating under the forest canopies,
the precision values provided by some GNSS receivers must be contrasted against real accuracies
obtained by ground surveying methods, as discrepancies between precision and accuracy were
found.

•

The most important factor influencing the accuracy of GNSS acquisition under forest canopies is the
observation time. Results converged among methods and receivers as the number of records
increased.

•

The expected GNSS accuracy may be predicted in relation to forest variables. Leaf area index (LAI),
relative spacing index (RSI), and standing volume, were found as the forest variables most related
to GNSS accuracy. Prior information on these variables, for instance from optical remote sensing
estimates, may therefore be used to tailor the GNSS observation time among different locations of
a same forest area according to the effects of the canopy on GNSS accuracy.

•

The method for back-projecting ALS was an alternative for fusing it with optical imagery
significantly more accurate than orthorectifying. The difficulty of obtaining an accurate digital
model representative of the real canopy prevents orthorectification from being a reliable method
for combining ALS and optical imagery in practical forest inventory.

•

The nadir angle was found as the factor most affecting the errors in positions of elements in the
orthorectified optical images. As the research problem was grounded on the perspective view of
the optical sensor, all other factors affected only in combination with wide nadir angles. Tree height
was the second factor most affecting, whereas the effect of terrain slope was less clear. In the case
of the true-orthorectification, the standard error of the krigging model used for rectification was
found to be the source of the errors found. The comparisons carried out demonstrated the backprojected ALS to be no longer affected by these same factors.

•

Highly stocked and mature forest areas must be of highest concern for practical forest assessment
by ALS remote sensing. Field GNSS is mainly affected by canopy closure, whereas difficulties for
combining optical sensors are mainly related to canopy height.
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•

The uncertainty in the position of features identified from optical information in back-projected ALS
depends mainly on the spatial resolution of the optical sensor.

•

The final optimization in the geometric accuracy of GNSS and optical sensor allowed us to improve
practical ALS-assisted inventory by incorporating an optical-derived metric. Several forest variables
succeeded in adding explained variance, the best results being for mean quadratic diameter and
relative density index. Hence, the interest of incorporating optical sensors goes therefore beyond
species discrimination. The possibility of improving the prediction of stem density is of most
importance, as this variable is usually among those obtaining higher ALS estimations errors.
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